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1.

PREFACE

4

i4ETRO-APEX is -tie result of a long tern research and'
development effort b a nunber of dedicated individuals. The0 ,

inspiration, and mu of the technical basis evolve4.fr9m
similar exercise (N.E.T.R.0.) originally developed by, the Environ-
mental Simulatibn Laboratory, Eniversity.of Michigan., In 1966E
a grant from the Division.of Air Pollution Control, V.S. Public
Mealth'Savice was awarded to the COMEX Research Project,,UnjNOr-
sity of Southern California, to develop a dynamic teachinr
instrument, METRO-APEX. Working in close cooperation, the CO111X
Research project and the Environmental Simulation Laboratory
succdssfully developed the initial version of the LIF,TROApEX,,-6'-',,
exercise in 1971. This computer-based gaming simulation was
designed to provide, a laboratory urban community in which air
pollution managenent.trainees could apply and test the ulowledge
and sLills gained through conventional educational me'Etods. cf-

MliTRO-APEX has proven to be highly adaptable o training
programs dealing with the many aspects of air pollution control
including law, nanagement, air quality monitoring, Land use
planning, budget preparation, citizen participation programs, `,

state and federal grant procedures, ana.politcaldecision-
making processes. As a result, EETRO-APEX is in:great'denand as
a valuable supplement to university training prOgralp, and JAI
many cases is being used as a central curriculum" focus. Over, 60
universities have been trained in the use of 'AETR&.APEX. It
has also been translated i.nto Wrench and Spanish Ifind4s being
used in seven countries ou ide of the United Statpsi

Based on the success of the initial METRO-APEXoprouan,
COMEX was awarded a grant from the Control PrIgrRmlievelqpnerist
Division of the Environmental Protection Agencyto iubstantialiy
revise and broaden the simulation Aercise :to encompass themide
spectrum of environnental management issues. This Current
version, of which thip nanual is a part,, was compleitdin'
1974 and greatly increases the utility and teachidipotential 1:99
the exercise. In this version, the interrelatibnshi*anong,
air, water and solid waste are demonstrated, the'.strategies- and-
options available to players haye been,broadenea,P,neW roles have
been added, the exercise materials have been updatecT to reflect
the latest technology and nomenclature, and many of the opera-
tional probl.ems associated with the earlier version have been
rectified.

, , "4'

iv
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ilTRO-APEX is one of, if not the most complex gaming-
Simulations an'urban-area in use today. Although it was
'designed to-supplemant standard teaching methods, APEX is far
more than an educatiqnaj tool. It is a communication channel -

of. a hdlv level-7capable of providing both the 'language and the
_forun for information transfer tietween persons and group's with
--diffe,rent educattanal and cultural backgrounds as well as difcer-
ent perspectives of theurban situation.

4;ETRO'-,APEXis composed of tic) essential components: (l), a

camputerized-systeM made up of _a series of well-integrated
Simulation modali'linkdd to a (2) "gamed" environment encom-i
passing a se=ries of interactive roles. The computerized system 4

predicts the changes that .occur in several sectors of the urban
system in response ta.de decisions made by participants in,the
"gamed" environment, decisions made by persons outside the

'"gamed" environment (other actors whose behavior is simulated
An the comptiter)-, and'pxternat pressures on the metropolitan
area Calso-simulated in,the coriputer).

,
,:-:

.

.

The County,` of APEX is ruiPyear by-year by principga decis-
,

.ion,,makers performing both the mundane and extraordinary func-
ions of their office inthe,"gamed" environment. Each cydle or
yep. is condensed in'time to a,phree to eight hour session
ddi-ing whiCh the decision makera formulate their yearly policy.
The decisions that, emerge Out.4-the "competitive -- cooperative"
enviroribent,,of the ganing-si tiaction ire used As priming inputs
td thd computer simulation; The charige'in 6e'status of the
urban AredAs,tAlculated by, the computer and returndd to the
deaisien Ilakers as, theTrimaty input_tothre riext'cycle of action.
InclUded,inNthechage,,-picture g.pneratedby the computer are.
selected social; economic and physical 5.6dicetors which show the

. , 0 - ._,

magnitudes ,of-Change in key areas and' aoriewspaper which. serves
as the focal ipoint f6Ca1 public- opinion..,'

--',,

*The key,dedision-makars acting in"the'gamed environment
include anilriViro4 ental,guality.Ageacy with departments of Air
Pollution 'Pollutkbn and Solid Wastes; Politicians, Plan-
ners and Admipistrative OfficerOrom a Central City and a
County; Lanevalopers arid° Induatria14.ats froethe private
sector; ,gridrepreseritqiyes from the rIeWG ;06dia and Pressure
Groups: The Poketiciaris- are iesPonsi6le for the administration
of their respective ,,juriaditplis' and fore the formulation and
implementation ocoValiiods,Ptograms-to ,,upgrade the social status
of their conait-Uents.- The Plannata aerye'',:a aides to .he ,.

Politicians'rn' represent tire MAior kqng,xange ,coordinating
force._-inthe community.

; TW:tnvirorimental'Control Officers
..are charged witVeie task: of monharing.and,alleviating the
,'poll,ution problehs. Thelprivateibuaimesaiisectors operate to
_fasier their own interests and;freqddntly those ..of the community.
Pressdre Groups,arieliews Nadia adVaGAte various positions on
community ia-Szfe:S. f;enerally46ekh decision maker finds it to

,, , .

his advantage t6 cooidaate tompet4 with other players
in his efforts to Promote,hiS atxittegies., The 1,JETRO-APEX
eneral Interaction- Diati.6r included here indicates possible

,linkagesinkages among therales. :,,,,,;j n

///'



In general, people have great difficulty understanding the
dynamics of a complex systen thibugh traditional neans. Gaming=
sirmiation offers participants the opportunity to study, work.
with, and discuss the structure of such a system and to experi-
ment with intervention Strategies designed to change that struc-

ture. When used as a teaching device, the strength of .a gaming -

simulation such as NETRO-APEX lies in the opportunity afforded
participants for involvement in ;the system. When compared with
the passive pbservati)on of the system offered by tradition0.
methods, this approa6h has had great success.
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Chapter

A IXUEF D13SCWIPTION OIL APEX CQUTY

nistory

The first settlers of APEX County were farm-families emigrating from
New England and :dew York State be'ginning about 1830. During the
middle of the nineteenth century, German imnigrants continued the
settlement patterns of established dispersed family farms., Income

to pay for the necessary imports of products from the East .gas
derived pximafily from the production of farm crop ; and, more im-

portantly, timber.. Small market towns, often contining'milling
facilities, developed between 1820 and 1860. Atithe same time,
the County was o4anized as a unit af government by the State, and

`the basic,network,of roads was completed.

The major impetus for the later development of the Central
City as a'regional center was its selection as the state capitol in

1847. The na'tion's first land-grant university was established-east
of the Central City in 1855, further enhancing its growth. Central
City was incorporated in 1859 and the Suburb, in which the university
was located, was incorporated-in.1910., The University's control of
a large block of land was to exercise profound influence on the
fut4e physical pattern of-Idevelopment. truth of the logical, develop-

ment corridor outward from the City was preempted by this facility.

Ste.am railroads were first built into APEX County beginniAg int

the 1860's. Those small market-milling communities with stops and :

depots on the rail lines began to Assume a greater importance than ,

the small communities away from the lives. The impact of the
railroads on the small communities can be seen from the following
description of Central City:

By the year 1863, the City...Was a bdstling, urban

center. Early accounts tell us that at that time,

the City included eleven churches, five hotels, two
flouring mills, three tanneries, two breweries, three

saw mills, two sash and blind factories, thiee iron
foundries, two printing officqs, several brick yards,
and a large number of mechanic shops.*

Although growing, it should be noted that manufacturing was still

minimal. Exports were dominated by agricultural and timber product

and most other production was for localconSumption only.

*Tri-County Regional Commission, hllistory of the Tri-County Region,"
Information Retort 7, updated. pp. 24-25.



Beginning in perhaps 1880, factories producing goods to be
exported out of the region were built in the area, fostel-ed by the
completion of railroad ties with the rest of the country. These
factories, mainly built near railroad depots, stimulated the migration
of factory-worker families into the .region. Host of these families
settled near the factories wherb they were employed, adding further
to the growth of the towns near the railroad. ;Just before the turn
of the century the introduction of the automobile industry into
Central City gave the final impetus needed to make Central City
inttr the dominant community in the County. Beginning about the
same time -electric interurban railways were extended from Cental
City to die north, east and west, allowing many workers from the
new industries in the City to move further away from their place of
employment.

By the 1920's, automobiles had become readily available and
their-use was encouraged by the paving of most of the roads in the
County. Those who had formerly lived fairly close to the interurban
system began to be dispersed throughout larger areas. and to settle
in lower density neighborhoods. Until about 1930, most new develop-
ment was found in the filling-in of the Central City and Suburb.
Although the growth of industrial anchbureauciatic functions proceeded
in the Central, City and the area adjacent to it, the more outlying
townships remainedand to some extent still remain, predominantly
agricultural. The growing urbanizatiori which has occurred more
recently in these fringe areas has been primarily stimulated. by the
construction of the interstate expressway system beginning in the
1950's.

The interstate highway freeway system in APEX County is shown
on ,the map at the end of this-chaptef. One major expressway comes
frok the southeast, sweeps around the southern and western fringes
of the City and leaves the County from /its northwestern corner. A
second expressway' comes up from the south, intersects the first and
continues northward into the Suburb. It is anticipated that in
the future this expressway will be continued northwafds, then swing
west to finish an e *pressway loop around the City (dashed line).

In addition to the airport, major transportation into and
out of APEX County is provided by rail (primarily freight) and
expressway. The attached map outlines the routes of the three rail
lines which generally follow the riVer valleys and intersect in
Analysis Area 8.

A local APEX bus line serves the Central City, with some
service extended into the Suburb annearby areas of the County.

Host travel in APEX-is turrently,Uy priVate_automobile. There
are approximately 2.1 people per registbfed automobire-in_ APEX.
This amounts to approximately one billion automobile mileSTer_
year. The automobile is the cause of substantial congestion,
property damage, death and air pollution in APEX. Further infor-
mation about the contribution of the automobile to pollUtion
be obtained from the Air PollutiOnSontrol Officer.

A,
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The automobile represents an immense financial burden to owners,
political jurisdictions, emplpyers and commercial establishments.
Taxes to expand and maintain the road network are constantly expan-
ding. / Vast areas of land are required for parking. At the same time,
bus ridership is decreasing. Cs

Political Jurisdictions

In the METRO -APEX game, the County. is composedrof four autonomous
jurisdictions: The Central City, Suburb, Township 1 and Township 2.
The County has beeh further divided into 29 "Analysis Areas", each
resembling a census tract. The Central City comprises Analysis Areas
1 through 13; the Suburb', AA's 17 through 19; Township 1, to the west,
contains AA's 23 through 28 and Township 2, to the east, contains
AA's 14-16, 20-22 and 29. (See map). In addition to analysis areas,
the Central City is politically divided into Wards:

Ward 1 AA's 1-4
Ward 2 AA's 5-8
Ward 3 AA's 9-13

Lach Ward is the electoral district for one of the .three City Council
seats represented in the game. The County government (Board of
Supervisors) is comprised of members elected from the Suburb, from
the Townships, from the County-at-large and the Central City-at-large.

The City Council and County Board of Supervisors are the only
two local governmental units actively represented in the garde. Other
local governments, including the school boards, are simulated. In
some cases, City and County gOvernments have parallel functions;
e.g. they both provide police services, planning and capital improve-
ments. The County however, has area-wide responsibility for three
major services not provided by the City government: public health,
welfare and pollution control. In these three areas, County actions,
directly affect Central, City residents as well as residents in the
outlying areas. Both the municipal aad County governments derive
their primary financial support from the same tax base- -real property.
County property taxes are paid by land-owners, in addition to property
taxes .collected by the municipal government and the school board in
each political jurisdiction.

Data prCded to players in the game are nearly always given by
nalysis atea--tnis is also the smallest unit of scale in referring

locations; that is, a project or house or industry is located in
"An a '' rather than on a particular street or a particular
intersection. laracteristics of each individual analysis area,
including the so io-economic composition of the residents and the
proportions of la d area devoted to particular land uses, may be
found in the Pia ers data.
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A few analysis areas are almost completely chacterized by one
or two major features which are often referred to throughout play.
These major features are given in the following list, with their
analysis areas indicated:

Central Business District (CBD) -- nearly all of Analysis
Area 8

State Capitol -- Analysis Area 8

Ghetto -- Analysis Area 4 and Analysis Area 8

University -- AnalySis Area 19 (all)

"Best" residential areas -- Analysis Areas 9 (all) 'and
17 (most)

These features are'not only unique in the County, but they also
dominate the analysis areas in which they are'located; in the game
they are likely to be referred to as locations in themselves, with
no further locational explanation given. -

A list of other important man-made features of the County, and
their locations, is given later in this chapter.

Geography and Climate

APEX County is located nearly at the cente of an industrialized
northern State,'some 85 miles northwest of on the largest metro-
politan areas in the United States. The once heavily forested land,
extending roughly 320 square miles, is quite flat and for the most
part adequately drained for agriculture.

The Great River, a major watercourse in the State, enters the
County from the south in Analysis Area 23, meanders north and west,
then back to the east and north as it passes through Analysis Area
8. There it is joined by the Red Oak River, which comes in'from the
east. The enlarged Great River exits from the ciiunty in Analysis
Area 26, from which it continues west for some 85 miles before
emptying in to the.Grv.a Lakes. Major drainage'of-the County is
through the Great River Lystem.

Just before it empties into the Great River, the Red Oak River
is joined by Sycamore Creek, which wanders up froM the southeast.
Much of the area in Analysis.Mreas 11 and 13, near this creek, is
low and somewhat marshy, not ideal for heavy development. The
other major marshy area in the County is in Analysis Area 14, to
the northeast in Township 2. There are also several small lakes in
this analysis-area and quite a large State Park. The largest lake

15
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in the County is located in Analysis Area 16. This was a primary
recreation area in the early part of this century but is less ideal

now, due to heavy pollution loads and deteriorating shoreline develop-

ment. There are snail creeks which wander through many analysis areas

in the County. Theq)nly other river of any significant size, however,-

is Looking Glass River, which runs east and west through the northern
portion of the County, ,primarily in Analysis Areas 28 and 29.

The climate of APEX County is temperate, with summer tempera-

tures averaging about 70 degrees and winter temperatures which
average about 25 degrees. There is an annual rainfall of roughly
41 inches, with heavy snows to be expected primarily in the

months of January and February. Prevailing winds are westerly,
swinging to the southwest in summer and northwest in winter.

4

Major Public Facilities

As might be expected, the Central City and Suburb are significan

ly better endowed with public capital improvements than are the

Townships. The following list includes the most important public

structures in the County, and indicates under whose jurisdiction

they are operated and where they are located:

Airport (County) -- AA 29, just outside the City limits. The
Airport has-`three runways and a terminal

.of 27,000 square feet. Twoscommercial
airlines serve the County through this
airport; cargo and general aviation are

also served.

Boys Training School (State) -- AA 7.

City Nall -- AA 6. This' is an old structure, built 80

years ago and considered, a scandal. A

more central location hals been chosen for

the new City Hall underrconstrudtion in

AA 8.

Community Centers (City), -- AA's 2, 4, 7, "8', 10, 13. These are
mostly, old houses purchased by the City to

house neighborhood meetings and the
operation of special programs.

Community Centers (Township Halls) -- AA's 14 (2), 24, 27, 29.

Community College (County) -- AA 8. The facility is currently
housed in an old library and elementary
school.

16
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County Building

County Court 1

Fire'tations

Fire Stations

1 -E'

-- AA 8, This includes all County offices
and the meeting rooms for the,County Board
of Supervisors.

louse -- AA 8, adjacent to County offices.

(City) -- AA's 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 (2), 11, 12.

(Townships) -- AA's 20, 23, 25. These are modest
stations housing limited equipment. Volun-
teers provide firefighting manpower.

(

--.AA 7. This waJ built in 1912 and was ex-
lianded in 1922, 1942, and 1960. It contain.
362 beds, including a 35-bed tuberculosis-

. wing, and caters primarily to the indigent.
There are three private hospitals in the
County with an additional 650 beds.

AA 8. This is an old downtown building.
There-are branch libraries in AA's 1, 5, 11,
12 (2), 13.

Hospital (County)

Library'(City)

Library (Suburb) -- AA 18.

Plant (City) -- AA 2. This plant provides
both primary and secondary treatment and
has a capacity of 34 million gallons per
day. It currently averages 22 million
gallons daily.

Plant (Suburb) -- AA 19,, This plant provides
primary §ewage treatment, with a capacity
of 12 million gallons per day; it c rrently
handels an average of 6.75 million g llons
daily.

(County) -- AA 8. This is attached to the
County Building.

2

Plant (City) -- AA 8. Water for the City is
derived from the Great River as it .exits
from Analysis Area 8. Capacity is 42
million/gallons per day, with the average.
daily flow currently being 22 million'
gallon. Treatment includes filtration,
purification, flouridation and lime soften;
ing.

Plant (Suburb) -- AA 19. The Suburb?ts water is
drawn from the Red Oak River as it enters
AA 19. Capacity is 6 million gallons daily

Sewage Treatment

Sewage Treatment

Sheriff Station

Water Treatment

Water Treatment

17
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1/1 current average flow being 2.5 million
ga 1,uas per day. Treatment includes
chlorination, fluoridation and ziolite
softening.

6

-/2Zoo (City) AA 7.

industry and the Economy

Major employment in APEX County is provided bi the State Capitol
Complex, the University and a automobile A' sembly plant, located

in Analysis' Area 4. While State Governmen is a stable, slow-growing
-Industry, the University; typical of "rese rch and development"
operations elsewhere, is growing at a very rapid rate. The automo-
bilt'plant exhibits characteristics similar to any large manufacturing
operation, fluctuating considerablyin response to the national

busitkess cycle.

In addition toJthese "big three" employers, there is a host of
industries supplying parts to the automobile industry, as well as

independent industries exporting goods which have no relationship

to-autos. .(A map and listing of the major industries in the County

are found on the following-two pages.) These'include the seven

gamed industiles:

Industry 1 -- Shear Power Company
Industry 2 -- People's Pulp Plant

" Industry 3 -- Rusty's Iron Foundry
Industry 4 Gestalt Malt Brewery
Industry 4 -- Caesar's Rendering Plant
Indug1ry 6 -- Dusty Rhodes Cement

'Industry 7'-- Schick Cannery_

Members'of the population of APEX County constitute a work

force of about 101,000 people, nearly half of them employed by the

major "exporting" industries previously mentioned. About 9% of

total County employment is found in lighter industry and 41% in

_commercial and service activities for the resident population.

The greatest concentration of manufacturing employtent is, as

expected, found in the Central City. The highest proportion of white,

collar workers is in the Suburb, dueto the predominance of the

UniVersity as an employer there. In the futute, it is probable
that more and more new industrial growth and employment will occur

in outlwg,areas, particularly among firms requiring signifidant

amount of land for their plants.

)
jopulation'

Within the physical and political,environment described in the

A
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preceding pages resides a population of some 227,000 persons, a tiny
fractiOn of whom are represented in WETRO-APEX as players. The re,-
mainder of the population is simulated by the computer' in the game.
About 630 of the population resides in the Central City, 10% in the
Suburb and the remainder in the two Townships.

Only about 9.2%, of the County's population is black; however,
virtually all of this population is found in the Central City, of
which 14.4% Of the total population is black, primarily in Ward 1,
where the number of non-white fiouseholds approaches 38%. The only
other significant ethnic minority is found in a Hexican-American
community in the east-central portion of the city;

For purposes of the"-game, the population of APEX County has
, been divided into five "household types", each representing different
occupations and-educational achievements,,life-style?,, voting habits 1

and Consumption behavior.' These will be described briqly here;
more detil.ed information about each may be found in the Glossary.

Household type 1 is a combination o'f upper and upper-middle
class families whose head of househAd are likely to be employed in
the professions and business managemet. Household type 2 is typical
middle class,i occupations usually clerical and lower -level public
service areas. Household type 3 includes very low white-collar
workers and skilled craftsmen and shop foremen, the latter two'pre-
dominately. While members of household types 1 and 2 have attended
college, some with advanced degrees, household type.3 members ate
typically .high school graduates. In outlying areas, farmers are
included in this latter type. In household type 4 are found semi-
skilled workers and non-domestic service workers4.Usually household
heads have not completed high school, and while many household type
4's are homeowners, the value of their housing is quite low. Ho se-
hold type S includes laborers, domestic workers acid the unemploy'ed,
with a large_number of the elderly. A majority of these households is
Jive in rental units of low value.

Initially, about 17.5% of the County population is found in
household type 1, 16% in househ4d type 2 and 27% in type 3; about
32% is of household type 4 and 7.5% fall into household type S.
The household composition of a particular analysis area, and of an'
entire jurisdiction, will affect\significantly the demand for both
public and private goods and services.- It will also affect voting
behavior on financial issues and in elections.

.`;
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List of Major Industries

Shear Power Company (A.A. 8)
People's PultPlant.(A.A. 2)
Rusty's Iron F6undry (A.A. 5)
Gestalt Nalt Brewery (A.A. 27)
Caesar's Rendering Plant (A.A. 12)
Dusty Rhodes Ceilent Company (A.A. 23)

7. Schick cannery (A.A. 3)
8. Municipal Incinerator (A.A. 10)

,

9. Humpty Dump. (A.A. 15)
10. Flies Dump (A.A. 26)
11. Auto Assembly Abel (A.A. 4)

is 12. Auto Assembly Baker (A.A. 4)
13. Auto ,Assembly 'Charlie (A.A. 6),
14. Wolverine Forging Plant (A.A. '7)
15. Finch's Forging Plant (A.A. 6)
16. Smithy'S Forging Plant (A.A. 2).
17. Ahead Fo ging Plant (A.A. 6)
18. Wordy P 'nting Company (A.A.6),)

'19. Bogus P 'nting Company (A.A. 6)
20. Boylan's Fertilizer .(A.A. 2)
21. Peter's Water Heaters (A.A. 7)
21; Tar Heel Asphalt Paving (A.A. 8) t

23. Concrete Bataing (A.A. 12)
24. Spartan Galvanizing Company (A.A. 8)

25. Monkey Brass Melting Company (A.A. 5)

26. Trojan Varnish Manufacturing (A.A. 10)

27. Hannah Feed and,Grain (A.A. 1)
28. LaRue Soap and, Detergent (A.A. 1)
29. Acme Dry,Cleaning (A.A. 4)

. 30 Trojan Dry Cleaning, (A.A. 7)
3k. Losten Foundry -- Iron (A.A. 5)
32. Duty's Cement Products (A.A. 3)
33. Rembrants Rendering (A.A..27)
34. Wiffenpoof Fertilizer (A.A. 1)

\ 35% Saint Andre Asphalt Paving (A.A. 15)
\ 36: Oriental Concrete Bitching (A.A. 20)

-- \ 37. Daily Journal Printing (A.A. 7>
\38. Tiger Body Assembly (A.A. 3)
\39. Academic Feed and Grain (A.A. 13)
400 Spotless Dry Cleaning (A.A. 41
\

1
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Chapter .2

GLOSSARY AND. REBERENCE" TERMS

ABATEMENT.

Abatement is the reduction of pollutant emissions IrOm a source

or sources.

AEROBIC

A process taking place in the presenc of oxygen; or a State
of liquid containing freeddssolved cdygem.

AIR POLLUTION

Air pollution .is the presence in the outdoor air of substances
which, when present in .a sufficient quantity or over a period
of time, can cause an undesirable effect upon man, property,

or the environment.

AIR. POLLUTION REGULATIONS

Air pollution regulations are legal constraints on pollutant
emissions, production processes, or control systems. State

regulations and CoUnty'regulations are enforceable by legal
sanctions, while recommendations are not.

AIR QUALITY (See NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS)

Air quality refers to the pollution concentration characteristics
of the atmosphere or ambient air in a: given area.' Lt is
usually stated in terms of thee levels of .concentration of
specific pollutants, in micrograms of pollutant per cubic

meter of air (Mgm/m3) (See CONCENTRATION).

,Air Quality Goals are expressions of desirable maximum pol-
lutant concentrations to be achieved through a pollution,

control program.

Air Quality Criteria,- The basic medical and technical-infor-
mation Which forms the rationalization from which Air Quality
Standards are set. This information is published for each
major polltitan by EPA inAir Quality Criteria Documents.

Air Quality tandards are quantitatively-specified maximum
levels of pollutant concentrations or dosages, as more precise
statements of air quality goals.
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AIR QUALITY CONTROL REGION

One of the approximately 250 geographic areas covering the
United States which form the basic units fn. air pollution
control activities. These areas were designated by EPA (with
the states) and are based on-considerations of climate, meteor
ology, topography, urbanization and other factors affecting air
quality.

ALERT STAGES

Alert Stages refer to critical levels of concentration or dosage
signaling potential disastrous pollution, effects and requiring
emergency abatement and control measures.

ANAEROBIC

A process takin place, in the absence of oxygen, or a state of
liquid containi g no free dissolved oxygen.

ANALYSIS AREA (A.A.)

Analysis areas are used as the primary areal reference units
for the data and issues throughout the game. The County is
divided into a number of analysis areas, each bf which is the
approximate size of several census tracts. The analysis areas
included in ,the five jurisdictions are as follows:

Juriskction 1-- Central City: Ward 1 = AA 1 through AA 4
Ward 2 = AA 5 through AA 8
Ward.3 = AA 9 through AA 13

Jurisdiction 2-- Suburb: AA 17 thrdugh AA 19

Jurisdiction 3-- Township 1: AA'23 through AA 28

Jurisdiction 4;- Township 2: AA's 14-16, 20-22, 29

Jurisdiction 5-- County: ''-AA's 1-29

See APEX Analysis Area Map

ANNUAL WAGE

This is the annual cost to the Industrialist of one worker and
is an Average of the-various rates of pay applicable to the
different types of workers in the firm. The applicable average
wage rate for each fiim is reported in the Industrialist's
printout each cycle under cost factors. This wage rate may be
subject to negotiations with the labor representative and this
new pegotiated wage rate will supercede the rate found under
cost1Tactor§ on his printout.

\

24
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ASSESSED VALUE

Assessed value is th value assigned to real estate property
fore purposes of assessing taxes owed to each of the jurisdiction
County and school districts. Governments are required by. law
to maintain an assessed value of 50% of market value for ptopert
in their jurisdiction, although this requirement is often not
met. (E.g. if a residential property is valued on the market
at $20,000, its assessed value is $10,000.) (See STATE
EQUALIZED VALUE.),

BACKGROUND LEVEL

The amount of pollutants due to natural sources such as marsh,
gas, pollen, conifer hydrocarbons and dust.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Each Industrialist acts as a Pldnt Managdr and is responsible
to the Board of Directors of his plant for his decisions and
actions. :Me Board has the ultimate decision-making power in
plant affairs and may approve, amend or reject the manager's
fiscal .policy proposal. -The Board also sets the amount of
dividends to be paid to the stockholders.

BONDING
(

-,
,

Bonding is the process, of incurring public debt to finance
some capital improvement project. It is a device used to ex-

,

tend the incidence of costs over a long period oftime, rather
than have Costs met Out of current revenues while the project
is under construction. Politicians may issue two kinds of bond:

N1

general obligation bonds and revenue bonds. ,These differ in -

three respects: (l) the needrfor voter conO rrence, (2) how
they are paid off, and (3) th'e kinds of projects for which,they
are appropriate. Before Politicians may float general obligati(
bonds to finance projects, voters must approve this action in
a referendum. There isa State-imposed limit on the indebtedne
that a jurisdiction may incur through general obligation bohds.
The amount of additional bonded indebtedness that can be sought
is indicated in the Politician's output as "$ Limit on Next G.O.
Bond Sought". (See DEBT RETIREMENT for the process of financing

,r

general obligation bonds.)

Revenue bonds are not submitted to a referendum and are ,appropr-
iate only for particular projects. (Projects for which they may
be used are noted in the Project List.) They are paid off thro,
fees ,collected for the service provided by the facility, rather

than by taxes.

S.

5-1
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CAPI1AL PLANT INDEX (C.P.I.)

The capital plant index is a ratio of the present dollar' value
of public capital facilities (sewers, water lines, streets,
parks and miscellaneous public holdings) to o ulation e uiva-
lents.* This number reflects the load imposed on facilities by
residehts, employees and clients, and this is considered art
indication of the relative level of adequacy of these facilites.
Preseht dolldr value is calculated each cycle on the basis of
depreciated value:of existing facilities plus new facilites.
(Facilities depreciate at about 5% of original value per year.)
(See POPULATION EQUIVALENT.)

CASH CARRYOVER

This is the cash reserve which an Industrialist or Developer
carries over to the next cycle after making all his expenditure,
including those for capital plant. It,represents uncommited I

funds, which the player is free to use in the next cycle.

CASH TRANSFER

A cash transfer is used for loans or gifts of cash between
players when the reason for the exchange is unspecified.
Revenues made, -or expenditures incurred, through an exchange
of cash between either the Goyernment, Industrialist, 67 De*
eldper; are recorded in the budget section of their printout.
When 4plicable, cashtransfers are also used to cover the cost
of television time and newspaper articles.

CLEAN AIR ACX AlltNDMENTS OF 1970

(See LEGWIcREFERENCE MANUAL.)

COLLECTION/DISPOSAL STUDY

Studies of municipal house-to-house refuse collection using
combinations of different truck types, crew sizes, container
locations, transfer stations and disposal sites to,determine
the capital and operating costs of alternative systems.

COLLOIDAL PARTICLES

Very fine particles of material in fluid suspension; particles
will not settle out and can pass through a semipermeable membra

COMBUSTfON

Combustionis the process of burning.
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CONCENTRATION

Concentration is the ratio of pollutants to effluent gases dr
aAibient air, measured in nicrograns per cubic r (MG /cubic
eter) as a weight to volune ratio. Data oncldeafic centration
er quarter, concentration on worst clay, and number f days
bove a specified concentration can be obtained by thd,APCO,
tirough the installation and operation of monitoring stations.

CONTAMINANT

(See POLL q'ANW----

CO)4TROL EFFICI NCY

Control efficiency refers to the ratio of the amount of a
pollutant removed frog effluent gases, by a control device to
the total amount of -Pollutant without control.

CONTROL STRATEGY

A comprehensive plan designed to control or reduce the level
of a pollutant or pollutants in the environment.

CONTROL SYSTEM

Control system refers to equipment and/or procedures intended
to reduce the amount of a pollutant, or pollutants, in effluent
gases. Each-lamed industrial firm has a limited set of control
system options for each production process and combustion proces:

DEBT RETIREMENT (Debt Service)

Debt retirement, or debt service, is a term used to describe
the process of paying off long-term general obligation bonds
sold by public agenciesi. Debt retirement is a budget category

koof the Politician which includes expenditures for b th principal
and interest on general obligation bonds. Financing f these
expenditurps may be with either normal millage or debt retiremeni
millage.

.

DEMOLITION COSTS (Clearance Costs)

A demolition cost of 5% of the assessed value of developed
PROPERTY must be paid when developed land is rezoned

DENSITY

In residential areas, density is the term used to express the
number of dwelling units per acre of land. In APEX County a
different density is associated with each of the five residentia)

e.1
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development types, with the lowest density found in land use
category R-1 and the highest in category N-2.

The table on the following page expresses housing density in
housing units per acre, and in acres per housing unit.

DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE

Each '.ycle, the total value of industrial capital facilities,
(building and equipment),depreciates at 3%. A tax credit of 5%
of the capital value of these facilities is allowed the Indus-
trialist to compensate- for this depreciation. The amount is
deducted before Federal and State income taxes are paid. The
Industrialist may claim any part of his maximum allowance; any
portion of the allowance not taken will accumulate. The maximun
depreciation allowance is listed under cost factors in the
Industrialist's printout.

DEVELOP ENT TYPES AND COSTS

A. Residential

In APEX County there are various levels of cost and density
associated with different qualities and sizes of housing which
may be built by Developers. These costs are for structures,
extiusive of land and site improvements.

Single Family
Three different developnent-cost levels are applicable' tp APEX
County single-family housing units, ranging from the hi est
construction cost of $40,000 (designated as R-1) to the lowest
cost housing , built at $15,000 per unit (designated as R-3).
Any one of these types nay be built on land which, when, vacant,`''
is zoned R.

klultiple Family
Units of two different cost levels, :;-1 and 11 -2 are available
for construction of multi-family housing in APEX County. The
highest cost per unit, for N-1, is 530,000 and the lowest, for
1 -2, is $12,000. Either of these types may be constructed on
vacant land zoned M.

,Residential Development Costs Per Unit

I I I I I I
I R-1 I R-2 I R-3 I M-1 I i%i-2 I
I I I I I I

I I I I \- I I

I $40,000 I $22,500 I $15,000 I S30,00'0 I $12,000 I
I I I I;) I I

28



HOUSING DENSITY

AA

-3

Inits
Per

Acre

cres
Per

Unit

nits
Per

Acre

crest
Per

Unit

nits

Acre

72-17g
Per

Unit

nits
Per

Acre

Cres
P .

Unit

nits
Per

Acre_

cres
Per

Unit

1.4 .714 3.5 .286 5.6 .179 11.2 .089 21.0 .048

2.4 .410 6.0 .167 9.6 .104 19.2 .052 36.0 .028

2.0 .500 5.0 .200 8.0 .125 16.0 .063 30.0 .033

2.8 .357 7.0 .143 11.2 .089 22.4 .0d5 4.2.0 .024

2.1 .476 5.25 .190 8.4 .11' 16.8 .060. 31.5 .032

1.6 .625 4.0 . .2506 156 12.8 .078 '24.0 .042

2.5 .400 6.25 .160 10.0 .100 20.0 .050 37.5 .027

8 3,0 .333 7.5 .133 12.0 .083 24.0 .042 45.0 .022

9 1.2 .833 3.0 .333' 4.8 .208 9.6 .104 18.0 .056

10 2.5 .400 6.25 .160 10.0 .100 20.0 .050 .'0'27

1.0 1.00C 2.5 .400 4.0 .250 8.0 .125 15.0 .06T /

1.0 1.000 2.5 .400 4.0 .250 8.0 .125 15.0
t

.067'

1.0 1.000 2.5, .400 4..0' .250 8.0 .125 15.0 .067

.5- 2.000 1.25 .800 2.0 .500 4.0 .250 7.5 .133

.6 1.667 1.5 .667 2.4 .417 4.8 .208 9.0 .111

16 .8 '1.250 2.0 .500 342 .313 6.4 .156 12.0 .083

17 1.2 .8331 3.0 .333 4.8 .208 9.6 .104 18.0 .056

18 2.3 1 .435 5.75 .174 9.2 .109 18.4 A54 34,5 .029

19 3.0 .333 7.5

-

.133 12.0 .083 24.0 .042

.

45.0 .022

20 A 1.250 2.0 .500 3.2 .313 6.4 .156 12.0 .0 3

21 .5 2.000 1.25 .800 2.0 .500 4.0 .250 7.5 .13

.4 2.500 1.0 1.000 1.6 Ell 3.2 .313 6.0 .16

.7 1.429 1111111111111

.75 1.333

111
1.2

Mil
.833

5.6 .179 10.5 . 95

24 .3 3.333' 2.4 .417 4.5 .222

25 .4 2.500 1.0 1.000 1.6 .625 3.2 .313 6.0 .167

26 .3 3.333 .75 1.333 1.2 .833 2.4 ; .417 4.5 .222

27 .6 1.667 1.5 .667 2.4 .417 4.8 .208 9.0 .111

28 .3 3,333 .75 1.333 1.2 .833 2.4 .417 4.5 .222

29. .5 2.000 1.25 '.800, 2.0 .500 4.0 .250 7.5 .133

2 9
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commercial

:Two types o commercial land use are allowable in APEX
'County. The e relate to local neighborhood shopping
facilities and to regionally-oriented commercial and
service facilities. Both may be built only on zoning
category "Commercial" land. Each is developed on a cost-
per-acre basis, as follows:

C. Industrial

Commercial Development Costs by Type

1 I I

I CL I CR I

'I I I

I I I

I $100,000 sI $125,000 1

I I I

Endogenous industrial development permitted Developers in
APEX County is,on a per-acre basis, the cost being $100,000
per acre. Zoning category I land may be developed into this
lan use.

(See ZONING CATEGORY.)

DOSAGE

The accumulated exposure of a person, plant, materials,_ etc.,
to a particular concentration of pollutant for a specified
period of time.

DUHP

A site where uncontrolled disposal of solid waste occurs.

EFFLUENT

An effluept is a gaseous or liquid discharge or emission.

EFFLUENT SA1IPLES

An effluent sample is an industrial outflow water sample
and analysis which provides data on seven water pollutant Para'
meters. A sample may be ordered by the Water Quality Mana-
ger and is taken at the source specified by the NM.
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ELITE OPINION POLL (E.O.P.)

The Elite-Opinion Poll calls for a vote of all game players
Qn certain major policy issues in the community. These
issues appear as headlines in the METRO -APEX NEWS, which
ask for eithera deciding or advisory vote. The results.
of the Poll affect public officials' chances of reelection,
as well as the probability of passage ef gene-ral referenda,
specific bond issues and special millage requests.

EMERGENCY EPISODE

An air pollution incident in which high concentration of
pollutant(s) occur inithe ambient air contributing to a
significant increase in illness or death.

EMISSIONS

Emissions are pollutants in effluent or exhaust gases which
are released into the air.

EMISSION FACTORS

Enission factors are estimates which can be used to approx-
imate the rate of emissions.of specific pollutants from
generalized sources.

EMILON INVENTORY

A compilation of the rate of pollution emissions in a given
area by source type.

EMISSION MEASUREMENT

'Air pollution emisstls are measured in pounds per hour for
particulates, sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen oxides (N0x), and hydrocarbons (NC); in Ringelmann
number for smoke; and in Stinkeimann number for odor. The
emissions measured are of specific pollutants from specific
sources.

EMISSION RATE

Emission rate refers to the amount of pollutant emitted per
unit of time or throughput. Maximum allowable emissions will be
specified in pounds per hour (or pounds per 1000 pounds of
process rate) if they refer to emission rates.

EMISSIONS SOURCE

An emission source is the origin of some specific air
pollutants. In the game.there are several gamed point
sources, about thirty non-gamed point sources, plus motor
vehicles and space heating as line and area,sources, re-
spectively.

cj
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ENIRONMENTAL I; ;PACT. STATEMENT

The results,of a study which identifies and evaldates the
adverse or beneficial environmental effects ofpursuing a
proposed action, pursuing an alternative action or not 4

pursuing the proposed action.

EXOFIRM (EXOGENOUS FIRH)

An Exofirm is an industry ()rib eaucratic firm that depe ds
primarily upon markets outside tie ocal area for its -ga, wth
and vitality. These firms are'usually classified as Exofirms
on the basis of their being net importers of dollars and net
exporters of products or services to these outside markets.
Jobs Created by Exofirm growth spur additional growth of
households and jobs oriented to the local market. (Exofirms
are also often referred to as basic firms).
In APEX County, Exofirms locate in industrial and office
zoning categories. Periodically, the newspaper will note
the opportunity for Developers or Industrialists to invest, .

in a speculative way, in the entry of new Exofirms into the
metropolitan area, with a variable probability of success
attached to such investments. Occasionally, thes,e Exofirms
require rezoning of land and/or installation of special capital
improvements. Requirgments for such special public action
and requests for private investment will be noted in the
newspaper announcement of the firm's interest in locating
in the area.

FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT AiIENDMENTS OF 1972

(Sec LEGAL REFERENCE MANUAL) r

FUEL RATE

The amount of fuel consumed by each industry per unit of
time is specified in tons/hours for coal, in barrels
(bbl) /hour for oil, in thousand cubic feed (MCF)/hour for'
natural gas, and in megawatts MN) for electricity.

FUEL TYPE

The fuel types for industry include: low-grade coal (Lo-
Coal), high-grade coal (Hi-Coal), low grade oil (Lo-Oil),
high-grade oil (Hi-Oil), natural gas, and electricity.
The fuel option for each plant is listed in the Industrial-
ist's printout. The fuel grade refers inversely to the air
pollution potential of the burining fuel, i.e., Lo-Grade
has higher pollution potential, and Hi-Grade fuels have low
pollution potential.

32
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GARBAGE

The food aste ortion of solid waste.

HAZARDOUS R POLL 'ANTS

Air pollutants not covered by the Air Quality Standards
but which, in EPA's judgement, "may cause, or contribute to,
an increase in mortality or serious illness.'! These
pollutants generally are toxic substances such as mercury,
cadmium, asbestos and beryllium.

HAZARDOUS WASTE

(See "SOLID WASTE TYPE")

HOUSEHOLD/COMERCIAL REFUSE

(See "SOLID WASTE TYPE")

HOUSEHOLD TYPES

The five household typps-used in APEX County are characteri-
zations of families belonging to fairly homogeneous socio-
economic groups. These characterizations reflect life
style, political involvement and voting habits, general
consumption behavior and preference for public goods.
There is substantial overlap of income levels for all status
groupings; hence income, alone, is a weak indicator for
characterizing households.

Household Type 1 -- is upper class and upper-middle class
combined. Occupations of the heads of households are:
professionals, technical workers, managers, officials, and
proprietors. One-half of,the family income levelS are in
excess of $15,000 and the'other half are in the $10,000-
$15,000 range. Value of housing is in excess of $20,000,
and if they rent, rentals are over $150 per month. This

is the group which is most concentrated in residential
locations. Education of the head of the household is at
least college graduate, often with post-graduate study.
Interest group membership for this household type is

found in the Business Community and Effective Government
Groups.

Household Type II -- is the typical middle-class household
in which the head of households occupation is clerical, sales,

or kindred types. Income of the family is primarily in the

$7,000-$10,000 range. Education of the head of the house-
hold is some college or at least high scheol graduation.



. \
.

Housing value is primarily in.the range,
and gross rentals would usually be from $100 to $149 Per

;.,,
.

month, though theymay be somewhat lower. Interest group'
affiliations for this type,are with the Effective Government
Groups on the one hand,'and with the Right-wing Conservatives
on the other.

Househuld Tyne III -- the most numerous and widely-distIsib-
.

uted pf the five types is characterized by a mixed member-
ship of very low income white cellar workers, skilled
craftsmen, and foremen, though the latter two predominate.
In the outlying areas, farmers fall into this category.
Family income is primarily in the $5,000-$9,000 range. °

N
ithe.head of the household's education is typically high
' school graduation. Ho sing value is usually in the $12,000 -

$20,0D0 range and rents are from $80-$125 per month.
embers of this group are apt to belong to the Labor Vote and/

or the Right-wing Conservative interest groups.

Household Type IV -- is composed of semi-skilled workers,
industry operatives and non-household service workers, such
as waiters, barbers and parking-lot attendants. Family in-
come is in the lower portion of the $4',000-$7,000 range.
Housing values range from $10,000 to $14,000 with gross
rentals being $70 to $90 per month. Education of the head
of the household is usually 9 to 11 years. Interest group
membership for this household type is found in the Labor
Vote and among the Civil Rights Groups.:

Household Type V -- is the lowest straturi of society, and
heads of households are laborers or household service work-
ers. The vast majority of theta's unemployment are of
this type and roughly half of All members are elderly and
retired. Family income is less than $5,000 annually-and
the value of housing is less than $10,000, with rentals
primarily $50-$75 per month. Heads of households have
usually not been educated beyond the eigth grade. Member-
ship in interest groups is found in the Labor Vote and
Civil Rights Groups.

Political involvement of the five household types declines
from Type I (the highest) to Type V, the latter being
generally apathetic. Likewise, concern with government
operation and provision of public services is highest in
Type I households-and declines steadily through Type V
families.

The five household types will tend to demand housing of
the five residential development types according to the
following percentages:
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Household Type I

Household Type II

Household Type III

HouTelld Type IV

Household Type V

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Under tile 1970 Clean Air Act, each state myst prepare and
have approved by EPA an Implementation Plan which details
the methods, strategies and timetable whichthe-state and
its jurisdictions will employ to meet and maintain the
Air Quality, Standards within the control region(s) within
its jurisdiction.

2712

C

--.50% will choose R-1; 3, R-2 and
20%.11-1

/7
-- 20% will chooahousing in each of

the five development types

-- 10% prefer R-li; 30% prefer R-2;
20% choose R- 25% take M-1, and
15% M-2

20% will choose R-2; 40% R-3;
10% -1, and 30% M-2

-- 40% will be in R-3; 60'% in H -2

IMPROVEMENT COSTS

Improvem6nt costs are fees to, prepare raw land for develop-
ment, including subdivision costs, sewer aid water connect-
tions, drainage and engineering. Developer are required
to pay improvement costs on all land on which they build
structures. For residential property, improvement costs
are on a per unit basis as follows:

I R-1 I R-2 I R-3 I M-1 I M-2

I I I I I

I I I I I

I $1,000 I $300 I $700 I $600 I $400

I I I I I

For commercial and local industrial land luses, improvement
costs are on a per acre basis; for each the fee is $5,000

per acre.

I

I

I

I-

I

These fees are automatically applied to all land on which
the Developer builds. /

L.
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INTEREST GROUPS
ti

In APEX County there are 5 major politi.cal interest groups
that take stands on public policy issues and have assig-
nificant impact upon voting behavior. The more extreme
the position assumed by one of these interest groups (as
indicated on a scale of +4 to 74), the greater' will be
the voter turnout surrounding any particular referenda or
election. Each of these interest grolms derive, their
constituency from among two or more,of the "Household Types"
(See HOUSEHOLD TYPES)

'l. CIVIL RIGHTS GROUPS: The orienta.4ion of these groups
is primarily towards issues such as/fair employment, neigh-
borhood improvement, and problems that affect minorities.
Their leadership is drawn from the elite liberals or the

.
ghetto activists, their membership from the lower social
strata. :Their mode of operation is typically public pro-
test and demonstrations centered around a very specific
policy issue or community problem!, and their influence
on the system as a whole is moderiate.

2. EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT GROUPS:, Are overwhelmingly middle
class, composed primarily-of prdfessional people, a large
percentage of them women. These groups are interested in
a wide range of issues, on which they exert moderate influ-
ence. their orientation is towards governmental efficiency and
towards community growth and image.

3. BUSINESS COMMUNITY: Draws from the whole range of
commercial and mercantile interests,'as well as some from
the professional areas such as law, engineering and
medicine. The business community exerts the highest degree
of power of all politically oriented interest groups;
their interest*is directed primarily at community image,
growth, and "BOOSTERISM".

4. LABOR VOTE: Are more conservative locally than nation-
ally and exhibit some divergency' between craft unions and

( industrial unions, the former being more conservative. The
labor vote exert moderate influence on a range of issues
somewhat less broad than those of interest to the "Effective
Government Groups". The conservatism of the labor vote is
especially apparent in the opposition of some of its con-
stituency to public spending for social welfare.

5. RIGHT-WING CONSERVATIVES: Draws its membership ii)rimarily,
from people who resist eaange and advocate conserving the
"traditions of Americanism--God and Country." They are
generally against social change, increases in government
influence in local affairs and public spending on social

11

programs. Since these groups do not advocate charge, they
usually only become actively involved in public issues as a
reaction to public programs proposed by other groups.

U
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INTEREST RATE

The cost of borrowing money win vary, for the industrialists
and Developers according to both their credit rating and the
length of the loan, i.e., how many years will be taken to
repay it. The maximum number of years on any loan by an
Industrialist or Developer is 20 years. Applicable interest
rates as follows:

I I Credit Rating I

I Years to Repay I A-1 I A-2 I A-3-I
I I I I f

I 1-2 I 4t I 6% I 8% I

I I I I I

I 3-5 I 6% I 8% I 12% I

I; ,

t 6-10
I

I 3%
I

i 12%
I

I 16%
I

I

I I I I I

I 11-20 I 12% I 16% I 20% I

I I I- I I

The cost of borrowing noney for governmental agencies, 'the
interest rate on bonds, will vary according to the credit
rating of the jurisdiction,' and will differ between general
obligation and revenue bonds. Since revenue bonds are not
backed by governmental taxing power they are riskier and
therefore carry higher interest rates than general obligation
bonds. As a jurisdiction's credit rating falls from A-1 to
A-3, the interest rate on general obligation bonds will
increase from 4.5% to 6%.

INVERSION

A layer of air trapped near the ground by a layer of warmer
air above it.

ISSUE

Issue is used to refer to a problem situation presented to
players in the METRO-APEX NEWS. Following each issue are
two to four alternatives one of which must be selected by
the player.

(See ELITE OPINION POLL)

JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction refers to one of the political units in APEX
County. Abbreviations used in the game are:



(Jurisdiction 1) CC -
(Jurisdiction 2) SUB -
(JurisdiFtion 3) TIC' 1 -

(Jurisdiction 4) TW 2 -

(Jurisdicton 5) Co -

(See ANALYSIS AREA.)

LAND USE

Land use is a term used to refer to the spatial distribution'
of City and rural functions: -its residential communities or
living areas, its industrial, commercial and retail business
districts or major work areas and its agricultural, institu-
tional and leisure time functions.

(See DEVELOPMENT TYPE and ZONING CATEGORYA'

LEACHATE

Water moving vertically through the soil of a landfill that
. may become contaiminated from the waste material in' the fill.
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Central City
Suburb
Township 1
Township Z
County

MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPACITY

This is the maximum number of units which can be produced
by a gamed industry in a cycle, with the plant and equip-
ment in existence during that cycle. Maximum capacity may
be increased by making capital expenditures for buil .ng

0)
and equipment. New productive capacity becomes axe le
only in the cycle following that in which money is b geted
for plat expansion. -

1PMEAN PROBA LCE NUMBER PER 100 ml (IIPN /100 ml)
k

A measure of the amount of coliform organisms per unit
volume. By using quantities of sample varying in geometric
series i.e., 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 milliliters, and by applying the
usual test for conform ,organisms, it is possible to deter-
mine a statistical estimate or "most probable number" of
coliform organisms per 100 ml of water.

;;ICROGRAMS PER CUBIC METER

The weight of a substance in 1/1,000,000 of a gram contain-
ed in one cubic meter of volume.

I

MILLAGE

tillage is the tax rate, in mills, which is applied to
State equalized property value to generate property tax
revenue. One mill is equal to a $1 charge on each 1000
of value, or one tenth of one percent of the State equal-
ized value. There are three types of millage:
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A.. Normal operating is determined by local
Politicians and is applied to standard operating
costs of government by State and local law -- the
local limit can never'be higher thanthe limit
set b the State.

B. Special Oillage, which is not subject to State and
local limits, can be used for financing special
programs. It must be voted and passed on in a
referendum.

C. Debt Retirement Hillage is not subject to the State
and local. limits but it can be used for retiring
geriaral obligation bonds. This millage requires a
favorable vote in a referendum.

Total riillage is the sun of operating mi4lage, any special
millages and the debt retirement millages which may be
in effect during, the year.

IiILLIGRAMS PER LITER (mg/1)

Weight per unit volume. For water effluents, milligrams
per liter is used to express the concentration in terms
of the weight in milligrams of a dissolved or suspended
pollutant in one liter.of water.

MONITORING STATION

A monitoring station is a facility that houses air quality
monitoring equipment for measurement of ambient air quality.
One air quality monitoring station may be installed and 4

operated in any analysis area. The pollutants measured at
each monitoring station are:

Particulates, SO2, CO, NOx, and Hydrocarbons

Each pollutant is measured by a different type of monitoring
equipment.

(See AIR QUALITY)

NATIONAL ANDIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

EPA has set Primary and Secondary Air Quality Standards
which are the maximum concentration of air pollutants
allowable by federal law. Primary Standards are based on
protection of the public health and are to be achieved as
a first priority. Secondary Standards are based on the
public welfare and' will be achieved as a second priority.

NATIONAL ENVIRONIZNAL POLICY ACT (NEPA)

(See LEGAL REFERENCE HANUAL)



OFF GASSES

Gasses arising_ from landfills or other solid waste conver-
sion (such as thermal) opera*ons and leaving the site of
generation.

PLANNED UNIT, DEVELOPMENT

A plannqd unitdevelopment is an allocation of.density to
a development site such that-the overall density meets the
zoning requirements, but Within the site certain areas may
be of a higher concentration than those other develppments
around this site. This allows the Developer more flexi-
bility in designing planned neighborhoods,.

(See DENSITY)

PLANT INSPECTION

A plant inspection is an "on-site" examination of production
and pollution control equipment, processes and procedures.
Plant inspections ordered by the APCO will provide him) with
information on the production processes; production capac'ty;
fuel and process rates; control systems; smoke code %.

(Ring?imann number); and odor code (Stinkelmann number)
for each process of a specific gamed or non-gamed emission
source.

PLANT nANAGER

The player in the role of Industrialist is acting as a
Plant Manager.

(See BOARD OF DIRECTORS.)

POLLUTANTS

Air Pollution:

(1) Particulates: particulate matter is any material (except
uncombined water) which exists in a finely divided form
as a liquid or solid at standard conditions.

(2) Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) is a pungent colorless gas
which is commonly emitted from the combustion of
sulfur containing compounds, especially fuels such
as coal and fuel'oil. Sulfur dioxide can also be
emitted from chemical process plants, metal proces
plants, and trash burning incinerators.
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(3) Carbon i:onoxide (CO) is a colorles.s, 'odorless, very
toxic gaseous product of the incomplete -combustion of
common fuels. It can also'be generated by metabolic
processes and the partial Oxidation of carbon-contain-
ing compounds such as limestone. Carbon ml/X1de
adversely affects human respiration by inte ferring
with the body's ability to assimilate oxygen.

(4) Oxides of Nitrogen (110x) are formed when oxygen and
nitrogen are heated to a high temperature. Sufic
iently high temperatures to produce significant amounts
of NOx are normally only reached In modern efficient
combustion processes such as electric power ,plants

,
and automobile engines. Oxides of nitrogen in com-
bination with hydrocarbons and sunlight are major
constituents of photochemical snog.

(5) Hydrocarbons (HC) are compounds containing combinat-
ions of hydrogen and carbon. Gaseous hydrocarbon
air pollutants are most commonly emitted from the
incomplete combusion of.fliels such as gasoline, coal,
oil and gas from%the production, handling and evapor-
ation of gasoline, paint thinners solvents, etc:
Hydrocarbons along with oxides of ni ogen and sun-
light are important in the generation f photochemical
smog.

Water Pollution:

Ri6r6ilical Oxygen Demand - B.O.D. is the amount of
oxygen needed by any polluted water or sewage to
allow micro-organizms to consume the-suspended and
dissolved biodegradable organic material found in
the liquid kinder aerobic conditions.

(2) Coliforr Bacteria - Hicro-organisms found in sewage
ezvitg a:=77976TEdicator of bacterial contamination
in water quality.

(3) Dissolved Oxygen (D.O.) is the amount of oxygen found
and available for biochemical activity with a given
volume of water (mg./1.). The saturation point is
dependent upon temperature, chemical characteristics
of the water, and barometric pressure.

(4) Nutrients - Nutrients are phospates, i'itrates, nitro-
gen and phosphorus released as waste from certain
industries or produced from agricultural and urban
runoff.

(5) Thermal Pollution - The increase in temperature of
surface waters as a result of the use of these
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waters for cooling purposes by industry or public
facilities. The heat accelerates biological processes
in the stream, resulting in reduction of oxygen
content of the water.

(6) Total Dissolved Solids (T.D.S.) Th' amount of solids,
dissolved in a given volume of water (mg./1).

POPULATION EQUIVALENT

' The population equivalent is a means Of converting (a)
residents, and (b) employees and clients of industries and
commercial facilities into a standard measure of the d0a,
placed on such public capital facilities as sewersAstreet_,
and water supply. The population equivalent of an areal...
(analysis area br jurisdiction) is computed as follows.

P.E.= [Total households] +[.0 x all employees of commerce
and industry]

For use of population equivalents in APEX County, see
CAPITAL PLANT INDEX.

PROCESS RATE

Process rate refers to the amount of materials processed by
an Industrialist per unit time. The measure is specified
in tons, pounds, barrels, per minute, per hour, etc.

PRODUCTION LEVEL

This is probably the key item determined by an Industrialist
each cycle. It is the number of units of a product his
plant will produce in that cycle. The Industrialist is
free to set his production at any level he chooses, as long
as the figure he sets does not exceed his maximum production
capacity.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

A production process is a definable part of the overall
production system of a given firm. Each gamed industrial
firm may have up to five production processes, while each
non-gamed industrial firm is assumed to have only one process.

PROMAT SCRAP

/Wastes that are recycled for direct reuse without entering
the solid waste stream.
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QUASI-PUBLIC LAND

This is land owned by tax-exempt ,rganizations such as
churches and fraternal organizations. Such land includes
church buildings and schools, cemeteries and such miscellan-
eous buildings as Elks lodges, etc.

REACH

A reach is a generally homogeneous segment of a river or
stream. Often in water quality management typical measure-

is of water quality from any point in the reach are
used as representative of the entire reach.

REFERENDUM

A referendum is a vote of the (simulated) populatiqn,of a
jurisdiction on some issue presented to the people ly the

A Politician. Most. usually referenda are called to approve
(or reject) a general obligation bond issue or 1 request
for special millage, although they may be called to approve
some legislative matter, such as open housing.

REFUSE

A term applied broadly to mixed solid waste including food
waste, trash, street sweepings, and non-toxic solid industrial

wastes.

REZONING APPLICATION FEE

The rezoning application fee is a charge of $100, which
is assessed for each rezoning request submitted by a
Developer or Industrialist. It is included in that player's
financial statement for the next cycle.

RINGELMANN NUMBER

The Ringelmann Number is a scale for measuring the blackness
of smoke fumes and is equivalent to the opacity. Ringelmann
Numbers. and opacities are used for specifying allowable
smoke emissions (Ringelmann for black and opacity for other

colors). #0 = zero opacity #1 = 20%, 12 = 40%, #3 = 60%,
#4 = 80%, #5 = 100%. In APEX County, all smoke readings are
reported as Ringelmann Numbers.

SALVAGE

The recovery for reuse of any valuable component from the

solid waste stream.
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SANITARY LANDFILL

An operation where solid waste is deposited in the ground
in a controlled manner. The waste is compacted when deliver-
ed and covere'l daily. APEX County can_haye three classes of
sanitary land fills. (See below.)

SANITARY LANDULL--Class I

A site 1,41ere disposal of toxic or hazardous industrial
waste ,(solid waste type 1) is permitted due to the geology
and soil characteristics. Solid waste type 2 and 3 may
be deposited in this class site.

SANITARY LANDFILL--Class II

A site where only non-toxic or non-hazaraiiih waste may be
deposited. These sites receive primarily mixed municipal
refuse (solid waste type 2). Solid waste type 3 may also
be deposited in this class site.

SANITARY LANDFILL--Class III

A site where only solid fill (solid waste type 3) may be
deposited.

SEWAGE TREATMENT LEVELS

Primary Treatment - A series of mechanical treatment pro-
cesses including screening and sedimentation, which removes
most of the floations and suspended solids found in sewage,
but which have a limited effect on colloidal and dissolved
material.

Secondary Treatment - A series of biochemical, chemical,
and/or mechanical procesSes which remove, oxidize, or
stabilize nonsetteable, colloidal, and dissolved organic
matter following primary treatment.

Tertiary Treatment - Any sewage treatment process that has
the capability to remove over ninty-nine percent of the
pollutants in sewage if it follows secondary treatment.

SOIL PERMEABILITY

A measurement of the water porosity of soil; soil porosity
measured in gallons per day of water which will be absorbed
by one square foot of soil surface.

44
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SOIL SURVEY

An engineering/geological survey of an analysis area which
provides data on the water table level,,soil type, and soil
permeability. These parameters are important criteria, to
determine the suitability of an A.A. for Class I, II, or III
sanitary land fills.

SOIL TYPE

Three predominent soil types are found in APEX County- -
clay, sand or gravel.

SOLID WASTE

Any waste that can be handled as a solid rather than a
liquid.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

\--T5r6nd point of solid waste handling; may include open
dumps, sanitary land fills, incinerators, composting, haul-
ing out of,APEX County by contract, salvage and recycle, etc.

SOLID WASTE SOURCES
1 \

Solid wastes ate generated from various sources as --

Household - Solid wastes from residences.

Commercial - Solid wastes derived from non-industrial
commercial operation.

Industrial - Wastes produced as a result of manufacturing
or related industrial operation.

Municipal - Mixed Household and Commercial waste that may
contain some street cleaning wastes and industrial solid
wastes.

Agricultural - Wastes derived from basic crop or animal
operation including waste vegetables, minerals and anital
manure.

SOLID WASTE TYPE

APEX County solid wastes are specified as one of three
following types--

S.W. Type 1 - Hazardous Wastes; includes sewage sludge,
pesticides, industrial chemicals, etc., (Only small
,quantities of high toxic wastes and radioactive wastes
are generated in APEX County and these are not4included
in Type 1 wastes.)
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S.W. Type 2 - Household/Commercial Refuse; includes trash,
rubbish, garbage and decomposable organic refuse from
commercial and household operations picked up by regular
route collection.

S.W. Type 3 - Solid Fill; includes bulky non-water soluable,
non-decor4posable inert solids from municipal and industrial
operations, demolition, etc. Examples are earth, rock,
'gravel, concrete, asphalt paving fragments, clay, glass
and rubber products.

Industrial wastes me distributod among the above three
categories depending upon the characteristics of the
particular waste.

SLCE TYPES (AIR POLLUTION)

Point Source A stationary source of pollution which'has
the potential of emitting a substantial amount of pollut-
ant(s) such as a factory or power plant.

Line Source - A moving source of pollutants such as automo-
biles, buses, trains, and aircraft.

Area Sources - The sum of numerous widespread small station-
ary pollution sources as the space heaters in buildings.'

Indirect or Complex Source - Stationary facilities or
developments which indirectly generate substantial pollution
by means of activity associated with them (such as vehicle
traffic generated by shopping centers, sports complexes,
airports, etc.)

STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE

Direct limitations of pollutant emissions from certain
types of high pollution sources (poler plants, etc.) set
by EPA and/Or the states.

STATE EQUALIZED VALUE

State equalization is a process designed to even out
differences in assessment practices among political
jurisdictions. The state equalization factor applied
to each jurisdiction's assessed value may thus be
different. The state equalized value for a jurisdiction,
reached by applying the factor to local assessed value,
is the base on which millage is levied to generate
property tax revenues.
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STINKELMANN NUMBER

The Stinkelmann Number is a scale (developed in APEX County)
for measuring odor emissions, and for specifying maximum
allowable odor emissions. Numbers range from 0-5, covering
least to worst odor levels, respectively.

TAX RATE

See HILLAGE

TRANSFER STATION

Site at which wastes are transferred from small compacter
vehicles to larger long distance transport vehicles.

TRASH

The non-food, non-putrescible fraction of solid waste.

UNIT COSTS

The costs to the Industrialist of operating his plant are
calculated, for each production component, except labor,
on the basis of the amount and cost of each component
required to produce one unit of the product. These unit
costs apply to fuel, administrative overhead, inventory,
-irTITFaw materials.

Fuel Cost applies to the fuel required to produce each
lifaliTiTMist's product and will be different for each
fuel type.

General Administrative Costs include all overhead expend-
itures, other than salaries, involved in production.

Inventory Carrying Costs must be paid to store product
inventory from one cycle to the next. This cost excludes
taxes on inventory.

Materials Costs include all raw materials required to
pro e p ocluct, except fuel.

The unit cos s or each of these components which are
applicable for a particular Industrialist for the next
year are included in that player's output.

UNIT SALES PRICE

This is the price, which an Industrialist sets each cycle,
at which he will sell a unit of his product. Each Indus-
trialist except the power plant has complete control over
price; although the number of units he actually sells
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will be dependent on the relationship of his price to
supply - demand conditions in the general market, and to
the current average industry-wide price (reported for the
last three years in the Industrialist's output)..

WATER QUALITY SAMPLES

A water quality sample is a water sample and analysis
Providing data on seven water pollutant parameters.
The water quality manager may order water samples and
designate the location from which they are to be taken.

WATER TABLE LEVEL

The distance from the surface of the ground to the under-
lying ground water level.

ZONING CATEGORY

Zoning categories apply only to vacant land for APEX County.
Eachrof the six zoning categories may be developed into
one or more types of land use:

\- FROM TO

Zoning Category

(1) R - Single-family
residential

(2) M - ultiple-family
residential

(3) C - Commercial

(4) I - Industrial

(5) 0 - Office

(6) A - Agricultural

Developed Land use Type(s)

.(1) R-1 (low density, high cost)
(2) R-2 (med. density, med. cost)
(3) R-3 (high density, low cost)

(4) M-1 (low density, high cost)
(5) 11-2 (med. density, low cost)

(6) CL (Commercial-Local)
(7) CR (Commercial-Regional)

(8) IL (Local industry)
(9) IX (Exogenous industry).

(D) 0 (Exogenous office)

( 1) A (Active farming)
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Chapter 3

RESPONSIBILITIES O FTEE GAME DIRECTOR

The successful application of METRO7APEX is heavily dependent on a

skillful presentation by the Game Director
audiences respond to gaming - simulation in

and his assistants. Not all

the same way nor do all audiences-
)

enjoy-- or even expect-- the same type of rewards. Therefore, the Game Di-

rector and his team must exercise control over the run to insure that the

needs of the participants are met effectively. This chapter of the oper-

ator's kit describes the responsibilities cf the operator and his team in

launching a run of METRO-APEX.

OBJECTIVES OF METRO-APEX

A. What METRO-APEX can do:

1. teach about the interactions of the urban system

2. encourage an interdisciplinary approach to decision-making

3. serve as a communications tool

4. provide a "realistic" environme:.t for experimenting with alterna-

tive strategies

5. provide "realistic" feedback on players'.decisions

6. condense the time needed to accumulate experience

7. motivate-instill the "need to know"

8, involve participants

9. provide a medium for the application of theory

10. integrate learning

11. expose participants to different perskeres

L2. teach about time pressures

13. teach about specific subjects such as how to prepare a budget,

how to set up an air quality monitoring network, etc.
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B. What METRO-APEX does not do:

1. teach about computers

2. predict real world developments in terms of quantitative dat

The Operating Team

Before describing the sequence of activities under the control of the

Game Director, it is necessary to describe the desired set of skills for a

team running METRO-APEX. Under certain conditions, it is possible for a

single Game Director to run the game (however, he will no doubt yearn for
roller skates and some extra arms). The functions that must be performed

by a single Director or a team include the initial presentation of the

game, the administering of assistance to the various role players, the

pseudo-role playing of key characters not otherwise represented in the
simulation, the computer processing, and the handling of critique and re-

view. Under ideal circumstances, the general presentation falls under the

control of a single individual (the Game Director), the assisting pf play-

ers during the game is handled by the role advisors, the computer process-

ing is the responsibility of yet another member of the team (the technical

advisor or computer operator), and any or all of the staff can function in

a pseudo-role playing capacity.

Doubling up on tasks is most easily accomplished by .combining the

tasks of the geneial Game Director Oith thoSe of one role advisor and

assigning responsibility for the computer processing to another (or the

same) role advisor. Beyond that, more than one role may be served by a

single advisor; for example, the planners and the politician might be

advised by a single individual. Whatever the assignment of specific tasks,

each team must be capable of managing the run, advising each of the roles

and processing the decisions through the computer.

Activities of the Lme Overall Director (GOD)

1. Pre-Game Activities. A certain amount of pre-game preparation

can go a long way toward insuring a smooth and effective run. The game

operator must be sure that a 360 series or other appropriate c4mputer is

readily accessible. Multiple -ply paper or other means of supplying dupli-

cate copies of printout should be available as well as computer cards.

Arrangements for space and furniture should be made prior to the run.

Experience thus far indicates that the physical conditions of the game are

among the more crucial variables under the control of the operator for in-
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curing a successful run. Additional discussion of these logistics appears
in Chapter 4.

If the audience is coming from out of town or from a great distance,
arrangements for food and shelter should be carefully worked out in advance.
These arrangements may seem trivial or unimportant, but considerable ener-
gies can be diverted from a run if participants are concerned with personal
needs. If food is to be provided during the run, arrangements should be
made ahead of time. (it is usually desirable to have a coffee pot "bubbling"
through a run.)

The Game Overall Director should pick his advisors in advance and
guarantee their continued presence and ability to perform their tasks.
A pre-game meeting of advisors is practically essential, to establish ob-
jectives for the particular run and plan appropriate intervention strate-
gies;

Finally, and if possible, introductory materials should be distributed
to participants in advance of the introduction. If the game is being demon-
strated, one would not expect that participants will read all of the pre-
game materials or, if they do, one should not expect a great deal of learn-
ing via this technique. However, under normal operating conditions com-
plaints about inadequate preparation seem to crop up whether the introduc-
tion takes 5 minutes or 5 hours; the advance distribution of materials
should help minimize these.

2. Opening Remarks. The Game Director must make an opening presem-
tation to the players. Obviously, this will vary in style with the audi-
ence and with the personality of the Director. Here again, experience
provides us with some useful clues. A short opening seems to accomplish
everything that a long one does with the exception of boring the players.
Thirty well spent minutes describing the nature of gaming-simulation, the
bakkground of the simulated city and a cursory introduction to each of
the roles is usually adequate. The information needed to prepare such
a statement is contained in various chapters of this manual.

3. Role Advising. After the introduction, it is useful to give all
the players in a particular role extensive background in this role. This
is usually done by breaking the audience into groups and assigning a role
advisor to each group. The mode of role advising is also a personalized
thing and shoUld vary with the audience. Clearly, lay participants or
dtudents need a different type of introduction than professional special-
ists.

As a general guideline, the role advisor should probably give a brief
description of the nature of the role in the "real world." Subsequently,
that description can be abstracted to the METRO-APEX situation; that is,
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the scope of the role in the game can be defined. Once the role is under-
stood (even if that understanding is only partial), the advisor can ex-
plain to the players the specifics of the worksheets and the details of
the output. Finally, the role advisor can, if need be, suggest strategies
and objectives to the players, trying to give them a perspective and con-,
text with which to begin.

At the conclusion of.this introduction (which often takes about two
hours), most new players are confused and overloaded with information.
It is usually helpful if they are reassured that this is. normal and will
soon be relieved after a cycle or so of the play of
the game tends to overcome the frustration i one or two cycles; there-
fore, the exercise ends on a more pleasing and more confident note.

4. The Play-- Routine. On the Mechanical side of the operation,
the advisors and the Game Director must make sure that worksheets are
distributed correctly and filled out properly. The distribution of the
computer printout also falls to the operating team. General room main-
tenance, the posting of summary information, direction to the resource
materials,' etc., also ocaupy the operating team during a run. During the
'actual play of the game, members of the operating team serve es consultants
to the players. Many of the issues and discussions that arise during a
normal run of the game are not documented sufficiently in the program and/
or the support literature to allow players to engage in more than an .ini-
tial attempt io resolve tbe problems. Because time for researching such
problems is often not available, the operating team must supply the miss-
ing information as best as it may be able; concentrating on conditions
which are felt to apply in most situations. The operating team must supply
the needed input as the situation arises. It might prove useful for a Game
Director to record those requests that arise repeatedly, research the prob-
lems alluded to in those requests, and prepare responses in anticipation of
additional requests for the same information in subsequent runs. Whatever
the source of the information, it is imperative that the full operating
team be informed of its content.

-i%erhaps the most important function for the operating team is the
periodic critique. A great many activities go on simultaneously during a
run of METRO-APEX and, often, all the players are unaware of the overall
pattern of events as they unfold. The Game Director must be sensitive to
the needs of his audience for occasional discussion of this larger coate.zt.
Furthermore, a large part of the learning experience for the participants
is the discussion of their strategies, attitudes and perceptions-- playing
is not the only beneficial educational activity.,

5. The Play-- Ext:00rdinAry- cftzse situations arise that
call for the unusual. The game is only the skeleton of a complex urban
Structure and often the operating team is called upon to temporarily sup-

5°
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plement that skeleton by assuming the role of persons not otherwise repre-
sented. The Game Director and his crew should be sensitive to the players'

'need for such support and should be ready to respond. Particular types of
intervention are described in greater depth in Chapter 6.

Sometimewthese unusual situations do not arise, but for purposes of
explication, demonstration, Or even entertainment, their appearance could
he facilitated. Here the Game Overall Director and his team should be
creative and improvise to cnnstruct an unusual event. For example, "GOD"

might choose to jar the system with a pollution crisis, new industry, large
grant of money or threats from the ghetto. It is this creative aspect of.
operating the game that generates the most fun and excitement, for the play-
ers and the staff, in addition to providing the richest learning and/or
commenication environment. Whether the intervention is a response to play-
ers' needs or initiated by the operating team, it is imperative that all
members of the operating team be aware of the boundaries and dimensions of
the strategy. Some standard modifications or interventions are described
in Chapters 6 and 8.

6. Post-Game Activities. After each cycle, GOD and his 4ew must
prepare for and execute the computer processing component of the-game. Of

greatest importance is the validation of the decisions. In appropriate
situations, the role advisers can actually fill out the worksheets with
the players-- in this instance, they should be correct. More often, the
players will fill out the worksheeta. These should be checked 'carefully

for consistency and completeness by the role advisors before the,players
leave the premises. Such careful checking saves enormous wear and tear
on the staff during the computer processing. The role advisors should
transfer the decisions as reported on the worksheets to the keypunch cod-
ing forms carefully and accurately.

The computer processing itself is Jescribed in detail in the Computer
Operator's Manual and therefore, will not be discussed here. However, it
is the Game Director's responsibility to see that the computer processing
is done correctly and on time.

7. Critique. Toreinforce the comments in the section dealing with
routine, situations will no doubt arise that are of extreme value from as
educational or communications standpoint. At these times, GOD ray choose
to stop the role playing and ditcuss the unusual events. Although such
learning is derived from the play of the game, occasional review of the
proceedings crystallizes key issues and allows all players to derive bene-
fit f iam a particular event.

t the conclusion of a run it is imperative that players discuss their
pert ptions of what went on to reinforce and clarify knowledge gained earlier.
Therefore, the Game nirector should lead a critique of the play at the game's
conclusion. One strategy ie to announce that there will be one sore,-Cycle
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than the number actually played. This minimizes "end ofcgame strategy" on
the part of the players. The time reserved for the extra cycle can then be
spent in critique. Critiques will vary with each run and should draw atten-
.tion to those experiences most related to the goals of the group.

Comments on Timing

The Game Director is responsible for the timing of a given run. Com-
monly, each cycle takes about four hours (though a full eight hoursday may
be spent on a single cycle) and most runs cover about five cycles. Although
the constraints. on the audience often dictate the time for a run, the oper-
ator should insist on at least three cycles of play and cycle time of at
least three hours. If such time cannot be spent on a run, METRO-APEX is
probably the wrong gaming-simulation for the audience.

Within a cycle, GOD controls the timing. Typically, cycles are marked
with periods of intense interaction or surprising calm. These variations
are not unusual and should not concern the director. Occasionally, GOD may
choose to end the calm with some form of intervention, as for example the
illustration of some key point or concept.

GOD is responsible for seeing that decision forma are completed by
some appointed hour. Here prodding by the Director and his crew is needed
to push the players into decisions. This is a part of the simulation--
most key decisions in urban areas are made with incomplete information and
insufficient time. It is particularly important to assist those players
who are having difficulty in coping with the pressures and complexitieeof
their role in the early cycles. Failure by a single role player to make
a coherent set of decisions may be harmful to the overall run but, more im-
portant, it may be disastrous for the player= often leading to his "copping
out." This is a point where the potential for learning exists for the stu-
dent. He can, with the proper assistance, begin to put the causes of real
world success and failure tft perspective. Through this new insight he can
add to the game and the experiences of the other players.

ROLE OF GAME OVERALL DIRECTOR

A. To Coordinate Pre-game Planning

1. Consider objectives of a run and make sure METRO-APEX is the
right tool.

2. Meet with game team (role advisors, computer operator, keypunch
operator...) to plan for the run and assign staff responsibilities.

55
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3. Hake role assignments
a. decide what roles to play and what to suppress

b. establish desired number of players for each role

c. establish policy for role assignment (by choice, by random

selection...)
d. assign non-gamed roles (judge, state and Federal government,

Public Utilities Commission, news media, pressure groups...)

4. Establish any special conditions for the run

a. set initial conditions in the computer

b. write headlines for the newspaper
c. plan an initial T.V. newsbroadcast (closed circuit video tape

equipment)

d. decide on background legislation for the run

e. clarify rules for the run (what constitutes a public hearing,

whether land transactions must go through developers, how to

deal with simulated industries...)

5. Finalize schedule for the run

a. decide on time for general introduction and role introductions

b. decide on number and length of cycles

c. decide on number and length of STEPs

d. establish election schedule

e. decide on time for critique

6. Finalize computer arrangements for the run

a. arrange for the use of a key punch

b. check supply of computer paper (multiple -ply if available)

and computer cards
run project lists and cycle 1 printout (with appropriate

number of copies)

d. IBM 360 arrangements
1. check JCL cards
2. make sure data sets are allocated on a disk

3. see about changes in priority

7. Finalize other logistics

a. reserve a room (or rooms) for playing the game

b. make food and lodging arrangements

c. arrange for refreshments during the run

d. arrange for xerox or copying facilities during the run

e. arrange for the use of a calculator or adding machine during

the run

f. arrange for the use of closed circuit video taping facilities

during. the run

8. Plan STEP Exercises.
a. Write a, description of each exercise

b. assign'participants to special roles in the STEP (if necessary)
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c. arrange for "experts" to critique and evaluate STEP
d. set up closed circuit video tape equipment to record the STEP

(if desired)
e. collect appropriate reference material

9. Send out preliminary materials to game participants
a. include a time schedule for the run
b. indicate the location of the run, parking and eating facili-

ties (include a map, if necessary)
c." indicate the role they,will play and send appropriate role

manuals
d. send general METRO-APEX literature (brochures, reprints about

the game, etc.)

10. Set up game room with all necessary materials
a. arrange furniture
b. -post wall charts and maps
c. distribute role manuals (if not previously done), reference

manuals, cycle 1 printout, worksheets, and name tags
d. distribute other supplies (grease pencils, paper, chalk, tape,

thumbtacks...)

11. Set up closed circuityidee tape equipment

B. To Oversee Actual Game Play

1. Introduce the game
a. discuss the nature of gaming simulation in general, and

the goals and objectives of the run
b. briefly review the major roles and the community of APEX

County
c. review the schedule, the STEPs, and any logistics

2. Set the pace of the game
a. establish beginning and end of cycles
b. encourage'mini-STEPs
c. decide when to have news broadcasts
d. decide when to break for critique

3. Coordinate role advisors\

4. Arbitrate when conflicts arise

5. Modify the game as needed
a. assume simulated roles
b. add cases
c. hold special meetings, hearings, court trials...

6. Collect and tally elite:opinion poll votes

0r!
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7. Collect news items

C. To Oversee Computer Operations

1. Complete "Instructions to Computer Operator"
a. decide on changes in project list, etc.
b. decide on use of computer options

2. Check that role advisors code appropriate worksheets

3. Code miscellaneous forms
a. issue decisions
b. candidate election model information
c. newspaper inputs

4. Check that computer cards are punched and proofed

5. Read and analyze computer printout in preparation for subsequent
game cycles

6. Keep list of computer "Bugs" (see D-3)

D. To Coordinate Post-game Activities

1. Moderate critique of the game

a. have role advisors critique the performance of the roles

they have worked with

b. have participants explain their objectives and the strategies

they used to meet them

c. draw generalization from group performance in the game

d. relate game experience to "real world" activity

e. relate game experience to course analysis

2. Analyze results of METRO-APEX questionnaires

3. Document any comptter "bugs" and suggestions for computer modifi-
cation4 and revisions

4. Prepare an evaluation of the HETRD-APEX run in general

a. discuss whether stated objectives were met

b. discuss training implications of the run

c. suggest modifications and, revisions



ROLE OF ROLE ADVISOR

A.' To Introduce the Role

L. Discuss objectives of the role

2. Suggest strategies to meet these-objectives (in real world and in
APEX County)

3. Explain compUter printout

4. Stress the interaciton with other roles

5. Introduce the resources and background information available to
the role

6. Explain the organization of the worksheet and the basic infoiMation
needed on it

B. To Help During the Cycle

1. Collect news articles

2. Provide reference material as needed.

3. Assume simulated roles as needed

4. Implement meetings, etc.

5. Advise on filling out worksheet

6. Instigate miniTEP
k

7. Coordinate "on the spot" decisions with Game Director

4

C. To Help with Computer Processing;;

3.. Look over worksheets before players leave

\
2. Transfer decisionson worksheets to keypunch sheets

1 3. Suggest use of computer options to Game Director (i.e. force in
exofirms, change background pollution, etc.)

D. To,Help-with STEPS

1. Coordinate STEP preparation for the role

59
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2.- Provide special reference material

3. Assume extra roles (such as angry citizen)

E. To Critique and Evaluate Player Performance

1. Provide fdedback on individual and group performance

2. Relate game performance to "real world" activity

3. Draw generalizations, if possible (and if appropriate)

F. To Evaluate METRO-APEX in General

1. Document any computer "bugs" that appear during cycle
N

2: Suggesticomputer modifications

3. Suggest manual.' and worksheet revisions

60





Timing

Chapter 4

LOGISTICS

The last chapter included a brief section dealing with the timing of

a run. Specifically, it was stated that each run of the game Should consist

, of at least three cycles (simulated years), the optimum number being five.

Each cycle should span at least a three hour period, although a longer cycle

is within reason. Within these guidelines, the style of play can be varied

considerably by using different schedules for the play.

The most obvious constraint on the scheduling of a run is the &vane,.

bil l'of the participants. The more subtle constraint is the goal and aim

the participants in playing the game. Play can range between the in-

tensive-- two cycles per day for two or more daysand the extensive,- one
s.

cycle per week for five or more weeks. Short intensive sessions may allow

only cursory treatment of ertain problems and can be exhausting for players

and the operating team if not carefully scheduled. Ne0ertheless, such ses-

sions are usually quite spirited, provide a good exposure to the game and

its models, and require a relatively short time commitment from the audience.

In contrast, longer extensive sessions are conducive for deeper exploration

of the issues and problems presented by the game; allow for in depth prob-

ing of the strategies of the players and the nature of the processes in the

simulation, and take on a more leisurely pace for both player and operating

team. However, such sessions are often characterized by waning interest on

the part of participants because of the long delay between cycles, and they

also require that the audience be available for several weeks.

The experience with the exercise thus' ar.indicats that one cycle per

day for five days is the most preferred scheduling arrangement.. The balance

between the difficulty of maintaining momentum and the need for in depth

exploration of the nuances of the simulation is best kept within this range.

Clearly, if the needs of the audience are best met by a detailed. study of

the system with a great deal of attention gilOn to the raft of possible

supplementary activities, the cycles should fun longer and be spread-out

over time:, However, if the audience needs only a cursory look at the sys-

tem, shorter cycles over less real time are adequate.

An additional hindrance to rapid cycling is the interim period that must

be reserved for processing. For the IPM 360-50 and higher series computers,

processing may be as short as one hour. The time froi worksheets completed,

their coding, keypunching, proofing and processing may take from one hour to

five hours depending on staff experience and processing facility operations.

An attempt to conduct multiple cycles in a single day must take into account

the processing time uvolved. The STEP Exercises (see Chapter 7) are often
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conducted for the participants while the processing is taking place.
However, in runs over a longer period of time, the STEP Exercises can be
inserted at the discretion of GOD.

A sample schedule is:

WEDNESDAY

3:00 - 5:00

THURSDAY

Introduction to METRO-APEX

8:30 - 12:30 Cycle 2
1:30 4:30 STEP (staff processing)
4:30 Return output

FRIDAY

8:30 - 12:30
1:30.- 4:40
4:30 -

"MONDAY

8:30 - 12:30
1:30 - 4:30
4:30 -

TUESDAY

-,12:30
: 0 = 4:30

Room Arrangements

Cycle 3
STEP (staff processing)
Return output

Cycle 4 J,1
STEP (staff processing)
Return output

Cycle 5
STEP (staff processing)
Return output

The physical layout of the room is,an important determinant of the
probability of success for a given run. The room must be large enough to
accommodate the players easily and comfortably. (A four hour period spent
in an uncomfortable, cramped, smoke-filled room is a strong deterrent to
an enthusiastic second four hours). The room should` have ,blackboards or n;

an area for a portable blackboard. The furniture should be portable and
relatively comfortable. Tables should. be large enough to allow a reason-
able amount of spreading out of materials by the players. The room should

have adequate free wall space for the display references.

ti
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If more than one room is available for a given tun, the flexibility

of the room arrangements increases dramatically. Adjoining rooms can be

used for public hearings, court trials, board meetings, etc. If closed

circuit video tape equipment is available, an adjoining room can be used
as a T.V. studio. N cardinal rule, however, is that all cycle play take

place with all participants available to other players. If participants

disappear during transactions, continuity is lost and player frustration

can become damaging to 'the game. N.

The interaction pattern that emerges during the game is usually high -.

ly dependent on the placement of players within the room. Proximity breeds

coalition. Individuals usually contact other players in those roles located

near their own position first. Players in the center of activity often are

involved in most of the interaction. Therefore, room arrangement can iso-

late or emphasize a particular role. Several suggested room layouts are

illustrated in the following diagrams.

Summary
Tables

Land
Use
Map

(Blackboard)

Politicians

Stationary
Sources
Map

EOP Tally

Newspapers

Figure 1: Emphasis on a single role-- Concentration of persons in the

same roles
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City City
Pols Planner

Land Use
Map

IN6

DEV

Figure 2: Emphasis on a single role-- Dispersion of persons in the
same role
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(Blackboard

\Stationary
:Sources Map

NEWS
MEDIA

1

f POLITICIANS

PRESSURE
GROUPS

PLANNERS

LAND
USE
MAP

Figure 3: No special Emphasis-- Concentration of persons in the same

role
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CBlackboard)

PRESSURE
GROUPS

NEWS
MEDIA

1

CQ
PLAN- 'POLS

HERS

0Stationary Sources
Map

CITY
POLS

CITY
PLAN-
NERS

MAPHAP

Figure 4: No special emphasise -- Dispersion of persons in the same
role.
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Display Materials

Several kinds of support materials for the players should beTosted in

clear sight. In gensrdl, it is good practice to place most materials in

reasonable proximiy. to the role most likely to use them. This philosophy

was reflected in the sample room arrangements.

Player support materials include: 1) Land Use Map, 21 Summary Tables

(printout from the computer), 3) Elite Opinion Poll Tally Sheet, 4) One

copy of the newspaper, 5) Other maps as available. Optional items in/cude

a rezoning record and'a summary of the preceding cycle's decisions on is-

sues.

Role Assignments

The METRO-APEX gaming-simulation has been used effectively by as few

as 17 or as many as 100 players. Gaming with very large groups, however,

should probably not be attempted without a thoroughly experienced Director

and staff. Optimum game size, with a seasoned Director, is probably from

30 to 60 players, but this is strongly dependent on the roles played, make

up of the players and the specific objectives of the iimulation. The role

assIgnmsts can be made in any one of several ways. Persons can'be assigned

role y random draw. A first come first serve philosophy can be applied.

Persons can be asked for preference and assigned to maximize the number of

persons in their first or second choice. Finally, arbitrary assignment can

be made by the Game Overall Director. The rationale of this latter approach

is up to GOD. Whatever system is used, it is important not to let pre-

existing "cliques" band together during the run. In the past, roles have

been assigned: to match real world avocation to gamed role; to place people

in the least (rather than moorfamiliar role; and to match persons to the

role in which they might leirn thelsost, given their backgrounds.

The number of persons assigned to each role is a function of the totml

number of players. There should usually be mere County Politiciana than City

Politicians and more Industrialists than Environmental Quality Agendy Person-

nel. It is usually advantageous to have an odd number of decision makers in

such roles as City and County Politicians. Also, the,flection model will

allow for the election of representatives for 3 city constitu ies (Ward 1,

2, 3) and 5 county paits (Sub,,Township 1, Township 2, Co. at large, 2E233.____

large). An attempt is usually!made to keep some balance between the repre-

sentatives of the public and private sectors. The following chart summarizes

suggested role assignments for groups of different sizes.
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Size

of

Group City

POLITICIANS*

Co.

CAO

City
Man-
neer Co,*

17 3 4

20 3 4

30 3 5

40 3 1 5 1

50 3 1 5 1

60 3 2 5 2

80 6 ,2 10 2

90 6 2 10 2

Size

Group EQA*

EQA* OFFICE

SWMAPCO

17 2

20 1 2

30 1 2 1

40 1 2 1 1

50 2 3 2
(

1

60 2 4 1 I

80 3 4 2 2

90 3 4 3 3

Size
of

Group 1

.

2

INDUSTRIALTSTS*

6 73 4 5

17 1 1 1

20 1 1 1

30 1 1 1 1 1

40 1 1 1 1 1 1

50 1 1 1 1 f' 1 1

60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

80 2 1 2 1, 2 1 1

90 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

PLANNERS*

t Trans. or

Regional
City* Co.* (1)

3

3

2 3

3 3

3 5

3 5 2

5 7 2

5 7 2

DEVELOPERS*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1

1

1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 2 1

1 1 2 1 1 2 1

NEWS
MEDIA

PRESSURE
rRouPs,

2

2 3

3 6

4 8

4 12

5 12

5 18

* Suggested minimum roles. Other roles may be utilized as desired to stress
certain objectives and/or wIth larger groups of participants.

(1) Additional special planning boards or specialized public planning agencies
may be added or city and county planning boards combined." This board may
be structured to stress specific issues such as transportation, comprehensive
long-range planning, health planning, etc.

%JO'
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Closed Circuit Video Tape Equipment

The use of closed circuit video tape.equipment can add greatly to the

quality of the game. The video taping of STEP Exercises, news broadcasts,
and editorials and campaign speeches adds a new dimension to the activity

of the game. GOD can announce special grants,or simulate some crisis situ-

ation. Through the use of closed circuit video tape equipment, the par-

ticipants often feel that they are active participants in the community.

The imagination and creativity of the participants with this medium will

often compare favorably with professional broadcast television programming.
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Chapter 5

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER MODELS

A. detailed description of the computerized component of METRO-APEX is

beyond the scope of a kit of this type. At best, a sense of the nature-of

the basic simulations making up the system can be conveyed in this-dbcument.

In anticipation f the types of questions. -that often from a

group unfamiliar with imulation,_itHilaldil to preface the highly spe-

cialized descriptionaof partiCular simulations wiIb-a-fey more general

remarks. Computer simulation is a technique used by specialists to har-

ness the speed of a computer for the purpose of reproducing sequences of

events and decisions that model change processes in real -world situations.

Simulations are normally based on theories of "haw the world works" and,

as such, are nothing more than abbtractibns of basic natural and social

processes. The computerized form of abstraction ingETRO-APEX condenses

time and reduces the complexity of essential processes to manageable pro-

portions.

In this exposition, it is useful to categorize simulations according

to the degree of sophistication,of the underlying theory. Models are simu-

lations predicated on well formulated, logically consistent theories of

actual, real-world processes. Algorithms are,less sophisticated, make-

shift procedures that produce the proper set of outputs but, possibly, with

a less than fair representation of the underlying process. Clearly, this

distinction is a matter of degree and, because the state of knowledge with

respect to urban systems is so poor, many models prove to be nothing more

than useful algorithms when subjected to close review.

It is also useful to ident y two distinct types of sinul4tion-- social

and environmental system sinn ation. Simulations of social systems are

based on theories of human behavior. These can be subdivided further into

micro and macro simulations. In urban or economic theory jargon, simulation

of individual behavior and/or decision making is micro-simulation Macro-

simulation is applied in situations calling for prediction of aggregate be-

havior patterns. In contrast to social simulatipn, environmental simulation

is directed at describing the workings of natural or physical systems, par-

ticularly as those systems respond to stress from the social sector.

For the most part, micro-simulations are a part of the gamed component

of METRO-APEX. The computerized simulations described in the remainder of

this section are largely macro-simulations of aggregate behavior patterns

or environmental simulations.
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l. The T.O.MaM. Model. At the heart of the urban-spatial location

proces in METRO-APEX is the Time Oriented Metropolitan Model (T.O,M.M.).

T.O.M.1 is used to generate the demand for urban space, both residential,

and commercial. A modification of the Lowry model, introducing the notion

of marginal rather than total change in urban areas and the concept of

household types, T.O.M14. assumes that the initial configuration of basic

industry is the primary driving force in deteehining the shape of- the

city. The number of households in the city reflects the ratio of house-

holds to employees of cities in the size tinge of Lansing, Michigan. House0

holds are allocated in space so that the number of households in a given

area is proportional to the potential of that area for households, where the

potential of a particular area is a measure of the employment opportunities

in all other areas weighted by their accessibility, to that area. The avail-

ability of Land also affects the allocation of households; areas with large

quantities of vacant land zoned for residential use draw households. Types

of households within areas are determined so as to reflect the initial die-

tribution in space of the various household types as well as the capital ex-

penditure pattern on schools and local infra-structure. °

The
( number of employees in each commercial employment category"(local

industrial as well as regional and local commercial) is a direct function

of the numbers of households, by type, in the city. Commercial employment

is apportioned in apace so that each afialysis area is supplied with ade-

quate service. Specifically, each area is assigned employment in each cate-

gory proportional to the market demand (the sum of household and basic em-

ployment in all other areas divided by the accessibility from those areas

to the given area), generated in that area.

The demand for urban residential space is determined in. SELL (sea- tlae

next paragraph) as a function of the number of households demanding stefe.

The demand for commercial space is determined by assigning a quaatity of

land ,per employee in each area.

2. Th SELL Algorithe. Given the demand for space generated by the

T.O.MA. model, the SELL algorithm introduces the effect of the supply side

of the market. SELL matches the demand to the supply generated by game De-

velopers. Because the supply created byadecisions made in a run of the

game is but a limited part of the total needed, the balance of the supply

must be accounted for. Thus, the assumption is made that if space exists

in an area where demand exceeds game-generated aaply, the excess demand

is met by the market. The SELL algorithm "cascades" demand from the most

desired area to adjacent areas in the ever& that neither gamed nor market

supply in the given area is sufficient to meet the demand in that: area.

Once the final demand in the area is determined, the space occupied by the

housing units is calculated. SELL also adjusts the prices and values of

land' by calculating marginal
adjustments according to the relative size of

den for space in an area compared to the overall demand.

.1MIY
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3. The GROW Algorithm. The GROW algorithm is little more than a

linear extrapolation of growth in the basic industrial sector. Subject to

modification by incoming exofirms (new f4rma)..or operator intervention, the
growth of the basic sector in all areas is calculated as a straight percent-
age set according to the type of industry found in the area. Growth in

gamed industry is.added into the growth calculated by other means.

4. The Voter Response Model (ORM). Because a sophisticated stater--

ment of the local electoral process is glaringly absent in political science

literature, the METRO-APEX formulation will be credited with the title,
'model," as no alternative'concept has been presented and validated in the

literature. One basic hypothesis underlying the model is that the rate of
turnout has.a'critical effect on the election n-outcame because the composi-

tion of the voting public hhanges.markedly as turnout rate changes. Thus,

two componenfs.make up the VRM turnout calculations and the subsequent

determination of issue outcome.-T
The turnout for an election is calculated as a deviation from one of

two norms, the norm in major election years (candidate election aswell

as issue election) or the norm in non-major election years. The deviation

is a function of the quantity of dollars included in issues on the ballot,

the quantity of campaign expenditures stirring up interest, and a random

effect. The Average turnout rate thus calculated is broken down by house-
hold type so that the higher the average turnout, the greater the propor-

tion of lower class voters.

Given the turnout, the VRMO..t.exmines the. outcome of specific bond or

millage issues. The support for a given issue is calculated by computing,

the deviaiton from typical average support rates. These rates vary by house-

hold type as well as issue type (basic or nonQbasic). The lower class house-1

holds are generally assumed to be_less supportive of higher taxes. The de-

viation from the typt,eal rates is a function of the dollar size of thelissue,
the elite opinion poll on that issue, the campaign contributions for and

--

against the particular millage or bond, the overall unemployment rate for
the community (a proxy for general community satisfaction), and a random

effect. The resulting support rateay_by hoUsehold type, are applied to the

turnout rates b' type with the final result taken as positive if the sum of
the supporting voters across all types ia greater than half of the total

number of people voting.

5. The Candidate Election Model (CEM). The CEM is' less than a per-

feet simulation of the local candidate election process. °Because the time
constraints in gaming are so severe (one year is condensed into a few hours),

the model must be tailored to meet several constraining specificatiRns and,

therefore, cannot capture theNfull dynamic of local elegtion campaigns.
However, the abstraction of the process does include elements of a campaign
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and, if used with imagination, can induce small-scale party-and/or or-
ganization politics.

There are four components to the CEM-- the "party support," the cam-
paign, the performance of the incumbent and random effect. The party
support mechanism is an operator option. In the normal election process
of the game, the vote by the elite of the community (the participants in
the game) simulates their public stand fOr or against the incumbent. The
players' votes account for 60% of the outcome of the election; however,
when no elite vote is held the "party support" is split equally between
the candidates. If the Game Director chooses, the "party support" may be
weighted to simulate community voting patterns that exist in the "real
world."

The campaign component compares the relative positions of the candi
dates with the pressure groups and household types active in the electoral
district. The candidate spends accrued campaign funds stressing his posi-
tions on the numerous newspaper issues. Scores are compiled for each can&
didate by comparing the issue outcomes, the pressure group and household
type positions, and player's positdon, with weighting done according to
the dollar expenditures on the numerous issues.

The incumbent performance component evaluates the status of the jur-
isdiction with respect to taxation rates, deficits or surpluses, capital
plant program and operating expenditure pattern. The incumbent is rewarded
according to his jurisdiction's successes or failures in these areas, Fi-
nally, a random factor is applied to the result.

In the event that nd gamed player comes forth to challenge an incum-
bent, the CEM will supply, at the discretion of the operator, a simulated
opponent with a well-defined political outlook. The simulated opponent
takes stands on issues and allocates money stressing those positions in a
fashion analogous to the gamed opponent)

6. The Air Model. The Air Model is made up of two distinct compon-
ents. The first calculates the total emissions generated in each analysis
area and the second converts those emission readings to air quality measure-
ments via some statistical techniques developed by Dr. Ralph Larson.

The emission rate in each analysis area is the sum of all emissions
from industrial point sources, automobile exhausts (line sources) and
space heating. Industrial contamination is the sum of all emissions from
gamed and simulated industries operating in the region. Automotive emis-
sions are,, for want of a better means of calculation, proportional to the
,,employment potential of the various areas; employment potential is assured
to be a reasonable proxy for quantity of activityinzan area. The total
emission rate is a T.O.M.M. projection of the number of auto-miles traveled
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in the city (as the access coefficients change so will the emissions)

multiplied by the average emission rate per auto-mile. Space heating

emissions reflect the number and composition of houaeholds in each area- -

lower class households live in homes with "less-clean" heating systems.

Also, as the number of cycles of play increase, a trend toward use of

cleaner fuels in households is built in.

(The diffusion component is based on a standard form of the Gaussian

Diffusion equatibn. It is assumed that there are only 29 point sources

(the centroids of the analysis areas) and a maximum of 29 monitoring sta-

tions (again, each analysis area). The emissions from each source are

diffused across the city seasonally so as to capture the differences in

weather conditions occurring at different times of the year.

7. The Water Model. The primary objective of the water model (to

i

provide capability for routinktemperature BOD and DO, total dissolved

solids, nutrients and coliform bacteria through a stream or canal system)

is served by structuring separate models for each quality parameter and

then coupling these models into an "integrated.aystem" simulation package.

Separately, one model is capable of representing the thermal behavior of

a turbulent, fully-mixed stream. A second model describes the waste -

assimilation characteristics in the stream, and a third provides for the

routing of the conservative minerals. Linked together, the models provide

the capability for simulation of the behavior of a given quality parameter

within a branching stream or canal system as well as the capability for

simulating thet4interrelationships between the various quality parameters.

8. The Newspaper Algorithm. Issues in the newspaper are generated

from several sources. Selected issues are pre-set to appear in particular,

cycles. The state, national and a small sampling of local issues are of

this typt.

Many issues are part of a linked chain of issues. The decision made

by the responsible player in resolving a given issue is used to trigger a

response issue in the next-cycle newspaper. Sets of linked issues carry

certain problems from the status of a mere annoyance to a status of one

of several possible disasters. Players' actions select the disaster., or,

in the case of expert decision making, the favorable outcome by forcing

the linkages through a complex "decision tree."

Other newspaper issues are triggered by action or non-action in the

game arena. Jurisdictions falling below pre-set arbitrary standards in

their operating budget expenditures are cited in the newspaper. Similarly,

analysis areas with a low level of capital investment per capita and/or

unusually high levels of pollution are identified in newspaper headlines.
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Finally, announcements of exofirms are pre-set by cycle for publi-4

cation in the newspaper. issues associated with the operations of selected

industrial firms are also printed in the business page.

To see how these models are related to the main program, there are

general flow diagrams which can be found in the Computer Operator's Manual.

44-





Chapter 6

OPTIONS FOR THE GAME OVERALL DIRECTOR

The computer program -of the METRO-APEX game is a rigorous, exacting,

large and sometimes cumbersome vehicle. It can be a constraint on the

activities of the game-- players regularly want to experiment with de-

cisions or strategies that cannot be directly accommodated by the com-

puter program. However, the program is far more flexible than one would

believe at first glance and, therefore, the game is quite flexible too.

Various options in -the gave that can be used at the discretion of the

Game Overall Director are described in this section. These options can be

used to modify and supplement the game to add richness and depth, to accom-

modate or accentuate many special objectives of the Director and to deal

adequately with unexpected issues that arise during play.

Included are a brief description,of supplementary gamed roles, pseudo-

roles, and various data options which the Game Director can use to influ-

ence the game. In addition to the options described herein, the Game

Director want to innovate by adding additional pseudo-roles, supple-

mentary roe and STEP Exercises. By manipulating the game in these ways, ,

the Game Dire can alter the normal game pattern considerably.

Additional training exercises that supplement the normal play of the

game can be inserted by the operator to add new issues and problems to the

game or cover selected subjects in greater depth. These supplementary

exercises are called STEPS, Supplementary Training Exercise Programs, and

are discussed in the-next chapter. The remainder of this chapter will

take up the built-in methods for massaging the program, operator pseudo-

roles and supplementary gamed roles.

Pseudo-Roles

As was mentio-i before, the basic gamed roles are the Politicians,

Planners, Environv :al Quality Agency, Developers, and Industrialists.

These are the role. 'nattily played with smaller groups.

In addition to these gamed roles, the Game Overall Director will

often find it necessary or advantageous to introduce pseudo-roles b3flhin,-

self or by one of the role advisors.

79
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Commonly required pseudo-roles are:

(1) Judge
(2) Federal Government Agency
(3) State Government Agehcy
(4) Exofirm Representative
(5) Simulated Industry Representative
(6) Public or Pressure Group Representative

(1) Serving as Judge.- Quite often, the Game Overall Director will
be called upon to represent the judicial branch of 3overnment,. Usually

this legal pseudo-role-will deal with eases of pJllution control or zoning;
however, other issues may require the rulings of the court. Fines can be
carried out by forcing cash transfers from the guilty party to the govern-
ment. (If available, skilled observers such as faculty may serve as Judge

in lieu of GOD).

As an example of a court case, an Industrialist may contest the EQA's
charge that he violated effluent standards. The Judge might be called
upon to hear the evidence and pass judgment, including the assessment of
fines and court costs. The Legal Reference Manual is designed to assist
the operator by providing him with the necessary legal information to
effectively carry out this pseudo-role.

(2 & 3) Federal and State Governments

a. Special Grant Awards. The only representative for the Federal
and State governments in METRO-APEX is the Game Overall Director or a

member of his staff. One of the functions of.the government role is serv-
ing as a grants officer of the appropriate federal or state agency. Dur-
ing the game, the EQA will submit requests for funds to the government
representative who negotiates With the county and its agency in setting
the terms of the grant. Negotiations are likely to cover the amounts of
the grant, the expenditure pattern of the grant and the amount of the
county funding commitment. Funds are granted just for the cycle in which
funds are to be used; however, a requirement for the presentation of a
budget outline for a three year program could precede the granting of the

first year's funds. Even if a three year plan is approved, grants are
normally awarded to EQA with the specifics of each year's portion rene-
gotiated annually.

The government roles may also represent other agencies such as De-
partments of Housing and Urban Development, Health, Education and Welfare,
Transportation, State Highway Departments, etc., within the government
structure, with which cities may contract for certain projects. The

government roles can set the terms of proposals, define the context of
projects and negotiate the financial terms of grants. Thus, in much the

same way that federal and state governments (in the real world) direct
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local jurisdictions towards the use of certain programs, to address cert

tain problems by controlling financial support, these roles can influence

the course of a game and the stressing of selected issues by the partici-

pants. The mechanisms for making the cash awards associated with grants

arising in this fashion are the special grants or cash transfers which

are Boded on the appropriate worksheets.

b. Pollution Regulation and Enforcement. The Legal Reference Manual

contains a summary of State. Pollution Regulations, the Federal 1970 Clean

Air Act Amendments, Federal and State Water Pollution Control Legislation,

Solid Waste Legislation and various other basic legal, guidelines. The

Game Overall Director has the option of staTting the game with or without

these laws in effect. In the air pollution control field, for instance,

the game may be started with federally ap roved state implementation plans

in effect or with such plans not yet app aved and pollution regulations

totally the: -iponsibility of state and local agencies.

The federal or state government oles may allow the laell EQA with

:1
its APCO, WQM and SWM functions to d elop its own 'pollution criteria,

standards, control strategy and emis ion regulations under the state en-

abling legislation; the're,ps mey influence the local agencies' regula-

tions by changing the state air pollution emission regulations (entered

on the APCO coding sheet) or by pronouncing that state water pollution

regulations have been adopted. The Game Director, through the government

roles, may introduce the requirements to meet Federal Air Quality Standards,

Automotive Emission Standards and New Source Performance Standards set by

the Federal Lnviroemental Protection Agency (EPA). If it is specified that t.:7**

the Federal Laws are in effect, the threat of direct EPA enforcement of

those regulations may be used if the local agency does not adopt an ade-

quate and effective program to meet and enforce those regulations. There

and obviously many other levels and types of influence the federal or state,

government roles may exercise. The choice or options used should. depend

upon careful consideration by the Game Director and staff of the type of,

group playing the game and the objectivei of the particular exercise.

(4) Exofirm Representative. Each cyle the newspaper will list new

exofirms wishing to locate in APEX County. The time eVmount of Developer

investment and Politician initiated projects required lure the firm to

APEX County are also specified in the newspaper. Oftbh the Planners and

EQA will want additional information before endorsing zoiting changes or

new projects ice., how many people will be employed, is thi exofirm a

potential polluter, etc.

The Game Overall Director or a staff member is normal y designated as

Exofirm Representative to handle such requests for informs ton. The Game

Director\should provide the Exofirm Representative a listing of File 5 of

the program which provides a summary of all exofirm data. The Exofirm

Representative can also assist GOD in determining whether or not to "force

81
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an exofirm (see Control of Growth Rate under Computer ata Options).

(5) Simulated Industry Representative. In addit on to the seven
gamed industries (those represented by players) there are 33 industries
simulated in the computer. A pseudo-role in which th Game Overall Director
or one of his staff acts as "representative" of the imulated industries is
use u: in many game situations.

Even though the Environmental Quality Agency personnel can determine
a simulated industr!'s production rate, emission rate and emission control
Status by orderint, a plant inspection or emission measurement on the ind?rs-'
try, the players often request a "live" representative to talk to. It is
more realistic and satisfying for many players if they have access to a
renresentative from whom they may request additional informationateut the
simulated industry,. with whom they may discuss pollution control measures
and against whom they may serve notices of violation.

The Simulated Industry representative may also work with the gamed in-
dustries in preparing an "industrial position" on many community issues
and speak up for the simulated industries fn hearings, and STEP Exercises.

(6) Representing the Public. Two hundred thousand sere ing extras
are not usually kept in the wings to represent public opinion uring a

run of METRO-APEX. Sometimes, however, certain events in the ame should
logically trigger some .form of citizen response not included i, the hews-
paper or manifest in the community social indicator. The Game Overall
Director can choose to use all of his power (cash transfers, y llow
journalism, etc.) to back up a seado-role play action as a representa-

tive of an irate citizen or special interest group. Even with'larger
groups where the supplementary gameu roleS of Newspapermen and Pressure
Graups representatives are played, COD may find it advantageous to add
his "public response" to the ,ame to stress some issuc he feels is im-
portant but is not adequately representr".

Environmental Quality Ae.rency Role. Options

The Environmental Quality Agency (EQA) is responsible for the achieve-
ment and maintenance of environmental quality in APEX County. Under this
broad mandate the EQA will normally be interested in abatethent of air and
water pollution, solid waste disposal and in instituting categorical pro7_
grams in noise, pesticides, radiological waste, etc. However, in order to
allow COD flexibility to tailor the EQA efforts to the group size and to
his particular objectives for any group, a separate Role Manual and separate
computer printout are provided for the EQA, Air Pollution Contr'l Office(r),
Water Quality `tanager and Solid Waste Manager. This allows the Game Di-
rector to suppress or stress the APCO, WQM or SWM. For small groups where
the EQA Office may be limited to one EQA director and a two man .taff, the

89
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Game Director may choose to concentrate on a single pollution problem such

as air pollution. In this case, the WQM and SWM printout data may be given

to the EQA in the first cycle only, for general information, cw not provided

to the players at all. If the Director wishes to stress agency manageoent

and organization he may wish to assign a number of players as EQA

personnel and let the groups organize themselves into an organization Such

as EQA director, APCO staff, WQM staff and SWK staff, or an EQA office'with

functional staff responsibility with duties (encompassing both air, water

and solid waste pollution problems) assigned in terms of public education,

legal staff, enforcement staff, etc. An ,alert Came Director can utilize

the flexibility available in the combination of these roles to stress or

teach many various aspects of environmental management and control. It

should,be noted, however, that the interrelationships between air pollution,

water quality management and solid waste management (i.e. water treatment

systems causing air pollution, air pollution scrubbers causing water pollu-

tion with competition between air and water pollution for scarce resources)

makes the playing of the full FQA, APCO, WOM, and SWM roles much richer and

meaningful than any abbreviated EQA role.

Supplementary Gamed Roles

With large numbers of players, the opportunity and need to represent

other actors in the urban system suggest the creation of supplementary gamed

roles. The pseudo -roles of the operator and his staff described in the pre-

ceding section (judge, government representatives, etc.) can be turned over

to a gamed player if the situation allows for such multiple role play by

participants. In addition to these roles, several gamed roles which may be

played at Came Director's option have been successfully appended to the basic

structure of the game.

The supplementary gamed roles differ from the pseudo-roles in that they

are fully integrated into the game and are designed to be as rich and inter-

active as the basic gamed roles. All supplementary gamed roles have manuals

and computer printout. In essence, the supplementary roles differ from the

"basic" roles only in that they may be deleted for smaller groups of players

without undermining the basic effectiveness of the game. Oa the other hand,

the supplementary roles when played, greatly enrich the game and are recom-

mended whenever possible.

Supplementary roles or role options for which materials are included

in the kit include:

(1) The Newsmedia Role
(2) Pressure Group Roles

(3) County Chief Administrative Officer, City Manager Roles

(4) Regional Planners

(1) The Newsmedia Role. The newsmedia function is an extremely im-

portant, perhaps essential, catalyst in a successful METRO-APEX game. The

*.
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information transmitted and issues raised in the METRO-APEX NEWS and in the
Video news has an important impact on the scope and direction of the game.
It can also help to pull diverse elements of the game together (or initiate
conflicts) and focus activity on certain community issues and problemL The
duties of the Newsmedia role might include:

1. Soliciting and collecting news releases from players, editing the
news and putting desired releases in the newspaper.

2. Prepiring video-taped news bqadcasts, man-in-the-street interviews,
editorials and special programs for broadcast to the APEX community.

3. Prepaang and making press releases during each cycle of play to
accent important activities of the cycle.

4. Video taping and reporting on the STEP Exercises and editorializ-
ing on their impact on the community.

r-

If METRO-APEX is played with a small group and insufficient par-
ticipants are available to play the Newsmedia role, the Game Di-
rector and big/staff normally try to perform at least the most
important aspects of the role. Even if the Newsmedia role is be-
ing played by participants, the Game Director may find it Lene-
ficial to add headlines, issues and editorials which will focus
attention on some issue or objective he considers important to
the success of the game.

Unlike most of the other players, the Newsmedia role has no special-
ized information or computer output (except the newspaper and video
news generated by the role); the main feedback is the player re-
action and interaction resulting from the news presentations.

The Newsmedia role should carry out many of the functions common
to oth players, such as voting on the Elite Opinion Poll, run-
ning for office, participating in hearths.* and so on. Because
the role is supplementary and less well defined than the standard
roles, it is likely to require greater creativity on the part of
the player and, perhaps, greater assistance from the operating
team.

A more thorough Newsmedia role description and details on how to
pre.,re headlines and issues for inclusion in the newspaper -are
included in the Computer Operator's Manual and the Newsmedia Role
Manual.

(2) Pressure Group Roles. Pressure Group roles in METRO-APEX add
substantially to the intensity and realism of the game. As in real life,
Politicians, public agencies and private profit-making organizations tend
to make decisions based on their own self interest, on the immediate pres-
sures facing them, or at best, on tbeir own concept of what constitutes
"good" for themselves and the corniny$ity. If private and public interests

..adf
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are represented in the game by only the Industrialists, Developers, and

Politicians, and if the Pressure Group roles are not played, additional

public inputs should be represented by the Newsmedia and Came Director

inputs. Since many of the activities and decisions made by the Politicians

and Planners affect the general public but do not deeply and directly affect

the Industrialists or Developers, citizen reaction to these decisions and

policies are much more keenly felt if citizen pressure groups are present

to criticize and comment.

.)
Citizen pressure grou pp. often criticize public officials for making

decisions in a vacuum and flor deciding on complete plans and policies

prior to the required "open hearing" in which these policies are Publicly

presented. Many citizen groups in the real world are now demanding that

lay committees be involved in the early formattre stages of planning and

policy making; that pressure groups representatives be consulted before

public officials decide "what the public needs."

This type of citizen activity can add greatly to the dynamics and

redlisu of the game and STEP sessions.

A general '1-(.ssure Croup role description and sample role descriptions

for pressure groups are included in the Pressure Group Role Manual. Role

descriptions art presentee for the following Pressure Groups:

Labor Council
::elfare Crgariz.,tion

EEO-Now
Goo,: Govermlent Lec:'ue
APE: County Ta. :pavers' Association
League of women Voters
Chamber of Comerce
Community Coalition
APEX County Medical Society
APEX County Hospital Council
Sierra Club
PTA
APEX County Grange
Interfaith Church Council

Additional pressure groups descriptions and roles can be developed by the

Game Overall Director (or the players) as required. Instruction for com-

puter processing the pressure group decisions can be found in the Computer

Operator's Manual.

(3) Chief Administrative Officer (CAO)/City Manager Roles. One of the

most complex roles in METRO-APEX is that of the PolitiCian, since this role

is the focus of most public sector decisions. The Politicians are usually

hard pressed to (1) absorb all of the informational inputs and d-mands made

upon them, (2) organize these inputs into policy decisions, (3) implement



their policy decisions with projects and programs, and (4) structure their

budget to finance the programs.

'Pc plow them more time for general policy decisions and for more
personal interactions with the other roles, the Game Overall Director may
wish to free t em from some of these duties by providing them with a CAO.
The CAO can be f great assi ance to the Politicians by preparing a recom-*

mended yearly p ogram and budg t, i.e., filling out their worksheet. The

Politicians can then consioPec...*6 CAO recommendations, question his justi-
fications, and accept or modify his recommender' program, projects and bud-

get. The CAO serves at the direction of the Politicians and performs, for

them, various duties. These duties may include'administrative tasks, policy
and budgetary recommendations, information gathering and coordination be-

tween government departments and agencies.

A City Manager /CAO role description is included in the CAO Role Manual.

(4) Regional Planners Role. Compared to most other roles, the Planners'
role is unstructured and requires ingenuity on the part of the player. Each

Planner's staff is responsible to either the city or county Politicians un-

der the existing system. A Regional Planner's staff role, charged with com-
prehensive planning for the entire region, may be added to the game. Sup-

plementing planning process with Regional Planners responsible to a larger
political jurisdiction than those represented in the game adds a role which

serves as a community conscience in the planning process.

It is expected that the Regional Planners,s rile, if employed, will be

the coordinating force /between city, suburb, and county. The larger issues

of planning-- overall prouth strategies, redistribution of income and wealth,

coordinated transncrtation systems, comprehensive land use planning and so

on-- should he considered and acted upon by the Regional Planner.

with larger groups the Regional Planners role can be expanded to cover

many of the above roles in depth.

(5) Ret,ional Planners/Tranuortation Planners Role. See Transportation

Route Sta(,ies ander Computer Data Options of this Chapter and the Regional
Planner/Transportation Planner role description in Chapter 3.

Computer Data options

On the ter 360/370, data input options are activated via card input

at the start of each cycle or through utility programs that support the

master program. The descr.i.ntions of the various options presented here are
non-technical-- the concept or idea underlying each option is described.

The technical details are included in the Computer.Operator's Manual.

(1) Change the contents of the caw data files. A very dangerous, vet
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very fruitful program manipulation is the modification of the raw data

in the files. WARNING-- The changing of data files may prove hazardous

to your health. Because of the highly interrelated use of certain data

entries within the program, changes in that data often result in unwanted

ramifications in unexpected places in the program.

The technical apparatus for changing data files is not overly diffi-

cult to use. Deciding what to change is the far more challenging aspect b

the file modification option. For example, a decision to change residenti 1

units in a given analysis area from one type to another might seem like a

fairly innocuous alteration. Some developer might strategize to upgrade

existing units rather than to demolish and rebuild; therefore, such a

change might he in order as there is no pre-set method for upgrading hous-

ing in the game. However, 'after the change is completed, many related

variables such as density or selling price would still reflect the origi-

nal land use distribution. Thus, the data would have some inconsistencies

which could produce strange results as an overly high selling price

for that type of residential unit, th supply of which was increased by

the file modification.

-(2) Adding New Projects or Programs. Unlike the preceding option,

the modification of the project or the program list is done prior to run-

ning the standard cycle in the computer.. An utility program (fileprint) is

provided for the IBM 360/370 to allow the operator to create and remove

projects or programs from their respective lists. The technical description

of this utility is included in the Computer Operator's Manual.

This option is available to enable the Game Director to accommodate

player demands for additional programs or projects. Frequently, during

the course of play, the Politicians or Planners develop strategies for

which there are no preer-pleijects or special programs. Occasionally,

the existing definition of a Project or program is unsatisfactory (for

example, the cost may be too high or too low). In either case, a new

project or program, or the deletion or revision of an old project, may

meet the players' need.

(3) Game Director's Cash Transfer. One of the key flows in the game

is the flow of cash. At times, the Game Director might find it desirable

to infuse cash into the game for one reason or another. For example, GOD

may choose to loan money to a Developer or Industrialist for a particular

type of development. By using this option, the Game Director can "create"

money by transferring cash into the accounts of the various players.

(4) To with the Candidate Election Process. The periodic re-

election of City and County Politicians provides the Game Director with

ariple opportunity to change the course of the game. In its standard form,

an election consists of a campaign by the candidates composed of decisions

on how to spend campaign funds stressing various issues and campaign

sneeches to the gamed players, a vote by the: game players, entry of these
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decisions and the results of the vote to Fhe program, and, lastly, a run
of the Candidate Election Model. The Gama Director can alter the standard
form in a variety of ways.

Usually, an election is held every other year or cycle.
to give the current administration additional time's enact a
election can be held every three or four years orbs en as
Similarly, if he chooses to oust an administration before two
passed, an election can be held after only one cycle.

If GOD chooses
program, the
he chooses.
years have

For any given election, GOD can exercise several options to influence
the mode of proceeding through the election process. He can choose to have
an active campaign, pairing gamed players in head to head contests, or a
passive campaign, matching gamedplayers and simulated opponents. The
former is the more exciting, the more time-consuming, and the more chaotic.
If the option of matching gamed and simulated opponents is selected,, the
Game Director must decide on the character of the simulated opponent. The
range is from the far left to far right. The explanation of the election
input procedure can be found in the Computer Operator's Manual.

The energies of the players devoted to campaigning can be somewhat con-
trolled by the Game Overall Director. Preparation of speeches, time spent
giving and listening to speeches and the method of presentation are subject
to his control. By varying the time that candidates are announced, the
Game 0-all Director ,:an limit or exaggerate the influence of the election
over the normal play of the game. Early declaration of candidacy (for
example, the start of the election cycle) allows players to campaign as a
part of their normal activities, but late declaration (after decisions are
submitted but before computer processing) limits the election to extra-game
activ t-y.

Finally, sixty percent of the vote in a given candidate election is
under the control of the Game Director. Caution should be observed, since
the students usually become very involved in the election process. The
question of "why was I defeated?" may prove embarrassing.

(5) Control of Growth Rate. The prime driving force behind the
growth in the community is industrial development measured by the change
in the number of jobs available in the county. Two options are available
for manipulating the rate or direction of growth. The first is the forced
input of exofirms (new industries expressing a desire to enter the commun-
ity) and the second is the addition or subtraction of employees in selected
analysis area in the county.

Each cycle, the newspaper lists industries wishing to enter the county.
Ordinarily conditions for entry are set pertaining to capital investment
or rezoning on the part of the Politician and investment by the Developers.
In its simplest form, the exofirm option enables the operator to force the
admission of a new industry in the analysis area of its choice overriding
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the desires of the g'me players% Thus, the,growth in the community can

be stimulated by operator interventiotr. In its more complicated form,

the exofirm option enables the operator to force the admission of a new

exofirm in the analysis area of the operator's choice. In this instance,

not only the rate of geowth but the direction is influenced by Game Over-

all Director's action. The mechanics of this canbe found.in the Computer

Operator's Manual.

(6) Industrialists Dividends, Production Level. If the Came Overall

Director does not intervene the program will automatically deduct dividends

Cron each Industrialist's cash balance. The automatic dividends are de-

termined by deducting from the Industrialist's net Profit money over

5 figuLea, i.e. a net profit of $1,375,000 leaves a cash carry over of

575,000 and a net profit of 55,105,000 leaves a cash carry over of $5000.

The Game Overall Wrector or Industrialist role advisor; acting as the

Board of Directors, may citenee the amount of dividends paic out froc $1.00

to the total net cash on hand.

This option allows the Director to influence the industries' cash

accumulation and control the industries' capital available for plant ex-

pansion and/or pollutions control systens, The Came Director or Industrial

role advisor may wish to arbitrarily determine dividend payments or he

may wish to negotiate the dividend amount with the Industrialist (plant

manager), The option depends upon the Director's views on the desirability

and timing of plant expansions, purchases of pollution control equipment,

or other expenditures. The Director or Industrial role advisor, thereby,

can affect the balance of public sector/private sector power in the game,

manipulate the ability of the Industrialists to comply with F.QA pressures

for pollution control, or brine out other objectives or issues that the

Director may see an opporteniev to . ;try- s.

GOD mey also intervene .n the Indaatrial:.sta plant operations by

simulating a labor dispute, crop failure, natural catastrophe, etc., by

decreasing an industry's production level for a particular cycle.

Labor disputes can be simulated by Pressure Group or pseudo-role con-

tact with the industry managers or by newspaper headlines. If a wage con-

tract settlement Is successfully negotiated, the industries can be charged

the aew wage rates instead of the wage rates called out under "Cost Factors

for Cycle Y' in the Industrialist printout.

Another eeaeele of a realistic effect or an industry's produetion level

can be denonetreted with Industry No. 7, Shick Cannery. The Cannery, in

large part, depends on local agricultural production for the raw fruits and

vegetables that it processes. Extremely bad air quality can be said to be

decreasing crop yield and thereby put at least one industry on the side of

controlling air pollution emissions. This industry's production can also

be affected by simulated bad weather. GOD is left to his own ingenuity to

create other issues and inpacts, like these suggested above, as the needs

h!)
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and objectives of the game dictate. Details of how to influence the

computer data to affect dividends, production levels, etc. are outlined

in the Computer Operator's Manual.

(7) Newspaper. Headlines and Issues. Many of the Caine Overall Director

options mentioned previously are options to affect certain roles or the

.
entire APEX community in order to stress or bring inEo contention certain

important issues. The importance of the issues to the entire community can

be spotlighted by insertion of pertinent headlines and issue/alternfifives

in the newspaper by the'Game Director.

The "press" has a profound influence on what the public considers to
be the issues of the e-v and an alert Director can exert strong influence

over the community's activities by making use of this powerful tool. A

detailed description nf how to input newspaper headlines and issueb is pre-

sented in the Computer Operator's Manual.

(8) MAPEX. In an average METRO-APEX game, nearly all the Participants",

in APEX experience an information overload of some type. This is espedially

felt by players of the Plannes Role. Complaints are generally of the fol-

lowing nature:

(a) too much material to digest*

(b) no way to measure the relative importance of data

(c) nc way to visualize changes in the data

(d), not enough time to interpret data, etc. ...

Clearly, supplementary means are helpful in presenting much of the

Planners information. A program change to supplement the Property Dis-
tribution Data with bar graphs met with approval by those who used those

charts. Subsequently, :',APEX (SYMAP-- Synagraphic Computer Mapping Program)'

was developed to map the data generated in the game. MAPEX is a method

of generating pictures of an area showing relative shades of darkness and

are produced by a computer printer. Since almoat all of the Planners' data

and some other data such as air pollution levels are given by analysis area,

it was relatively easy to map this data..

Stress was placed on providing as much flexibility and user ease as

possible. Currently programmed are 215 maps plus as many additional maps

as the player can provide for. Most of the data files used in METRO-APEX,
especially in the Planners role, consist of three unique files; Stored as

a "cycle zero file " -7- initial starting conditions, a "cycle N filet.-- the

current cycle being played, and a "cycle N-1 file " -- the last cycle played.

Since the player has ari option of selecting any of the 7.0 maps incluJing

the selection of the cycle, this gives him 210 maps to choose from plus 5

additional naps which have been developed to print the diffusion data for

the 5 air pollutant, found in the same. An additional map has also been

programmed to allow the player to supply the MAPEX program with any other
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data that he has generated, providing it is presented by analysis areas,

A list of the MAPEX maps available in the program follows. A further

description of the MAPEX program and how to order the maps from the computer

is in the Computer Operator's Manual.
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LIST OF MAPS

Map # Map Pre-set Ranges for A.A.

01 Population 2000-20,000

02 Unemployed 50-500
03 % Unemployed 2-5.6
04 % of Low Income 2-20
05. % of Deteriorating Buildings 1.2-3
06 % of Nonwhite 10-100
07 $ Streets 1,000,000-5,500,000
08 $ Sewers 500,000-2,750,000
09` S Water 250,000-2,500,000
10 $ Parks/Recreation 20,000-200,000
11 Miscellaneous 200,000-2,000,000
12 TOTAL S% 1,000,000-9,999,999
13 Type (1)ZH6using 100-1000
14 Type (2) Housing 100-1000
15 Type (3) Housing 100-1000
16 Type (4) Housing 100-1000
17 Type (5) Housing 100-1000
18 TOTAL ..)f Types 0-5) 500-5000
19 Sales Pre of Dev. R-1 40,000-85,000
20 Sales Price of Dev. R-2 20,000-38,000
21 Sales Price of Dev. R-3 15,000-28,500
22 Sales Price of Dev. M-1 25,000-47,500
23 Sales Price of 'Dev. M-2 11,000-20,000
24 Sales Price of Dev. Comm-Local 120,000-255,000
25 Sales Price of Dell. Comm-Regional 160,000-304,000
26 Sales Price of Dev. Ind-Local 105,000-150,000
27 Sales Price of Dev. Ind-Exog. 150,000-240,000
28 Sales Price of Dev. Office sn,o J-143,000
29 Sales Price of Dev. Agri. 1100-6500
30 Appraised Value of Dev. R-1 20,000-47,000
31 , Appraised Value-of Dev. R-2 10,000-23,500
32 Appraised Value of Dev. R-3 7000-16,000
33 Appraised Value of Dev. M-1 15,000-33,000
34 Appraised Value of Dev. M-2 9000-14,400
35 Appraised Value of Dev. Comm-Local 120,000-300,000
36 Appraised Value of Dev. Comm-Regional 150,000-285,000
37 Appraised Value of Dev. Ind-Local 100,000-145,0db
38 Appraised Value of Dev. Ind-Exog. 15,000-222,000
39 Appraised Value of Dev. Office 80,000-143,000
40 Appraised Value of Dev. Agri. 500-5900
41 Appraised Value of VAC. Single-Residential 2000-18,200
42 Appraised Value of VAC. MultLple-Residential 10,000-64,000
43 Appraised Value of VAC. Commercial 20,000-92,000
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44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52
4

53

54s.

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62
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Map

Appraised Value of VAC. Ind.
Appraised Value of VAC. Office
Appraised Value of VAC. Agri.
TOTAL Y of Market R-1 units
T(ITAL 0 of Market R-2 units
TOTAL ft of Market R-3 units
TOTAL 11 of Market M-1 units
TOTAL 0 of Market M-2 units
TOTAI. 0 of Market Single Residential units
TOTAL 0 of Market Multiple Residential units
TOTAL ft of Market Residential units
TOTAL P of Market Dev. Comm-Local acres
TOTAL 0 of Market Dev. Comm-Regional acres
TOTAL 0 of Market Dev. Ind-Local acres
TOTAL 4 of Market Dev. Ind-Exog. acres
TOTAL 0 of Market Dev. Office acres
TOTAL 0 of

0

Ma -et Dev. Agri. acresMa
TOTAL of Market Dev. Non-Residential acres
TOTAL 0 of Market VAC. Single-Residential

acres

63 TOTAL 0 of Marker, VAC. Multiple-Residential
acres

64 TOTAL 0 of Market VAC. Comm. acres
65 TOTAL 0 of Market VAC, Ind. acres
66 TOTAL P of Market VAC. Office acres
67 TOTAL 0 of Market VAC. Agri. acres
68 TOTAL 0 of Market VAC. acres
69 Density-Population/acres
70 Density- Dw'iling Units/acres

71 Players Optional Map
72 Air Quality Data - Particulates

73 Air Quality Data - Sulfur Dioxide
74 Air Quality Data - Carbon Monoxide
75 Air Quality Data - Oxides of Nitrogen
76 Air Quality Data - Hydrocarbons

Pre-set Ranges for A.A.

10,000-48,000
20,,000-92,000

500-5000
100-1000
100-1000,

100-1000
100-1000
100-1000
300-3000
200-2000
500-6000
10-100,
10-100
10-100.

10-100
lo-100
500-14,000
500-14,000

50-1850

50-1850
50-1850
50-1850

5071850
50-1850
50-1850

1-37

1-10
Players must indicate ranges.

25-250
./ru7=roo

1-10
25-250
200-2000
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(9) Transportation Route Stud . The automobile is now considered the

nation's number one air pollution source. Because of this, no air pollution

emission control strategy is realistic without considering the automotive
contribution to pollution. Even with full implementation of the Federal
Auto EmissioniStandards, many communities will be hard-pressed to establish
healthful aireuality as long as the private automobile is the primary mode
of transportaEion.

A situation can be established in METRO-APEX where this problem_ becomes
apparent and therefoi.e a topic. of serious consideration. The GamR Director

can set the background air-pollution level (BP Card) such that the F.QA can-
not meet the air quality standards even with automotive emission control
and complete point source emission control. Handouts, newspaper headlines

and'STEP Exercises to consider automotive control strategies can help to
dramatize this situation to the players. In considering automotive control
strategies, the players will normally want to consider modified forms of
public transport, from freeway Construction to pass transit systems.

In order to encourage consideration of alternative transportation. models,
Transportation Route Studies can be drdered from the computer. With the ad-

dition of mass transit projects tO:the project list, these studies can be
used to determine, the totaPprojeat costs of various transit systems. A

Regional Planning Group or Transportation,Consultpt would be an appropriate
role to order such a study. The transportation issue naturally compliments
the Plannprs land use planning since land use and transportation systems are

inseparably related.

A Regional Planners role desicrintion which includes a Transportation
Planning function can be found it Chapter 8 of this manual. The mechanics

of ordering a transportation "ro to study" and transportation capital project
implementation procedures are ascribed in the Computer Operator's Manual.

(10) Additional Pollutional Control Devices. There m..y be occasions

when GOD wishes to add additional pollution control equipment to an existing

industry. By dumping File 53, File 58 and File 51, GOD can tell what equip-
ment is currently available for each industry. To add equipment two cri-

teria have to hp met: (a) the piece of equipment to be added must currently
be found in File 53 and (b) there is room in File 51 (for air, pollution
equipment) or in File 58 for water pollutiAn control equipment). See the

tCo puter Operator's Manual,for further information.

(11) Public Reaction to Smoke and Odor.. GOD may wish to'influence
the "Complaint Table" found in the APCO's printout. He can increase or de-
crease the APCO's Complaint Table for any given cycle. The table will ndr-

normally decrease as the cycles progress. See the Computer Operator's Manual.

(12) Addition of Background Air Pollution. In general, the air quality

in APEX County is influenced by several types;of pollution sources:
/
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(a) Point Sources (industrial plants, open burning dumps, etc.)

(b) Line Sources (automobiles, airplanes, etc.)

(c) Area Sources (home space heating, etc.)

(d) Complex Soutces (combination of above due to concentrated activity,

i.e., shopping centers; sports arena, etc.)

(e) Packground Pollution (eontaminants already in the air mass as it

crosses the area)

The Game Director may inflde ce the air quality in APEX County to

stress air pollution problems, su h as pollution crises or episodes or

consequences of shortage of high- 4uality fuels, by changing4,background

pollution revels.

The Game Director's option ca be exercised by entering Background

Pollution (BP) card inputs as explained in the Computer Operator's Manual.

The table below may assist him in selecting BP levels to achieve de-

sired air quality values. The table shows typical values of the highest

air pollution concentrations produced in APEX County in Cycle 1 due to BP

inputs. This will give the Came Dit\ector only'a rough guide,or starting

point; there are other intervening variables such as how many gamed in-

dustries are being played, the number of existing pollution control de-

vices, etc.
CY LE 1
AIRQUALITY

POLLU- BACKGROUND MONITORED IN FED PRI- "DANGER

TANT POLLUTION WORT A.A. MARY A.Q. LEVELS"

TYPE ENTERED (BP) ( QUALITY MEAN) STDS. FROM REF.-

Particulate

mgm
3 100 61.0 260

max. day

1000
24 hour
average

2620
24 hour
average

SO2

mgm/m3
12 24.0 365

max. day

CO

m m/m3g

-

10 16.8
,

10
max. 8 hr.

58

8 hour

average

NOX

mgm/m3
0.1

,

421.3 100

A.MI

938

8 hour
average

HC

mgm/m
3

i

0.0 5777.9

(

160
max. 3 hr.
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(13) Change of Headwater Conditions or Runoff Conditions. COD may

wish to increase or decrease the level of water pollutioh in APEX, County.

He may wish to have the water entering the CountY'be heavily polluted to

start with. lie does this using a Headwaters Conditions card. Or GOD may

wish to have the water in a specific reach be heavily polluted. He does

this with a Runoff Conditions Card. More information canbe found in the

Computer Operator's Manual.

(14) Solid Waste Generation Factors. Each cycle the solid waste in

the community is calculated from the solid waste generation factors found

in File 25 and the total number of households existing in a specific ward.

If the players come up with an unique way, of handling solid waste in APEX

County, COD may wish to decre-se the total amount of solid waste generated

in a,specific ward. Details can be found in the Computer Operator's Manual.

(15) Fee Charge for Private Collection of Industrial Solid'Waste.

Initially, the industrial solid waste in the community is being collected

by private collectors. COD may wish to represent these private collectors

and change the initial rates or charge a different rate to each industry

for his solid waste disposal: Information regarding the format of this

card can be found in the Computer Operator's Manual.

(16) Operate or Turnoff *Simulated Industries. The game may dictate

that a specific industry be shut do n; perhaps in violition of APCO or

WQM laws, a court injunction,cetc. GOD may turnoff-thax industry so it

will no longer operate. Any of the simulated industries may also be forced

to relocate in another part of the county. Note - This option is allowable

only for the simulated industries. Instructions for making these changes

can be found in the Computer Operator's Manual.

(17) Printing of Suburb, Township I, Township II Politicians and Planners

Role. There are times when certain areas in APEX County wish to incorporate

and form their own political jurisdictions. It might then he helpful to

printout the Politicians' Budgets for these other areas. Some groups have

used these other budgets to represent special districts which might be cre-

ated in a community. These budgets are very similar in appearance to the

Central City Politicans' Budget. However, if they are used, the following

limitations should be noted:

(a) There'can he no cash transfers to these jurisdicti ns. Money can

be given through the use of the special grant opti n.

(b) No land purchases can be made directly by these j risdictions.

However, a project that requires land can still b initiated, as

the computer will purchase the property needed.

<c) As there can be no land purchases by these jurisd ctions, this

implies that there can be no rezoning' ards that list these politi"

cal jurisdictions as the owner of tie property.

6/U
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Cl-apter 7

STEPS

Supplemental Training Exercise Program6 (STEPs) were designed to enhance
the METRO-APEX game through the use of structured dub -games within the con-
text of the larger exercise. STEP Exercides provide an opportunity for play-,
ers to temporarily step out of compressed "game tine ": and to re-enter "real
time" for the purpose of focusing on certain specific issues. During a

'normal cycle of the METRO-APEX game, players are too busy making decisions
on a myriad of topics to concentrate on any one. During a STEP Exercise,
the pace changes and players are allowed to study one particular problem in
detail.

The setting for a STEP Exercise can to conveyed verbally, or through
the use of memos. In either case, the ground rules for the exercise must
be stated explicitly. Sometimes players may be asked to limit their data
to that generated ay the computer within a given cycle and other times they
may be asked to craw from additions sources. Sometimes they will be asked
to continue in the assiz.nea roles, trier times they will be asked to assume
new roles. Lecisions made during= a STEP are often binding on subsequent
cycles if the situation arises natu. 1 ring the game run and theNSTEP
fits logically into the sequence of nts. Otnerwise, they are independent.
In order to minimize confusion, the Ca-e Director must clearly distinguish
between these alternatives.

Activities similar to STEPs will in vitably occur during the course of
a typical cycle. Tile only difference he-een these activities and STEPs
is the degree to which ti.ey have been p e-planned. Because of these spon-
taneous activities, it may be difficult co plan for a certain STEP to occur
at a specified time. For example, a STE. Exercise on setting air quality
standards may, be scheduled to follow cycl 4 but the Air Pollution Control
Officer may decide that ae needs to co ider air quality standards sometime
during cycle 2. At this point, the Ga e Director may choose to inter%Tne
and delay the activity until the sche led time, thereby risking some toss
of spontaneity. 40r, the Game Direct r may choose to let the spontaneous
activity continue and simply cancel he planned STEP. With this choice,
there is a risk that presentations will be less sophisticated since there
has been no time to prepare. There is no simple s4ution to this problem.
Each Game Director will have to analyze the trade-offs and choose the style
that best meets his objectives.

Each STEPExercise involves approximately two hours; excluding prlepar-
ation time, and should be followed by a thorough critique usually requiring
another hour. This means that a total of three hours should be allotted

. 98
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for most STEP Exercises. (This could be a convenient block of time, in
which to process the decisions from a preceding cycle of METRO-APEX. Play-
ers could then be given a new computer printout at the clos of the STEP.)

cLIt is often useful to videotape parts of the exercise a d use the re-
play as a starting point for the critique; however, this-is by no means
necessary. Another useful aid is to have a short but well ch9sen list of
books to,be considered reference or required reading for each STEP.

Included in this chapter are suggestions for the preparation of STEPs
and samples of STEP Exercises covering several topic areas. Care should
be taken to choose a logical sequence of STEPs which build upon each other
when possible. The STEPs described below are flexible in design and should
be tailored to meet the needs of a particular group.. It is the job of the
Game Director not only to choose appropriate STEP's but also to expand or
limit them as necessary. (vAdditiOnal STEP's can, of course, be designed as
-needed.)'

)

Most of the example STEPs included here have the format of a public
hearing, interview or trial. Thft in no way implies that the innovative
Game Director should not experiment in the use of other types of STEPs;
such STEPs might be short-games, exercises or presentStions between or
during cycles of METRO-APEX.

Town Hall Meeting

Objective: To provide an opportunity for each 'student to prepare and deliver
a short speech;f td serve as.an incentive for students to study role manuals
and the background information on the APEX community; to provide an opportunity
for each student to develop a short policy statement; to familiariie students
with roles other than their own.

Description: The setting for this STEP is a Town Hall Meeting to which all
the community has been invited. The purpose of the meeting is to give all
the citizens of APEX County a chance to get to know their community leaders.
Each student plays the role of a different community leader and as such is
called upon to give a short speech introducing himself. These speeches
should be about five minutes in length and draw'upon information in the role
manuals, background information on APEX County and any other lecture materir
als. It i:..heLpful to have the speeches videotaped and to replay them during
the critique. Both the content and the manner of presentation should be dis-
cussed in the critique.

Preparation: Staff should 1) prepare and distribute handouts, 2) secItre the
assistance of a Professional to help critique the speeches, if desired, 3)
announce the meeting in the newspaper, 4) prepare a room for the meeting with
a ,podium for speakers and props such as maps of the community, andi& arrange

S/
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for a video camera to be close enough to get a clear picture.of each per
son as he delivers his speech.

Students should 1) read role manuals, 2) study other literature on
the APEX community, 3) prepare a short speech, and 4) prepare an agenda, if
serving as moderator.

Suggested Handouts: 1) Newspaper headline announcing the meeting; 2) Memo
to Chairman of the Meeting; Letter to Politicians, Industrialists, De-
velopers, Planners, and APCO staff asking each of them to speak on a certain
topic.

Power Plant gates

Objective: To introduce students to the relationships between regulatory
agencies where authority overlaps; to demonstrate the relationship between
the costs of expansion and rates charged to the consumer; to encourage
students to explore the problems associated with svpplying electrical power
to a growing community.

Description: This exercise involves a meeting the Public Utilities Com-
mission in which the Plant Manager of the Shear Power Company will propose
a rate increase. ,The Coripany has been forced into a positipn where it must
expand its productive capacity in order to meet both the present and pro-
jected power needs of the community. Sine_ large capital outlays are
necessary to purchase the required land, buildings, and equipment, the Plant
Manager will propose a rate increase to defray some of these costs. It will
be up to the Plant Manager to develop supporting data concerning the pro-
jected demand for power, the effects of the proposed rate increase on the
income/expenditure picture of his plant, the implications of the proposed
rate increase for the different power users, etc.

All citizens should consider the implications of the proposed expansion
and rate increases The Environmental Quality Agency, however, has a special
interest in the proposal, since the power plant is among the largest po-
tential polluters of the community. The Planners, also, havea special
interest in this porposal and its possible effects.on the growth pattern
and direction of the County.

Preparation: Staff should 1) assign students to play the role of the Public'
Utilities Commission, 2) prepare and distribute handouts, 3) make file
changes, if necessary, to put the plant in a position where it is forced to
expand, 4) collect extra data on the power plant, if necessary.

S dents should 1) research implications*of power plant expansions,
2) pr are a short release for the Gazette summarizing need for expansion
and tent of proposed rate increase, 3) prepare formal presentations in-
clu ing visual materials, if desired.

'JO
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Suggested Handouts: 1) Memo to those being asked to serve on Public
Utilities Commission, 2) Memo to Plant Manager of Shear Power Plant from
his Board of Directors, 3) Gazette release announcing the public meeting
of the Utilities Commission, 4) Data sheet on power usage in APEX County.

Strike Against a Gamed Industry

Oh eczive: To expose students to the
relation=., to provide the opport-enity
negotiations.

trials and tribulations of la or
or students to participate in tormal.

Description: the C;ame Director, 'the Labor Pressure Group role, or some
designate.: :gent acts ot.t the role of.a labor union negotiator pressing for
higher "wageS and fringe benefits" from a particular gamed industry, except
the po0er plant. The areas of contentior: may include the wage rate, length
of new contra: t, length of work week, etc. Arguments for higher wages
mi;ht i.-.clude the skyrocketint costafliving, the r=.1etive position of the
indIstry as cored to similar firms, the relative -ate :in the industry as
compared to the prevailing rate in the region, etc.

the strike rity he enforced if agreement is not reached by reducing
the production rate set by the Industrialist to reflect the percentage of

,the year that workers went out on strike. That percentage may be function
of the time spent in negotiation-- each 1G minutes might represent another
month (S.6f:) without production. Input of a new wage rate' is achieved by
a simple file change (described in the preceding chapter). The agreement ,

must take into account the "cost of living factor," based on the Consumer
Price Index, because such a factor is automatically applied by the compu-
ter.

'r

This STEP would probably not involve the entire group and might be
activated during the normal play rather than between cycles. It is used
priraril to complicate and enrich the role of the Industrialist.

Preparati n: The labor representative should 1) carefully select his de-
mands to put pressure on the Industrialist, 2) inform the Industrialist
of the strike deadline and the nature of the repercussions1of noc reaching
settlement, 3) receive information on industry's pay levels and union de-
mand, 4) negotiate union demands with the industry, 5) atlasas a communica-
tion link between industry and union, 6) insure that full news coverage
is afforded labor negotiations and 7) report the outcome of labor negotia-
tions on an appropriate form.

Suggested Handouts: 1) Memo tarlabor representative; 2) Memo to Industrialist;
3) Pay level/demand information; 4) Newspaper headline.
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Addition of a Major Industry

Objective: 1) To force participants to consider the advantages and disad-

vantages of urn:Sual economic growth, 2) to, emphasize the need fot and dif-

ficulty in achieving,long-term comprehensive planning, and 3) to create a

situation in which die larger group must.agred on a single policy despite

the obvious differences in rewarfs to individuals within the group.

Description: The Game Director or his designated agent announces that a,

large industry is interested in tioving into the community. The announcement

should be made near the end of a cycle to allow debate and discussion to go

on between cycles.
.

Preparation: The representative of the industry should be_prepared to

describe the characteristics of his industry-- land needed-, employees

.needed, equal opportunity employment policy, addition to the tax base,'.

and pollution profile. He should also be prepared to specify demands on

the community-- investment in streets, sewer or-water, tax break, police

or fire protection; public housing project nearby, improvement in mass

transportation, or'zoning varipces.

The players shouldcome up with a coherent planned package to accom.-

modate the neF industry; if in fact, they chooge to admit it at all.

Suggested Handouts: 1) Newspaper announcement; 2) Memo to industry-repre-

sentative.

1

Election Debate

Objective: To serve as a mechanism for evaluating the Politician's per-

formance; to encourage discussion about the important issues in the com-

munity; to give students experience in making campaign speeches.
4

Description: This exercise should take place just before election ballots

are to be cast. Some time prior to the STEP, all those running for office

should be notified that they will have an opportunity to make a campaign

speech which will be taped if videotape is available and shown during the

STEP. The Game Director tay also decide to provide time for supporting

speeches. During the STEP the speeches are normally presented in the fol-

lowing order: incumbent's speech, challenger's speech, supporting speeches

'for incumbent, supporting speeches for challenger. (If videotaping facili-

ties are not available, those speeches could also-'be given "live.")

Following t'.10 showing of the speeches, the incumbent and the challenger

may be allowed to rebut each other's campaign platforms. The Game Director

an
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hel

r -

may choose to struct e this part of the STEP in such a way that there is

a formal debate on some preplanned topic or on some issue that arises in

the course of the game.

- After the speeAes and rebuttals, the students cast their ballots. If

they, is no challenger for an office, one is supplied by the Game Director/

computer. It should be made clear that students are voting metely as an
elite-- there 'is an entire co71.munity within the computer that will also

vote. The gamed players' vo:es will be fed into the computer and will be
just one of many factors deciding the outcome of the election. Some of the

other factors include the POP voting records and the past performance of

the incumbent. These can be.discussed in the critique of the election re-
.

sults.
,,

Preparation: Staff should 1) announce the upcoming election in the News-
paper, 2) distribute :nos, 3) designate computer challengers, if needed,

4) arrange for videotaping of campaign speeches, and 5) prepare and count

ballots.

Students should 1) prepare campaign speeches, 2) prepare supporting
speeches, and 3) campaign informally throughout the game.

Suggested Hangouts: 1) Newspaper headline announcing time and place of

election; 2) Newspaper headlines for players to announce their candidacy;

(: 3) Memo to Incumbent Politin; 4) ,Memo to Challenging Politician;

5) Election ballots.

Presentation of Master Plan

Objective: To provide an opportuni. ty for the Planners to prepare and pre-

sent a detailed city and county master plan; to encourage the community-

at-large to consider the goals and future direction'of the county as deter-

mined by the plan.

Description: The County Board of Supervi ors will call for a public hear-

ing to consider a five year Master Plan f APEX County to be presented by

the City and County Planners. The plaNshpuld begin with a thorough dis-
cussion of both short and long term goals and objectives for the community.
The plan may also include a discussion of land use, housing,,,employment, ed-

Ircation., transportation, open space, commerce and industry, /urban reyewal,

and _sources of revcue for APEX County.

Following the presentation by the Planners, there will be an opportunity
for any interested members of the community to speak. The Air Pollution'

Control Staff should consider any implications of the proposed plan for the

future quality of the air in APEX County. The Industrialists and Land De-
,

I k)
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velcpers should also consider any implications of the plan for the future
of their interests.

Preparation: Staff should 1) generate interest in the plan with items in
the news media, 2) collectsample panning documents to help the students,

.3) prepare and distribute memos, 4) rovide materials for student displays,
if desired; and 5) provide an existilg (inadequate) Master Plan as a start-
ing point.. 1'

Students should 1) study representative planning documents from cities
%with similar problems, 2) prepare a written summary'of the major elements of
the plan, to be dieeributed to the community before the meetings, and 3)
prepare a formal presentation including visual materials if appropriate.

Sugeesteellandouts: 1) Gazette notices, 2) Memo to County Board of Super-
visors, and 3) Memo to Planners.

Hiring an Air Pollution Control Officer

Objectives: To familiarize the student with'the recruiting process; to

give the student experience in preparing a resume and filling out applica-
tion forms; to provide an opportunity to prepare and evaluate Anterview
questions; to familiarize the student with some of the typical tasks and
responsibilities of an Air Pollution Control Officer.

Description: This exercise deals with the recruiting of an Air Pollution
Control Officer for APEX '.ounty and encompasses the various stages of the
recruiting process includin,1 filling out applications, formulating resumes,
taking written examination, conducting oral interviews, and carrying out
the final selection process. All students are asked to apply for the posi-
tion by presenting a resume and a completed application. The Game Director
may decide to administer a written examination as an additional part of the
application process. After all the applications are received and rated, a
certain number of the students are informed that they will be given an oral
interview as the final stage of the application. From the remaining students,
two or three are asked to serve on the Oral Interview Board. A ProfessiOnal
Personnel Officer may be on the Board also. The rest of the students are,
asked to watch the interviews on closed circuit television, if available, and
be prepared to critique both the questions and the answers. Each interview
takes approximately fifteen minutes with time before and after for the Board
to. discuss and rate each candidate. Shortly after all the interviews are
conducted, the Board announces their choice for the new Air Pollution Con-
trol Officer. In_ the critique,. an _opportunity is provided- for the -Board to-

explain why they chose one particul r candidate over the others. Opportunity

may also be given for the candidate to reply and for the observers to add
their comments.
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Preparation: Staff should'1) prepare and distribute appropriate handouts,
2) contdct a Professional Personnel Officer to help with the oral interview,
if desird, 3) initiate news media items relevant to the coming exercise,
'4) plan, #dminister, and correct written examinations, 5) review and rate
applications, resumes, and written exams, 6) set up a room for the inter-
view with closed circuit television, and 7) distribute to the members of
the Oral Interview Board a folder on each ofthe candidates which includes
the applicant's resume, application, and written exam; an interview schedule
and an evaluati4n sheet.

Students should 1) prepare an application and resume, 2) take-the writ-
ten examination, 3) familiarkze themselves with the characteristics of APEX
County; especially those relevant to the air pollution situations,. 4) fa-
miliarize themselves'dith the job specification for the position of Air
Pollution Control Officer, end 5) if serving on the Oral Interview Board,
look aver resumes, applications, and written examinations and prepare several
key questions for each applicant.

Suggested Handouts: 1) Announcement for news media; 2) APCO Job Specifi-
cation; 3) Application forpi; 4) Written examination; 5) Letter to Oral
Interview Board; 6) LetteL to top scoring applicant; 7). Sample evalua-

. tion sheet. ,

7

1

APCO Application for Federal Grant

Objective: To acquaint stunts with the illnagement techniques of PPBS and
network analysis and to give them experiencA in the use of these techniques;
too familiarize students w:Ith the various elements. and/or subsystems of an

Pollution Control Agency; to acquaint students with the Federal Grant
Applicatio Forms and the importance of establishinga "workable program."

*.

Description: The Air Pollution Control Officer and his staff are asked to
prepare a budget and ap application fAr,a thret-_ year federal establishment
grant. This application requires the formulation of a "workable program"
which is defined as "a comprehensive statement of objectives for the pre-
vention and control of air pollution and the current and proposed measures
to achieve these objectives.' Some of the topics that should be covered
are: 1) a description of the applicants' legal authority and responsi-
bility for the administration of the air pollution control program, 2) a
description of the nature, effects and extent of the actual and potential
air pollution problems, including an identification'of the major sources
of air pollution, and 3) a description of the applicants' administrative
organization, procedures, facilities, financial and other resources, and
staff, Eogether with plans forichanges and development. (See Federal
Register, Vol: 32, No. 104, Title 42).

This exercise is designed to encourage Air Pollution Control Officers
to utilize systems analysis techniques in formulating their agency's pro-



gram. They will ha referred to the Executive 04er of August 25, 1965,
which requires tnat all Federal eudgets be prepared using the techniques
of PPS (Planning-Programming-Budgeting System) . The Air Pollution ContrOl
Officers may be asked to use network analysis charts to delineate the vari-
ous stages ne!ed to accomplish the goals and objectives of the air pollu-
tion control agency. For example, the acquisition and operation of monitor-
ing stations involves a series of progressive stages beginning with he
establishment-of objectives for the prograin and going through a determina-
tion of the type of eripment and personnel needed, to operetioll pf stations
with fully trained maintenance personnel, and fina13- to an evaluation of
the type of equipment and personnel needed, to operation of stations with
fully trained maintenance personnel, and finally to an evaluation of the
proram. The budgetary requirements associated with each stage should also
be delineeted on the network analysis charts.-

After completing the netw rk analysis charts and the associated bud-
getary requirements, the APCO taff will fill out a Federal Grant Applica-
tion Form. (The Came Director may choose to eliminate sections of it which
seem, less relevant than otners

All these activities are,in preparation for the actual STEP Exercise
which involves a formal presentation of the completed budget and grant
application form to a Federal Review Team. Following the formal presentee
tion by the APCO and his staff, the Review Team will begin an extensive
question and answer period. All,of the students that are not involved as
part of. the Review Team or as the APCO staff should take notes indicating
the questions they would ask ae members of the Review Team and specific
strong and weak points of the APCO presentation.

A possible modification of this STLT involves the presentation of a
budget_ request to the County Board of Supervisors, rather than the Federal
Government. In this case, could be an open hearing with an opportunity
for all students to state their feelings concerning 'the air pollution con-

A trol program for the county. Memos could be written to players in all roles
encouraging lhem to challenge the APCO proposal on certain specific grounds.

Preparation: 'Staff hhould 1) procure copies of the Federal Register and
Grant Application forms, 2) prepare and distribute handouts, 3) announce
the meeting in the APEX Gazette and invitethe public if it is to be an
open hearing, and 4) arrange i room to resemble a hearing room with a
table for Federal Review Team and a table for the APCO staff.

,

Students should 1) familiarize themselves with the literature on
systems analysis, ppns, and network analysis, 2) read the appropriate
section of the Federal Register, and 3) prepare a budget and Federal
Grant Application.

BibliograRhy: Everts, Harry F., Introduction to PERT, Allyn and Bacon,
Inc., Boston, 1964, pp, 1-44.
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" Planting- Programming - Budgeting System: A Sr4posium," Public Administra-
tiOn Review, Vol. XXVI, No. 1, March, 1967, Washington, D.C.

Federal Register, Vol. 32, No. 104, Title 42, part 56, Tuesday, May 30,
1967.

Suggested Handouts:. 1) Memo to APCO staff; 2) Memo to Federal Review Team;
3) Newspaper headline; 4) Federal Grant Application Form.

Hearingon Air Quality Standards

Objective: To familiarize tudents with the criteria used in the quality
standards; to synthesize a d digest the federal documents in this area;
to provide in Opport-nity for the community -at -large 'to understand .the

necessity and consequences of the federal standards.

Description: As'background fOr this STEP, APEX County as a designated
part of an Air Quality Control Region must formulate a plan for achieving
the air quality specified by the Federal Primary and Secondary Air Quality
Standards. The Governor of the State will hold hearings in each of the
counties involved in the region. At these hearings, the Governor's Repre-
sentatives will solicit recommendations for methods to achieve federal air
quality standards Is input to the state implementation plan. Input will
be received first from the APO staff and then from other interested citi-
zens. Part of the process will be to make clear to the public the impor-
tance of meeting the standards and the solicitation of their support in
the measures necessary to achieve them.

The'Game Director may decide to limit the discussion to one or two
pollutants, sUch as particulates and sulfur dioxide. The Federal Air
Quality Criteria documents should be awhilable for ally the pollutants to
be discussed. These documents summarize the available information on the
relationship between exposures to air pollutants aad their effects on man
and his environment, including injury to health, damage to materials and
vegetation, reduction of visibility, and economic' losses. Ribe federal
publications which report on available control techniques (and the Federal
Register which promulgates the air quality standards) should also be made
available.

The Neetine shoulc be; is with a farmal presentation by the APCO and
his staff, in which they explala the spanCards, the criteria used in set-
ting the standard'S and state their recommendation's for achieving them ii
APEX County. There will then be an opportunity for presentations by other
interested members of the co, ihunity who have notified the Covernor's Rep-

resentative that they would like to be on the agenda. Followin the for-
./

mai presentations,othere may be an opportunity for the community to respond
with questions or further comments.
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Preparations: Staff should 1) announce the meeting in the Newspaper, 2)
collect literature on the, subject, and 3) prepare and distribute memos.

Students should 1) study federal documents, and 2) piepare formal
presentations.

Bibliography: "Cuidelines for the Development of Air Qualit?"Standards
and Impl&entation Plans," U.S. Department of'Health,-±Education and Wel-
fare .1,fay, 1969).

"Air r;uality Criteria for Sulfur Oxides," U.S. Department Health,
Education one Welfare, (january, 1969).

"Air ':uality Criteria for Particullte Matter, .U.S. DeWartment of dealth,
Education and Welfare, (January, 1969).

"National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air Quoliry Standards," Federal
fiegister, VW.. 36, No. 228, Thursday, November 25, 1971, Part 50.

.
The Clean Air Act, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.,
December, 1970, U.S. GoFt. Printing Offi;e, 197., 0-413-241.

Suggested Handouts: 1) Newspaper headline; 2) Memo to Governor's Repre-
sgbtatives; 3) Memo to APCD-Iptaff; and 4) Notice to community-at-large.

Smog Alert/Emergency Procedures

Objective: To place students in a situation where the: have to react to
an emergency condition; to demonstrate the need for a comprehensive plan
for dealing with emerencies.

Description: There are two ways that this STEP can be handled; one involves
surprise and the other does not. If the element of surprise is to be re-
tained, the students will be prepared for this STEP only through indirect
means: Therewill be a'series of headlines which warn of an upcoming disas- I

ter. These willbe planned so that the early headlines are of a wild and
speculative nature, and the later ones are.more sensible, believable and
urgent. There could also be an editoriailon the videotaped news broadcast
which predicts an emergency, situation in APEX County if more stringent air
pollution control measures are not enacted: Then, on the py of the STEP
Exercise, the news media would report that APEX County had entered into a
disasteesituation. The computer printout'of the APCO rot' would reflect''
the disaster situation with greatly increased background pollution levels,
and double or triple the usual number of citizens' complaints. The exact
cause (if known) and the duration of the disaster would be d'termined by
the Came Director and reported in the news.

r
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In reaction to the disaster, the County Board of Supervisors will
call an emergency hearing to determine what can be done. The APCO staff

\, will be requested to submit their plans for dealing with the situation,
and may be asked to explain why phe situation was allowed to occur in the

N first place. The Board may request other Citizens to submit suggestions
atso.

If it is .not importhnt to retain the element of surprise, this STEP
can be structured in a different way. As. hearing to discuss emers,i)mcypYN-
cedures can be called as a yr&entative measure, to determine apprbpriate
measures in the event of a disaster,. If a disaster actually occurs, it
would \ake place sometime after the meeting, and it would be a means of
testingsthe workability of the plan that was adopted. .

The advantage to this second format is that students can prepare for
the STEP by doing researc4 into differert methods of handling emergencies,
and they will have time to come up witl g complete andthorough proposal.
The advantages of the_firstformat is just the opposite -- students are
piacee in a situation far which they are probably unprepared. It may be
possible to combine 'the two format in stvh a way that some advantages of
each 'dare retained.,

Preparation: s.ou d 1) prepare newsheadlines, 2) prepare an edi-
torial, 3) prepare and distribute memos, 4) make appropriate file changes.

r
Students should 1) research methods of handling emergencies, 2) devise

an emergency plan of control xo be implemented in APEX County.

Suggested Handouts: 1) Newspaper headlines, 2) Memo to County Board of

upervisors.

.Meeting with Citizens' Groups

Object e: expos$students to the problems arising from dealing with
radical, potentially 'disruptive groups; to encourage the Air Pollution
Control Office po develop an\effective, workable plan of air pollhtion con-
trol which involves the citizens of the community.

Description: Students be asked to act as members of two citizen groups.ail
which are concerned with fighting air pollution. One group is the local
chapter of the Stamp Out Smog (SOS). Organization, and the other is a radicalrgeg oup'of students from the University. Each of these groups will have to A

t together before, the STEP tp determine the goals and objectives of thOr
respective organizations. It is assuMled that the SOS group is the more
moderate of the two, and will come toithg STEP with'flreasonable" proposals
for air pollution control. The student grouli;on the other hand,_ should be
encouraged to develop very radical proposals.

\-4
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This meeting can ore structured around a specific topic, such as the

possibility of a new industry entering APEX County, or the structure can

be left very loose. The SOS group will be asked to call the meetitig and

invite the students an: the Air Pollution Control Officer to attend. 1,-(ey

should announce that the purpose of the meeting is to discuss the possi-

bility for citizer action in the fijht for cleaner air in APEX County.

If there is a more specific tec, it would, of course, be annou ced also.

The Air Pollution Control Office should recoeniFe that they are guests

at this meeting, but should t,ake the opportunip to develop plans for util-

izing citizen volunteers in t:leir control proF!rams, if appropriate. A pos-.

sibie modification of this.ST:21 is to turn it around so that the Air Pol-

lution Control .,`fife has initiated the meetings, and the citizens' groups

are"the guests.

Preparation: Staff should 1) assign roles, 2) prepare and distribute

memos, 3) provide a place for pre-meetings as well as for the STEP itself,

and 4) provide for news coverage of t:e event.

Students should 1) meet in the_r respecti&.groups to determine the

goals and objectives of their organizations, 2) research various'plans for

citizen action ale involvement in control programs; 3) set"the topic and

publicize the meetinn, if they are the SOS group.

Suggested Handouts; 1) Memo to SOS members, 2) Memo to Student Environmental

Group, 3) Memo to APCO.

A, Trial

Objective: To familiarize students with the role of the court in air ol-

lution control; to expose then to the administrative requirements of prose-

cution; to Live them experience in building and developing a court case;

to allow them to play the role of expert witness.

Description: The Came Director will choose one industrial plant to be.the

target for the STEP. (Obviously, it would be better if the selection of

the defendant evolved naturally from the game. But because this STEP re-

quires so much preparation it is better if the students know the defendant

beforehand.) This plant will be instructed to initiate, or continue in a
policy of non-compliance with Air Pollution Control, rules and regulations.

The Air Pollution Control Office will be forced to take some action

to remedy the situation. They will be encouraged to exhaust all administra-

tive remedies before resorting to civil or criminal proceedings (see Legal

Reference Manual for discussion of civil vs. criminal proceedings). It

generally takes at least five cycles of play for the Air Pollution Control

Office to gather sufficient information to build a thorough court case.
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One or two students should be asked to serve as attorneys for the
defense, and likewise for the prosecution. It may be helpful, also, to
have a lawyer or law studeat advise each side-- especially in relation
to legal technicalities. Thd remaining students could be assigned by
either the defense .Or prosecution to act as witnesses. Some of the wit-
nesses that the prosecution may need are: inspectors, source test engi-
neers, a chemist, a meteorologist, an epidemiologist, and complaining
citizens. The defense may want to call as witnesses: the plant manager,
an engineer, a consultant on. control systems, a co sultant chemist, and
area residents.

Sometime before the STEP, the defdnse and rosecution will have to
come to agreement on items concerning the phy ical conditions of the plant
(stack locations, stack heights, etc.), the .ctual items of inspection,
and the prevailing weather conditions and t'e in-plant operations at the
times of the inspections.

1

The trial itself requires more time t.an most STEP Exercises. Both

sides should be given about fifteen minu, for opening statements. Then
each will need appro,imately two hours to evelop their respective cases.
After the presentations, about fifteen min tes should be provided for
closing statements.

1

Preparation: Staff shoulu 1) arrange for legal assistance, if necessary,
2) assign roles, 3) arrange for a moot court room to use for the trial, if
possible, 4) nelp ttudepts prepare cases by providing information on pre-
cedents, court Procedures, etc.

Students should 1) study case precedents and court procedurti, 2) pre-
pare witnesses, and 3) develop cases.

Suggested P.aadouts: 1) Appropriate sections of Legal Reference Manual,
2) Memo to industrial plant maaaker from his Board of Directors, and 3)
Memo to :PCO staff from the County Air Pollution Control Board.

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

APEX: ROLES AND GOALS

OBJECTIVES:
c

As citizens of APEX Countyand as the new leadership of the community,
it would be helpful to the successful execution of your new jobs to:

1
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1. become acquaintee with the other community leaders;
2: become somewhat familiar with roles other than your oum;
3. think about and express your views of the more important prob-

lems and goals of APEX County; an
4. begin inter-role-communication.

SETTING:

The setting will be a "town hall meeting" in which each role will
he given time to deliver a short speech on:

1. the'funaichs, organization and goals of is role as he views
them;

the major problems and goals of the community as his role,views
them;. (See the attached background information: "The' Continu-

ing Crises in APEX");
3. the balance between "zrowth and the quality of life" 'for APEX

County; and
4. any other physical, social, polidical or economic views he con-

siders important.

TIME ALLOTTED:

Each role will be allotted approximately 3-5 minutes for their presen-
tation. The chairman of the meeting will allow questions and comments as
he deems appropriate. The chairman will set up the agenda of speakers. ,

ASSIGNMENTS:

Chairman of the Meeting

Roles Speaking

County Supervisor

County Politicians
City Politicians
County Planpers
City Planners
Environme Quality Agency
Indusfri
Develop s
News Media
Citizen t'ressure Groups

(Ask your role advisor for help for information or/references you
require for preparation.) (

_tW
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BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR ROLES AND GOALS STEP

THE CONTINUING CRISES IN APEX COUNTY
'N

APEX County exhibits many of the current trends and problems of Amer-
ica' urban arias. Some of these are:

1. A city with a.deteriorating central core occupied primarily by
\ poOrly,hOused peoille who (a) have low incomes, (b) have a low

/level of skills, (d) Are aged, (i) are unemployed, and (e) want
to move out.

2. A .flight to the suburbs (5y those who can afford it) with accom-
panying urban sprawl and "helter Skelter" development.

3. Industty is largely downtown and thus workers fr the suburbs
commute daily by private automobile causing conges n and pollu-
tion.

. 4. No adequate public transit system exists.

5. Pollutionlin the Central City by far exceeds those levels necessary
for good health.

6. Ashortageof high quality (clean burning) fuel is predicted (for
next.year.

7. If industry cuts ba.-1: itg fuel dgge, more unemployment and fewer
taxes will resutt

8. Industrial gtowth might provide jobs and taxes but cause more
pollution and 'congestion.

9. Inadequate resources and disagreements about the proper methods
for solution to these problems have caused a "stalemate" up tel
this time-- much talk but little effective action.

7
10. The conditions in the Central City are getting worse year by

year.

11. GO BACK TO I.
//

(The Planners, Environmental Quality Agency and other roles have more
specific data on the above general trends.)
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STEP i!kERCISE EXAMPLE7
APEX POWER COMPANY RATE REARING

r The objectives of this exercise are to-introduce participants to the

:relationships between regulatory agencies where authority overlaps; to

demonstrate the relationship between the costs of expansion and rates

charged' to the consumer; and to explore the problems associated with sup-

plying electric power to a ;1:-owing communit)t.

AN.

%

At the request of the plant manager of the Shear Power Company, there

-will be an oven heerin-; bdFore the County Board of Supervisors serving 'as

the.Publie Utillties Commissin. l'hepurpose of this,hearing will be to

,consider a proposal for a rate increase. The Shear Power Company feels that

it must expand its productive capacity in order to meet the projected power

needs of the commeni,Ty. Since ..tarcr,e capital outlays'are necessary to pur-

ehasethe required land, end equipment, a rate increase is being

propoSed to defrey sore of these costs. The pkant manager's proposal should

include such sunporting materials as current and maximum production levels,

projected de:ian,--1 for power, (the effects of the, proposed rate increase on

the incomere,renditure.picture of the plant), overall dollar increase per

family, p& month, and the implications of 'the proposed. rate increase for

the different power users the costs of buying power-from outside sources,

etc.
`-

The following table summarizes the power usage in.APEX County during

*cycle 1.

Category of of Power Used

Power User Each Categor

Amount of Power
MAiii Used by

Each Category

Price/ Average No. of

NNE Users (per year

1. Commercial
%

26Z. 780,000 10.00
%

IL: 86 1

2. Governmental*, 6% 180,000 . 9.00 5 .4.

3. Industrial 33% ,.1 990,00Q 6.00 42

4. Residential- 35% 1,050,000 12,.89 67.000

.60

Governmental refers to public uses of power, such as street lights, public

athletic fields, gove nmental buildings, etc.
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The above information,is based on the following:

. 1. Total power usage of 3,006,000 NW per year
2. 67,700 families in APEX County
3. 42 Industrial Users in APEX County

Since this is an open hearing, all citizens of APEX\are urged to attend
and to consider the implications of the proposed expailsionand rate increase.
The Air Pollution Control Office, however, has a special interest in the pro-
posal since the power plant is among the largest potential Polluters in the
community. The Planners, also, have a special interest in this proposal and
its possible effects on the growth pattern and direction of the\County.

OBJECTIVES:

STEP EXERCISE Lam" iPLE

MASTER PLAN PRESENTATION

. .

The objectives of this STEP are to provide an opportunity for the Plan-
ners to prepare and present a detailed City and County Master Plan; and for
the community-at-large.to consider the goals and future irection of the
County as determined by the plan.

( N >
PRESENTATION: / ' 4

..-7

The County Board of Supervisors has called for a public hearing to
consider a five year Pater Plan for APEX Coupty to be presetted by both
planning d..epartment The.presentation shot+ begin with:a summary of
current status of APEX County and t9)short--and.long-term goals and ob-

..,

jectives of the proposed plan. The lan should include a discusspn of
T\land use, transportation, industrial gorwth, employment, urban r4newal,

education, economic and environmental impact and the cofand schedule
proposed -for implementation. \4 .

U Following
i

the
/

esentation by the Planners, there will be an bppor-
tunity for any interested ,members of the community to speak. The Environ--e
mental Quality Agency shodld consider the implications oftthe proposed plan
for the future quqXityof the it in APEX County. , Likewise, the Land De-'
velopers-should-efmsider any implication of the,plan for the future of
their 8evelopments, and the Industrialists should consider the impact of\
the plan upon their future growth possibilities and tax status. The media

A and pressure groups should press for explication of any points they wish
to raise.

155'
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- REFERENCES:

1. The House We Live In
2. The 'Limits to Growth
3. Tht R6lationship of Land Use and Transportation Planning to Air

Quality Management
4. A Guide for Reducine Air Pollution through Urban Planning
5. Library and Course Materials

41 STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

TRAMPORTATION AGENCY JOB INTERVIEW

4

The objectives of this STEP are to familiarize students with the
recruiting process; to providd an opportiinity to prepare, answer, and
evaluate interview questions; and to 'familiarize students with some of

the typical tasks and responsibilities of a transportation- planner.

This e%ereise deals with the recruiting of a transportation planner
for APEX County and encompasses the various s4tages of the recruiting pro-
cess including fillip; out applications, formulating resumes, taking writ-
ten examinations, conducting oral interviews, and the final selection pro-
cess. Students will be asked to apply for the position by presenting a
resume, a completed application, and by taking a short written examination.
After all the applications are received and rated, the top 'candidates will.
be n en an oral interview as the final stage of the application. Students,

are requested,to deess as if they were attending a formal interview for a
po itipn in a regional planning agency.

Two students will be basked.th serve on an.Oraf interviewlpoard. They
will'be given a packet for each candidate including his resumes applica-
tion; and written examination. 'Using this information, and the results of
a fifteen to twenty minute oral interview; each member of the Board will
compare evaluations, and then aqnounce their choice for the new transpor-
tation planner for the Regional Planning Department (County Planners).

/ -1.

In tilt critique, the Board will be asked to exp ainwhy theywhose,,
/

one candidate over the othets, and the candidates wi e given a chance
to reply. The remaining students will.' watch the interviews on closed cir-

cuit,television,cuit.television, and should be prepared to critique both the questions
and the answers.

k

) (Reference: Handout materials) .
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ASSIGNMENTS :4

Oral interview Board Board Selected by Staff
(plus two students to be
designated)

Interviewees Top Five Candidates SeleCted
from Applicants

PART I - LAND USE

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

t

MASTER PLAN UPDATE AND IMPt4ENTATION7 '

PART IT - TRANSPORTATION

OBJECTIVES:

The objective of this STEP is to allow the Planners to consider, pre-
pare and present their detailed plan for implementing the Master Plan.
The presentation will be made at an,open hearing to the Politicians and
community leaders. Interested citizens will be allowed to particl-ate.
The Politicians will decide to accept, modify or reject the suggested bu-

gplementation items and methods.

BACKGROUND:

A laf use/transportitiaeIlaster Plan was previously presented by the
Regipnal Planning Depar5ment to a City /County hearing board. The five year
and twenty year plan was tentatively approved by the hearing board subject
to periodic review.

A new slate of ?

n

liticians have now been elected and have appointed
new Environmental, an Use and Transportation Planners. The new Politicians
and Planners mal'iupdate, revise and refine the Master,Plan if they so desire.
The Planners in onjunction with the City and County Politicians, Environ1-
mental Quality A ency, community leaders (Industrialists, Developers and
citizen groups) have now prepay a more detailed approach to implementing
.the plan. . 4

t /

ffi

THE ISSUE:

44,

A Master Plate has been 4dopted in terms of broad objectives. An organ-
ized implementation of this plan requires more detailed preparation of Methods,

3" d
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0

0.

0

0

strategies, specific projects andcscliedeles, consideration of yearly
and total costs and resources for providing the funds required.

A Regional.Planning Department Implementation Plan will be presented
to the Board. Prior to the presentation, the°Land Use and Transportation
Planners should cooperatively develop an integrated implementation plan.
This plan should recognize the importance of developing a desired land use
pattern and supplementing this goal with a transportation system which

. frservices and encourages the desired changes.

The two-part presentation max include such items as:

1. A planning review for any suggested Master Plan update, revision
or refinement. .

2. Details of the Master Plan implementation such as:

a. Objectives:
-ultimate fanned land use
-develppmen type and mix
-development ensity (acres, population)
- recreation and open areas
-public/private transportation
-publiciptivate services and facilities

b. Policy and Strategies:
-zoning

-codes, minimum standard housing
-land reservation and open area provisions
- transportation programs
-introduction of technological innovation
- tax incentives/penalties

-bonus concessions
- loan insurance and guarantees
- public rel!ations campaign
-community advisory councils
-.civic, citizen organization, pressure group participation
-urban renewal
-demonstration projects
-training programs
-mandatory planning, review

c. Projects and Programs:
-specific list of projects'and programs required
s- specific list of rezoning reyestS

. -order of prl.orit s

-implementation tcledule (time)
- implementation costs (yearly and total)
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t

d. Funding Source Allocation:
(- regionab contribution (city, county)

-state .'

-federal

-private, non-profit, foundations
e. Financ ng Method/Proportion:

- taxes

- general obligation bodds
- revenue bonds

-lease purchase
- joint powers authorities t\'l
- special districts

-private, foundation, etc. cdaitments
-grants, matching funds

r

i

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

APCO BUDGET HEARING

OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this STEP are to provide an opportunity for the Air
Pollution Control Officer and his-staff to develop a workable program fOr
their agency; to aIlow the Politicians to consider the APCO budget re-
quest in light of the total community needs; and to allow the community-
at-large to respond to the air pollution control program.

THE HEARING:

In accord with State Regulations, the annual APCO budget request will
be presented to the County Board of SupeOisors at an open hearing. Some
of the topics that should be covered in the APCO presentation are: (1) a
description of the nature, effects, and extent of the actual and`potential
air pollution problems in APEX County, including an identification of the
major sources of air pollution, (2) a description of the administrative
organization, procedures, facilities, financial and other resources, and
staff, together with plans for changes or development, and (3) a description'
of the agency's legal authority and responsibility for the administration of
the air pollution control program.

SCOPE OF PRESENTATION:.

It is suggested that the Presentation can be made effective by assur-
ing that there is an organized approach such as:

119
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1

1. Statement of the problem

2. General plan for a solution-to the problem

3., Steps to be taken in following the-plan

'4. Schedule of. time to accomplish steps

5. facilities, manpower, and resources required to accomplishplan

6. Cost of plan (minihum, medium, maximum)
A\

7. Critical points at which to check plan progress

O. Results to be expected if plan is successful

1

The public will be encouraged to attend this op6n hearing and state

their feelings concerning the air pollution control program for the County.

STEP F,XERCISE .XAMPLE

OPEN HEARING BEFORE courrY,NARD OF SUPERVISORS

APCO PRESENTATION ON THE IMPACT OF AUTOMOTIVE EMISSIONS

OBJECTIVES:

To familiarize participants with:

1. The automobile emission control provisions (Title II, Part A,

ection 202-213) of 4e Federal 1970 Clean Air Amendments.

2. The interrelationship of-automotive, emission control strategies

and National Ambient Air Quality Standards and the ftpact of

these requirements on overall community transportation planning.

3. The numerous control strategies (such as inspection, enforcement,

driving restrictions] tax incentives, staggered work days, land

use restrictions, highway construction limitations, alternate
transportation system, others) which may be considered for achiev-

ing the requirements.

4. The social, economic, legal, political and educatit>c 1 implica-

tions 6f an Automotive Control Strategy on a Transpor ation Mas-

ter Plan.

BACKGROUND:

The automobile,ls now considered the nation's number one polluter.

Urban transportaton,Mlich is now predominantly automotive, represents

a serious probler in terms of both congestion and pollution.

The Federa Government has set automobile emission standards for new

1 :
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cars which specify the maximum mission leels of hydro-carbons, carbon
monoxide and oxides of nitrozens. EPA has announced a schedule of max-
imum automotive emission levels for these pollutants for the years 1970
through 1975. These standaids must be met by each automobile, dur=
ing its "useful life.'' Staeps (except California) are prohibited from
setting emission standards for new vehicles but have the right and pri-
mary responsibility to control emissions from other vehicles and to achieve
and maintain_federally established Air Quality Standards. If they fail to
meet these responsibilities, however, EPA has authority to enforce pollu-
tion controlssdirectly:'

APEX County' has, been designated an Air Quality Control Region and as .

such is preparing its 'contribution to the State Implementation Plan and is
holding hearings on recommendations for inclusionlin the plan.

HEARING: An open hearing has been called by the County Board of Super- .
visors to hear an APCO presentation on the status or automotive emissions
in APEX County and the automotive emissions }impact on future transportation
system planning. Questions include:

1. What is the contribution of automotive emissions to current
APEX County air quality?

2. To what degree will these emissions change ,in the future?
3. Can APEX County meet the Federal Air Quality Standards with

these future levels- of emissions?
4. What alternatives in terms of automotive control strategies,

low pollution transportation systems, etc. can be suggested?

Because of the interreltionship of automobile emission control and
the Air Quality Standard requirements, the APCOs have been instructed to
rk with the City and County Planning Staff to insure a integrated plan

wi h consideration of land use, highway construction an verall community
tray sportati.on needs in the emission control strategy.

Formal presentation will also be made by representatives of the In-
dustrialists and Developers expressing their views and interests in re-
spect to the problems Comments and suggestions from other members of the
public will be encourned at a time deemed appropriate by the Hearing
Board.

ASSIGNMENTS:

Chairman of the Meeting
Representatives.of County Board
Representatives from City Council
Coordination of APCO Presentation,
Planners Presentation & Comments
Industrialists Presentation: Comments
Developers Presentation & Comments
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REFERACES:

1. A Citizen's Guide to Clean Aif, The Conservation Foundation,
1717 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

2. Profile pf Air Pollution Control, Air Pollu,tion Control District,
County of LosAngeles, 434 South San Pedro Street, Los Angeles,
California 90013.

3.' The Clean Air Act, December 1970, EPA Washington, D.C.

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

EMISSION STANDARDS

The objectives of this STEP are to force the APCO to translat.e,views
on control strategies into an operational format; to provide an opportun-
ity to explore various methods'of controlling air pollution (such as tax
credits, air rights, permit systems, zoning ordinances, etc.); and to give
the student experience in working with controversial legislation.

Pursuant to Section 110 of the Federal "Clean Air Amendments of 1970"
(P.L. 91-604, December 31, 1970) the state in which APEX "County is located
is required to submit to EPA an isplementation'plan to establish and main-
tain Federal Ambient Air Quality Standards in APEX County (which has been
designated an Air Quality Control Region).

Since this implementation plan is not prepared and ready for approval,
the County is currently operating under the limited air pollution regula-
tions of the State Health and Safety Code (see Legal Reference Manual, Vol.
21.1).

Based on the current air quality of APEX County, the APCO has determined
that improved air pollution regulations are needed now and is proposing the
enactment of new regulations.

In accordance with the state enabling legislation, a public hearing
is required before new regulations concerning air pollution can be adopted.
Therefore, the County Board of Supervisors, sitting as the APEX County Air
Pollution Control Board, has requested that a proposed set of Emission
Regulations be presented inn open hearing.

The Board will be responsible for preparing an agenda and for presiding
at this meeting. Each member of the BOard will represent his constit4ncs.
as'well as the community as a whole: The Board should be prepared with
questions concerning the need for emission standards, the cost a 4 effective-
ness of the proposed regulations, the associated personnel, and equ ment re-
quirements, and so forth.

..10
_It
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The APCO staff should present a written
nosed emission regulations for APEX County.
also_present a plan for emission regulations__
the APCOJ proposal.

ASSIC2t 1TE:

Air Pollu ion Control Board
APCO Presentation
'City Politician
Industrialist Presentation.
Planner Presentation
Developer Presentation

L

document containing, the pro-
An Industrial Cummittee should
whibh should be as thorough as

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

THE TRIAL

The objectives of this exercise are to the students with
courtroom procedures, the administrative uirements of prosecution, the
preparation of a case, the role of the ert witness, and the role of the
court in air pollution control.

The People's Pulp Plant has continued in a policy of non-compliance
for several years. They have been instructed by their management to con-
tinue this policy.

It will be the job of the APCOs to 1) design new legislation if neces-
sary; 2) secure passage of legislation; 3) exhaust administrative remedies
available for use with violators; 4) file a proper legal action; and 5)
prosecute the violators.

There are several ground rules for this exercise. beyond those normally
in effect. First, there fust be agreement upon the following factors by
the APCOs and the Pulp Company.

Points of Agreement:

Physical Conditions such as stack locations, heights, etc.
(see attachment)

Times of Inspections and weather conditions, etc. (see attachment)
Witnesses and Roles
In-Plant Operations at time of inspections

If agreement cannot be reached, the staff will settle the issue. Sec-
ondly, the APCOs must submit the formal complaint upon which the trial will

r,

1410
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be based. Thirdly, there will be no change in cycle for the purpose of

o this STEP after Cycle 3.

Finally, the prosecution .:rid defense atto .eys must arrange their

tinetyllow each ',itness listed below to t tify.

ROLE ASSI=ENTS:

Prosecution Attorney #1

Suggested L6les:
.

Att y #2

Inspector
Inspector
Test Engineer
Chemist
Meteorologist consultant
Epidemiologist - consultant

Complainant

Defense: Attorney #1

Other Suggested Roles: Attorney :11

Plant Manager
Engineer
Consultant - source test engine(

Consultant - physiollogyjand

particulates?
Chemist - consultant
Area resident/former plant manaF

Area resident

May be called by prosecution
or defense - County Medical Director

The staff can be requested to fill a role if required.

REFERENCES:

1. Attachment on People's Pulp Plant

2. Industrial Pollution Control Handbook, Herbert P. Lund,

ne.'raw Hill, 1971, Chapter 18.

3. Air Pollution, Volume III, Stern, Academic Press, 1968,

uilapter -49.
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BACKOROUD ON HOLE'S ?uLP PLANT:

The APCO performed an eAission measurement on People's Pulp Plant

during Cycle O.

Results.of.the measurements (this is considered an officiiisdocument

and part of the APCO records):

Industriaiist No. Process Name Rate Type
.

2 Combustion '39 8111/Hr Lo oil

2

2

Recovery,
Kiln

,300 Tons/day
300 Tons /day '

2 Smelt 300 Tons/day

2 Digester 300 Tons/day

Process Name (cont.) Odor Smoke Part. SO
2

CO

Combustion 0 R- 0 17 ' 511 0

aecovefy Pb3 1.1 - 0 3000 125 0

'Kiln 0- R- 0 1000 3 0

Smelt :'03 R- 0 225 1 0

Digester P03 :t - 0 0 0 0

.

Control System

0

0

0

0

0

NO Hc

236 0

20 0

40 0
0 0
0 0

Since Cuis mk,asuremeA, People's Pulp has made no effort to

install control equ12:lertt.

Th.- plant, established in 1957, occupied a 27.5 acre site in AA-2.

Nine acres are presently devaoped with factory buildings and facilities.

-:c) further company-owned land is available at present site for plant ex-
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STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE
/

t

PRESENTATION OF IMPLEMENTATION PLAN,

The objectives of this STEP are to force the APCO to translate views
on control strategies into an operational format; to provide an opportun-
ity to explore various methods of controlling air pollution (such as tax
credits, air rights, permits,'zoning ordinancestransportation planning,
etc.,; and to give the student experiepce in wffking with controversial
legislation.

Pursuant to Section 110 of the "Clean Air Amendments of 1970" .(P.L.
91-604), the state in Which APEX County is located is required to adopt and
submit to the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency a plan,
which provides for the implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of the
nationally-established Ambient Air Quality Standards within each Air Qual-

ity Control Region. APEX County has previously been designated an Air
Quality Control Region.

To this end, the State Ocvernment'has requested that each air quality
region including APEX County, hold a public hearing in which the APCOs
will present the proposed Implementation Plan. The County Board of Super-
visors, sitting as the APEX County Air Quality Control Region Board, will
be responsible for preparing an agenda and for presiding at this meeting.
Each member of the Board will represent his constituents, as well as the
community as a whole. file Board should be prepared with questions concern-
ing the procedure used in determining the proposed control strategy, the
cost and effectiveness of any proposed regulations, the associated person-
nel and equipment requirements, and so forth. An understanding of Section
110 of the 1970 Clean Air Act is necessary to understand the requirements
of an impfementation plan.

The implementation plan should include attainment of primary and sec-
ondary standards, emission limitations, schedules, timetables, land-use
and transportation controls monitoring system, review procedures for loca-
tion of new sources, provision for intergovernmental cooperation, program
of funding, personnel, authority, etc.

Early in the cycle on the day of the STEP, the APCO staff should post
a written document outlining the proposed plan. The in-depth presentation
will be given at the afternoon STEP Exercise. An Industrial Committee
should prepafe reactions and proposed alternatives, to be presented for-
mally by their representative. The Planner should also formally respond
to the planning implications of the proposal. There will be an opportunity
for the public to speak too.
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,STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY AGENCY FORMATION PROPOSAL

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of this STEP is to allow the Air Pollution Control Offi-
cers, the County Board and other interested members of the community to con-
sider organization, functions, responsibilities, and authority of a proposed
Environmental Quality Agency for APEX County.

BACKGROUND:

Representatives of the Good Government League, the APEX County Taxpay-
ers Association and various environmentally-oriented interest groups have
long realized the need to attack the problem of environmental pollution in
a coordinated manner. .These groups along with the support of several govern-
mental officials have taken their position of support for a total environ-
mental approach to the Environmental Health Planning Agency. The proposal
is for the establishment of an APEX County Environmental Quality Agency. The
proposed Envirionmental Quality Agency would include the long-es blished Air
Pollution Control Office and Solid Waste Management Office and lso assume
responsibilities for other environmental problems and areas of concern in
APEX County.

The proposed responsibilities of the Agency are: to develop an environ-
mental quality management plan for APEX County including all functional areas
of pollution control (air, water, solid waste, noise, etc.); .to develop the
necessary coordination between governmental agencies; to develop community
based goals and community commitment to the plan; to secure the required fi-
nancial resources and to direct the EQA activities.

STEP PREPARATION:

In preparation for the STEP, the Environmental Health Committee will
develop a presentation including the justification for a total-environment
agency approach and the nature of the proposed agency including the organ-
ization, functions, responsibilities, authority, funding and relationships
to other governmental elements.

Interested groups and individuals will present their views on a proposed
all-environment agency including their opinions on theauthority, responsi-
bilities, organization and functions. In addition, these presentors should
respond to-the presentation of the Environmental Committee.

The setting for the STEP is a County Board of Shpervisors hearing con-
cerfling the proposed Environmental Quality Agency. The Chairman of the hear-
ing will ask questions to determine the benefit of various elements of the-

ls}8
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testimony presented at the hearing. Before the close of .the hearing, the

Board will determine, by a method of their choosing, whether to be in favor
of such an agency and if so, what elements of the various presentations
they would favor in regards to the nature of the agency.

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR STEP:

County Board
Environmental Health Committee Presentation
APCO Presentation
Industrialist Group Representative's Presentation
County Planner's Presentation
Developers Group Representative's Presentation
Chaliber of Commerce Present4,tion .

Other interested citizens desiring to make a presentation at this
hearing are requested to contact the chairman of the hearing. Other corn-

ments and questions from the audience will be accepted at the time of the
hearing.

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

POLLUTION: SOURCES AND SOLUTIONS

PART I

OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this STEP are to provide an opportunity for the EQA
and the Planners to jointly prepare and present to the Politicians and the
community an explanation of:

1. The nature and extent of the pollution in APEX County;
2. The impact of this pollution on health welfare, property and liv-

ing quality;

3. The sources and amount of pollution by source type (i.e., point,
line, area, complex source);

4. The current methods of control and reduction of pollution and
the estimated effectiveness of these methods; recommendations
for immediate adoption of interim control methods.

5. Comments as to the potential impact of the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency Complex Source regulations on transportation,
land use and growth.

SETTING:

1. The County Board of Supervisors have called on the EQA and Planners

4
1 ,9_II
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to put together and present an integrated presentation answer-

ing the above objectiveh.
2. The County Board and City Politicians, in joint session, will

hear the piesentation in open hearing with the community leader-

ship invited to attend.
3. At the conclusion of the hearing the Board will allow comments

and questions from the people at the hearing.

4. The Politicians will be asked to each make a short statement as
to their view of what the community gdals should be in light of

these problems and what initial steps should be taken toward a

solution.
5. The Politicians will request the EQA and Planners to prepare,

with Private Sector and Citizen Group inputs, a joint plan pro-
posing guidelines and strategies for pollution control imple-

mentation. (To be presented in STEP, Part II).

ASSIGNMENTS:

Chairman of the Meeting'
EQA Presentation Coordinated by EQA
Planners Presents ton
Other Presentati s Coordinated by Chairman
Questions and Comments Coordinated by Chairman

PART II

BACKGROUND:

The previous presentation (PART I) dealt with the current pollution
problem in APEX'and a discussion about current pollution control methods

and regulations.

OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this STEP are for the EQA and Planners to prepare,
with Private Sector and Citizen Grou in uts, a joint plan proposing guide-
lines, strategies and methods for pollution control implementation including:

1. Summary of the interrelationships between land use, transportation,
population, life style, etc., and pollution in APEX County and the
long range changes necessary to effect solutions.

2. Recommended regulations, procedures, controls, penalties, incen-
tives, etc. for immediate adoption to improve local control;

estimate of the resources required.

4
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3. Recommendations to the State and Federal GovernMent on needed
legal, technical and financial assistance for effective local

implementation.

4.

SETTING:

The steps and schedule for implementation.

.14

1. The County Board of SuperVisors has called on the EQA and Plan-
ners to put together and present an integrated presentation
answering the above objectives. The Politicians have requested
that the EQA/Planner presentation include Private Sector and
Citizen Pressure Group inputs and considerations. If an inte-

grated plan cannot be arrived at due to baSic disagreements,
the Private Sector Industrialists, Developers and Citizen
Pressure Groups will be expected to present a. "minority report"

outlining their views and recommended implepentation strategies.
The Politicians arc facing an election next cycle and they would

like to be sure that they have all points of view prior to adopt-

ing new pollution control measures.

2. The County Board and City Politicians, in joint session,. will

hear the presentation in open hearing with the community.leader-

ship invited to attend.

3. At the conclusion of the hearing the Board will allow comments
and questions from the people at the hearing.

4. The County Board and City Council will each formally adopt a
plan or elements of a plan at the opening of the Press Confer-

ence later today. (The adoption may be modified at any time
by the Politicians at a formal open meeting of the City Council

or County Board.)

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

JOINT PRESS CONFERENCE BY POLITICIANS

OBJECTIVES:

The press conference will be held to allow the'Politicians to make a
formal statement on the final long term pollution control/land use plan

they have adopted. This will be their final joint statement to the commun-

ity prior to election time., ority and minority views may be expressed

but the statement should includ a clear statement of the plan adopted by

formal vote of the County Board d the City Council.

A ('
0
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Following the Politicians' "formal statements" they will submit to

questions by the news media and the audience. These questions and answers

will be televised and broadcast to the entire public in'prime time by the

KAPX Television Station.

COORDINATION OF THE PRESS CONFERENCE:

Moderator - KAPX News Media
County Supervisor
City Councilperson

OBJECTIVES:

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL STRATEGIES

The objectives of this STEP are:

1. To provide a format in which various alternative methods of

pollution control regulation may:be proposed and debated. The

proposals should include consideration of new and innovative

approaches in addition tp the usual civil and criminal 'penalty

methods:

To allow the Politicians and the community to adopt and support

any regulation methods and supportive legislation d d test the

impact and effectiveness of these approaches in MET 0-APEX.

BACKGROUND:

The APEX County Air Pollution Control Office has been in existence for

5 years. Air quality in APEX County is deteriorating. This problem is emir-

didered by the residents and their elected representatives as an increasing-

ly serious health hazard and a detriment to the full enjoyment of daily life.

The APCO has attempted to improve air quality by reducing industrial pollu-

tion. The method used was the setting of pollution emission limits for in-

dustry with misdemeanor criminal penalties ($500 fine and 6 months in county

jail) for violations. The APCO initially attempted to get voluntary com-

pliance agreements with industry; but even under the threat of penalties

industry has moved slowly and reluctantly (if at all) to correct the problem.

There is little incentive except threat of small fines for industry

to rush to make the large capital expenditures required to install pollu-

,
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tion control systems; there is little or no incentive for industry to

try to efficiently maintain and operate the equipment. In addition, a

large inspection and policing staff is required on a permanent long term
basis to insure continued control system Operation and maintenance. Also,

air, water solid waste and other types of pollution are often interrelated

and not subject to direct Air Pollution Emission Regulations or direct

Water Pollution Effluent Regulations.

Advocates of other methods of pollution control, such as 44bsidiza-

tion, tax incentives, award payments, pricing systems, emission fees and

auction or market systems, point out that there are many ways to control

pollution. These various innovative methods may be capable of being mixed

e together to obtain the most effective control. Many adyocates attack die

appioach of standard emission level laws and forced control as "bandaid"

attacks on symptons not causes of pollution.

In February, 1971, the President called for emission charges on sulfur

oxides and taxes on leaded gasoline. The 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments,

Section 110, discusses "emission charges or taxes or other economic in-

centives or disincentives."

A Special Task Force has been Created by the County Board and City

Council acting together to study, discuss and propose alternative approaches

to pollution control other than the current find and fine system. This Ta6k

Force has been asked to look at the system interrelationships of air, water,

solid waste, etc. pollution and consider the economic, social and political

aspects of new and innovative approaches to pollution control.

are:

A few of the types of approaches the Task Force has been considering

EPA approval required for zoning and rezoning
Performance Codes and Standards
Energy Consumption Restrictions/Taxes
Carrying Capacity Regulations
Transportation Restrictions/Auto Use Limits

Fuel Consumption Taxes
Fuel Type Regulation and Restridtions
Emission Fees - Pollution Taxes
Tax Concessinns/Write-offs
Fuel rationing
Maximum Community Fuel Usage
Subsidization of Control Systems
Growth Restrictions - Population Freeze
Product Price Subsidies
Production Limitations
Pollution Emission Limitations based on Air Quality Levels

Pollution Generating Product Taxes
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Yearly Environmental Impact Reports for Industry

Property Sale Taxes/Use Taxes
Pollution Liability Bonds - Insurance
Referendum Required for Growth

Ban on Specific Industries
Ecology ComMission
Pollution Warrants

The Task Force will present its recommendations and alternative recom-
mendations to the-City/County Politicians at open hearing. The pub c will

be given a chance to present their suggested strategies and camme t on
Task Force presentation.

The Politicians'will adopt those measures they feel are most p omising.

TASK FORCE MEMBERS:

Politician Members
Planner Representatives
EQA Representation Coordinator
Developer Representative
Industry Representative
Citizen Representatives

REFERENCES:

Environmental Law and Policy, Krier, Bobbs-Merrill.

Environmental Law, Reitz, North American International.

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

HEARING ON ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORTS

REQUIREMENTS & IMPLICATIONS

OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this STEP are to explore typical State Eniironmental

Quality Act requirements for Environmental Impact Reports and the impact of

EIRs on local jurisdictions, public agencies and private *nterests. The

participants will be provided the opportunity to consider ;he possible ef-

fects of the EIR on current development trends and controls, i.e., land use

patterns, industrial development, growth control, zoning policies, existing

master plan implementatioh, etc.
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BACKGROUND:

On January 1, 1970 the President signed into law the Federal Na-

tional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This act requires that each

federal agency prepare an "en4ironmeatal impact statement" on any pro-

posed major action which might significantly affect the quality of the

environment. These "statements" are to be detailed reports which as.;'

sess, among other things, the certain and potential eniironmental con-

e ences (both adverse and beneficial) of 1) implementing the proposed

a tion or project, 2) implementing alternative actions or projects, and

3) not implementing the action or project.

Some important aspects and consequences of NEPA are:

1. The environmental consequences of an action must be assessed

prior to initiating the action.

2. The assessment must be made public and a discussion of any

objectilns or comments by other federal, state and local-agent...

cies, private organizations and individuals must be included

in the final impact statement.

3. The act implies and the courts have upheld the rights of citi-

zens and interested groups to bring suit to delay or halt a

project on environmental grounds.

s. The intent of the term "environmental impact" is being broadened

to consider not only physical effects of an action but to in-

elude adverse effects on living beings and to include adverse

growth inducing impacts.

Following this federal lead, the state in which APEX County is located

has passed a similar law titled the State Environmental Quality Act (SEQA).

This act requires that all projects (with certain exceptions) which may

have a significant effect on the environment and which involve a discretion-

ary governmental action will require the preparation of an Environmental

Impact Report (EIR). Projects include actions to be carried out by a pub-

lic agency or non- governmental (private) actions which require governmental

approval or other governmental invok/ement. The EIR is to be prepared by

the public agency which is the "Lead Agency."

Definitions of the above terms and guidelines for preparing EIRs have

been ie.ued by1the state (Reference 1). Local city and county agencies now

have responsibility for preparing EIRs for projects which fall under their

jurisdiction. Since they are not yet "geared-`Sp" to perform this function

the County Board and City Council have asked their Planning Staffs (in co-

operation with the EQA) to prepare a joint presentation explaining the im-

plications of this new requirement. The Politicians are interested in such

questions as:
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1. What projects need an EIR?,

2. Who decides what projects need an EIR? How?

3. What must an EIR contain?

4. Who specifically prepares the EIR?

Hpw is au EIR evaluated?

6. What criteria is used to approve or reject an EIR project?

7. How will the requirements for EIR's affect the current practice

of land use control by zoning? .

8. How will EIR affect the APEX County Master Plan implementation?,

9. How will EIRs affect public and private (land development, indus-

trial) growth and development patterns?

10. How can .EIR preparation and evaluation be structured to give

some assurance that a. minimum of conflict dissension and law

suits will result?

Il. Other questions they mgy ask.

The Politicians have called an open hearing for the Planners presen-

tation. The Politicians welcome the attendance and participation of all

concerned parties, public and private.

REFERENCES:

Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality

Act of'1970.

In Productive Harmony, Environmental Impact Statements Broaden the

Nation's Perspectives, EPA-335, September, 1972.

A Citizen's Guide to Clean Air, Conservation Foundation, January,

1972.

Lack of Impact by Frank Xreith, Environmental Magazine, February,

1973.

STEP EXERCISE EXAMPLE

IMPACT STATEMENT HEARING

PROPOSED FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION

OBJECTIVES:

The objective of this STEP is to create a setting in which the par-

ticipants may consider the legal requirements and the economic, socisl

and environmental Lbpact of a major proposed transportation project.
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The STEP will alio,: them to:

1. Investigate and consider the numerous consequences that such a

project may produce.

2. Become familiar with the federal legal requirements for such

impact statements.

3. Become familiar with typical state and local requirements for

such statements.
4.. Prepare and present an impact statement in an open hearing in

which typical community leader, special'interest group, and
citizen reactions can be experienced,

BACKGROtND:

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (P.L. 91-190,

erection 102) contains a requirement that federal agencies file an "envir-
onmental impact statement" on any "major federal actions significantly

affecting the quality of the human environment." Following this lead,

some states have passed Environmental Quality Acts with state require-

ments for similar statements. This procedure for considering the pri-

may and secondary consequences of new and existing projects is now

"trickling down" to the local community level. This,has resulted,ir

some local and regional jurisdictions requiring studies and reports on

environmental, social and economic consequences of projects as contri-

butions to their decision-making process on approval and/or support of

those projects.

THE ISSUE:

Jose Ws Connector Freewa Construction Contrary to previous

agreement between the State Highway Department and APEX County officials,

the state has decided to begin immediate construction on the St. Joseph's

Connector which would route a major frearay through downtown APEX. The

County Council at the direction of the Board of Supervisors has submitted

apetition for relief to the Superior Court and obtained a temporary in-
junction to delay initiation of the construction pending a full hearing

on th. merits of the case.

The County Board in cooperation with the City Council h appointed

a special St. Joseph's Connector Review Committee consistin of prominent

leaders of the community and-including citizen group repre entation.
Since this project is in conflict with the APEX Master Pla and is opposed

by some segment of the community, its committee will conduc hearings to

determine the adverse and/or beneficial effects of construction of this

freeway link on all segments of the community. The committee will solicit

professicnal and lay opinions on the sr_ial, economic, and environmental

impact of the project.

The Environmental Quality Agency, in conjunction with the Regional
Planning Department has been requested to prepare an impact statement and
to appear before the committee and present their views on the project's

effects. Other community leadershipoopapal interest groups and interested

citizens may participate.
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ASSIGMENTS:

Chairman of the Meeting
Hearing Board Members
Environmental Quality Agency (Environmental Impact)
APCO Staff
Regional Planning Department
City Planners
Industrialists, Developers, Citizens, etc.
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Chapter 8

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

In this section of the manual the Game Overall'Director will find
supplemental material that from past experience has proven to be helpful
for the running/Of the METRO-APEX game. Please remember these are option-
al and may be used sees, fit. GOD may wish to put this section into
a loose-leaf notebook to Keep any additional forms or documentation that
he mar find Useful for the processing of the game. Enclosed you will
find the following:

I. Rules for the Game. This is passed out to all participants of the
game and specifies what constitutes a public hearing, who is required
to have a publiclearing, grant applications, trials, etc.

II. The Continuing Crises in APEX County. Crhis is a quick and dirty
scenario describing the current situation in the county. This can
be modified by GOD to set the proper initial conditions for the
games This is handed out to all the participants.

III. Master Plan for APEX County. In the past suggestions have been made
to start the *layers off with a Master Plan for the'county, albeit
it may not be the best. This is usually handed to the Planners and
Politicians.

IV. Exofirm Sheet. This is a sheet that can be used by GOD to keep track
of where the different exofirms might be locating. There could be as
many as 15 different players trying to get an exofirm into different
AA's of the county. At the end of the cycle GOD can designate the
most desirable loci ion based upon the results of these forms.

ljV. .METRO-APEX Qucat. aire. At the end of every game it is extremely
helpful both for the players as well as the staff to evaluate the
success of the game. As a tool for aiding this process, a sample
questionnaire is presented.

VI. METRO-APEX Problems. This is a form that we use whenever we run
across a problem with the game. By documentimg the probiem immedi-
ately while it is still fresh in your mind, it is much easier than
to salve the problem between games.

VII. Strategies of Power, Persuasion & Reduction. A useful little handout
that might be given to any role or player who might be floundering
and not actively involved in the game.
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VIII. Court Summons. Often a person is asked to appear in court. This
might be a useful form to not only get people to appear but also in
the scheduling of your trials.

IX. APEX County Impact Statements. Since both the federal government,
most state governments and now many County governments require
environmental impact statements, this particular form is quite handy
to use. However, the criteria for who fills out this form, for what
type of projects, who shall review these forms, etc. may make an in-
teresting STEP Exercise.

X. Rules of APEX County. It is often helpful to give the Air Pollution
Control Officer a starting set of rules setting the emission standards
for APEX County. '

XI. Permit Application. Some groups have based their new rules of compli-
ance in conjunction witha permit system. This form is currently
given to the APCO but can quite easily be modified for any other role.

XII. Transportation Options. If there were a desire to include in the game
the role of Regional planners with a group interested in transporsa-!
tion palnning,e have included the makings of a mini-manual for that
role. A replacement to Chapter 3 has been included defining the duties
of this new role\ Also enclosed is a list of additional transportation
capital improvement projects and special programs.

III. Grant Application Form. This form may help the Game Overall Director
to keep track of the funds that he has allocated to the different

,

groups in the game. On this form he can ask the players to justify
the proposals, how the money will be.spent, etc.

41
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I. METRO-APEX

I. RULES FOR THE GAME

oA

A. Ten minute notice, plus public announcement for all public hear-
ings (use blackboard).

B. All EQA, City and County Politician budgets must be voted on in
a public hearing.

C. All rezoning must be voted on in open hearing.

D. Requests for state or federal funds must be written and should
contain specific amount requested, local support (if any), justi-
fication for request, name of requesting agency, cycle number,
time and signatures of requester and granting authority.

All state and federal fund requests must first be approved and
signed by appropriate local government body (City or County
Politicians).

E. Industry must be notified at the time a plant inspection, emission
measurement or effluent sample is ordered by EQA, APCO, WQM.

F. All trials, summonses, etc. must be dated, sighed and cleared
;hrough Judge.

II. LOGISTICS

A. All game activity will be in the game room.

B. All requests for XEROX and typing should go through role advisor.

II. BACKGROUND

THE CONTINUING CRISES IN APEX COUNTY

APEX County exhibits many of the current trends and problems of AMer-

ica's urban areas. Some of these are:

1. A city with a deteriorating central core occupied primarily by
poorly housed people who (a) have low incom6s, (b) have a low
level of skills, (c) are aged, (d) are unemployed, and (a) want

to move out.

1 ti 9
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2. A flight to the suburbs (by those who can afford it) with accom-
panying urban sprawl and "helter skelter" development.

3. Industry is largely downtown and thus workers from the suburbs
commute daily by private automobile causing congestion and pollu-
tion.

4. No adequate public transit system exists.

5. Pollution in the Central City by far exceeds those levels neces-'
sary for good health.

6. A shortage of high quality (clean burning) fuel is predicted for
next year.

7. If industry cuts back its fuel usage, more unemployment and fewer
taxes will result.

8. Industrial growth might provide jobs and taxe6 but cause more pol-
lution and congestion.

9. Inadequate resources and disagreements about the proper methods
for solution to these problems have caused a "stalemate" up to
this time-- much talk but little effective action.

10. The conditions in the Central City are getting worse year by year.

11. GO BACK TO 1.

(The Planners, Environmental Quality Agency and other roles have more
specific data on the above general trends.)

III. MASTER PLAN FOR APEX COUNTY

Apex County Regional Planning Commission

Central City, APEX County

LIST OF CONTENTS:

A. Background for APEX County Planning
B. Issues facing APEX County
C. Plan forAPEX County
D. Action: Modes and Tactics for Implementation
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PREFACE

The APEX County Regional Planning Commission was established by the
state enabling legislation for regional planning. Its primary objective
is the consolidation of planning efforts across the spectrum of the needs
facing the rapidly expanding county of APEX. The funding for this original
planning effort came from a cooperative venture by federal, state, and

.----\

county-city agenci& The motivating force behind the creation of the
Regional Commission was the growing awareness that man's continued liveli-
hood on the planet earth hinges on efficient stewardship of ever decreas-
ing resources, and that toiexercise such control requires the cooperation
on a scale equivalent to the scope of the problems and issues being dealt
with.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The APEX County Regional Planning Commission gratefully acknowledges
the cooperation of interested citizens, public minded scholars, and con-
cerned Politicians in the preparation of this dbcument. We hope that this
is more than just a plan, rather a practical guide-book to the future of
APEX County.

A. BACKGROUND FOR APEX COUNTY PLANNING

Long before the White man or even the American Indian lived in this
area, the entire region was covered with a glacier which scoured the land
and changed its formation. The last withdrawal of the glacier left de-
posits of sand, gravel and rubble over the entire area. The geographic
evolution is significant to the region in the supply of subsurface water
and in the location of gravel and clay deposits.

Farming potential was the primary attraction for the white settlers.
Since the land had to be cleared for farming, lumbering also became of
major importance to the economy and encouraged more people to settle in
the region.

The first settlement in the APEX County region grew around a trading
post located near Maple Rapids in 1826. In the 1830's, the agricultural
potential began drawing more settlers to the area. Other industry ac-
companied the lumbering industry when portable saw mills and grist mills .

for milling flour were located along some of the rivers.

Several set ements were established in the area by 1840, and by 1880
there were a number of them scattered over'the region. Many of the settle-
ments that had prospered on a lumbering economy began to disappear as the
economic activity developed around the state government, the college, and
new industries. In the late 1880's, the automobile came to APEX Cowl-7 and

1 44



exercised its influence on the economy of the county. During the first half
of the twentieth century, the economic activity of the area grew steadily
in both agricultural and commercial production. This highly productive
economy was reflected in an expanded population, growing towns and spreading
transportation systems. This expansion has developed to the point where
today no community is completely independent of other communities in the
region, as many communities have come together physically and are socially
and economically interdependent.

The area today is a highly complex arrangement of places and people
in need of services, work and ar s for recreation. The people have travel
demands as well, as daily business s conduCted both within and without the
county. The governmental structure a complex organization of counties
and seventy-five other units.,of gove went, including townships, villages
and cities. In addition to the effe ts of political units, there are in-
fluences exercised by the state and federal systems.

The people of the region are o e-third of a million with varying age
characteristics thattare influence. strongly by the student populationat
the State University. In the urban areas of the region, there are 288,300
people which is 84.2% of the total population and 53,925 persons or 15.8%
of `the total living in the non- ban or rural areas of the region.

Seeking to meet the challeng s of today in the rapidly growing county
are the highly complex political u ts and a population of changing compo-
sition. Since more individuals live closer together in communities, it is
evident that higher health standards and better safeguards are required.
This urban expansion calls for better community facilities, including ex-
panded and adequate public utility systems. The facilities are needed to
cope with the problems now becoming more apparent in the development cycle.

In the pursuit of economic achievement, natural 'resources have been
badly depleted, with no regard given for conservation. Increased devel-
opmental pace has created a need for the more efficient use of these every
day scarcer commodities. It is undisputable that adequate provisions for
safe water and the safe disposal of solid .wastes must be made before the
increasing densities compound the problems already occurring. The increas-
ing costs of such provisions make even more apparent that the tasks of plan-
ning and providing for the urban community of today are no longer within
the independent reach of the single go-it-alone urban tenter.

ti

Change is one of the basic charac

Z
eristics of the modern world, and

urbanization is one of the most impor ant and far-reaching aspects of this
change. No nation, no state, and no region which participates in modern
life can escape this increasing urbanization; and no part of daily life
can avoid being influenced in some way by the forces rooted in this complex
process. Since population growth and urbanization appear inevitable in the
absence of some worldwide disaster, the question facing public officials
and citizen leaders within the region is not whether such growth and urban-
ization will occur, but how much will occur and how well it will be shaped
and guided in the public interest.

1/4 rZ-10
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Rational growth is ultimately the esult of changes in population
size and composition. As more and more eple move to urbanizing areas,
increasing needs are generated for various urban services and facilities.
As income and educational levels rise, the eeds and desires of the popu-
lation also change. A realistic and desirab e plan for the future state
of the area must, therefore, reflect the need of the people concerning
their environment and social, economic and phy ical welfare. The follow-
ing plans and forecasts are based on the simple rinciple that it is peo-
ple and not "things" that are the basic measure f growth and development.
Moreover, it is only through understanding the am unt and character of
this population growth that plans can be formulated to guide future de-
velopment into more orderly and desirable forms. 1

B. ISSUES FACING APEX COUNTY PLANNERS

1. POPULATION

The total population of the county is expected to increase sig-
nificantly over the next twenty-five years. It is expected that
over a quarter of a million additional people will establish
residence in the region between 1965 and 1990. A proportional
amount of these will settle in APEX. The expected net popula-
tion increase for the area will be in the range of 72%.

Year 'Population Percent Year Population Percent

1900 46,315 * 1960 194,085 22:4
1910 51,864 100 * 1965 227,000 14.5
1920 77,747 25.7 * 1970 261,277 15.1
1930 '109,042 28.7 * 1975 291,846 11.7
1940 150,610 11.0 * 1980 323,657 10.9
1950 194,085 27.6 * 1985 357,964 10.6

* 1990 391,970 9.5

*Issues surrounding population growth and urbanization:

-There is little accomplishment in the face of today's urban ex-
pansion, to properly mesh growth with land use and zoning.

-The county faces considerable difficulties in coordination and
control of the growth-patterns on a wide enough basis. to be truly
effective. The present trends in growth are uncoordinated,
costly, and in the foreseeable future will lead to inadequate
safeguards to health and welfare of county residents, as well as
ultimate decay and urban blight.

-The existence of widespread, incompatible land development, in-

1 t)
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adequate balance of housing types, congestion and the inacces-
sibility of proper recreational facilities, jobs, and educa-
tional opportunities are bound to compound on the county as well
as on a regional basis unless concerted effort is devoted to co-
operation and coordination among all levels of political juris-
diction.

2. TRANSPORTATION

Over the next twenty-five years, there will be significant changes
in both the form, the needs, and the intensity of the transporta-
tion requirements for APEX County.

Cars Available: 4

1965 51,480

1975 66,960

1990 92,000

Trip Purpose:

% 1965 1975 % 1990Trip Purpose

Home-Based Work 13.9 13.0 12.7

Home-Based Per-
sonal Business 7.3 7.0 6.8

Home-Based Recre-
ation-Social 10.5 10.5 10.5

Home-Based Shop 11.1 11.0 10.8

Home-Based Other 16.3 16.6 16.9

Home Based Totals 59.1 58.1 57.7*

Non-Home-Based
(Except Heavy Truck) 36.7 36.1 35.7

Heavy Trucks\ , 2.9 3.1

Through Trip .6 2.9 3.5

Total Trips
(Numbers) 293,390 401,120 560,800
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*Issues and problem surrounding transportation planning:

-The present network of streets and highways, airports, rail fa-
cilities and bus routes has not been considered in a comprehensive
manner. The inter - meshing of the various options in terms of mass
transit, mixed media travel (car-bus-destination), etc. with the L
existing growth of automobile use in the suburban localities has
not been considered or allowed for.

-All the region's residents do not have equal opportunity to travel
to all points of the county or' the region. Significant numbers
of the population do --not have adequate accessibility to jobs,
schools, parks, shops and medical facilities.

-The present system of transportation fails to afford the highest
degree of safety possible to pedestrian, air and ground traffic
movements.

-Inadequate allowances for transportation-land use relationships
have contributed substantially to the region's, present traffic
problems. Consideration' has not been given to turning movements,
on-street parking in strip commercial areas, the blighting ef-
fect of major traffic arteries, or local residential service
streets used for high volume traffic.

3. HOUSING

The growth in the net population of the county, along with the
changes in the distribution, type, and age-income of these county
residents will increasingly compound the already drastic needs
for the provision of adequate and varied' housing options. A
substantial demand for new housing during the late 1960's and
early 1970's will probably follow the increase in per capita in-
comes and a marked increase in young persons reaching marriage-
able age. Significant amounts of this housing will probably be
-built in the fringes of existing urban areas. The single-family
house will likely remain a preferred housing choice. However,
the presence of more young adult and senior citizens in our soci-:.
,Oty, individual financial limitations, and increasing land and
development costs will increase the demand for townhouses, apart-
ments and other forms of multiple unit development.

Approximately 29,155 additional householdstwill be needed to
house the county's residents by the year 1990. This represents
a 74% increase in households over the 1965 totals. (See'the sum-

mary -chart on the following page.)

By 1990, approxiMStely 19,940 additional acres of land will be
required for county development. The additional acreage will

1.48



be needed to satisfy the new land demands generated by an
expanding population and increasing economic activities. In
addition to expected higher residential densities, it can be
expected that proportionate increases will occur in commercial -..,.

and industrial acreages to meet the needs of this expanding
economic activity.

DEVELOPED LAND SUMMARY IN ACRES

19901960 1965 1975

Residential 27,080 30,920 37,910 47,940
Commercial 1,870 2,160 2,990 3,580
Industrial 3,180 3.300 3,800 4,600
Recreational 12,980 13,330 19,460 .16,400
Street R.O.W. 34,090 37,600 41,110 48,320
Other 7,150 7,340 8,880 9,860

Total
Developed 86,350. 94,550 114,150 140,700

Total
Undeveloped 1,013,150 1,004,950 985,350 958,800

.

4. EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME

Improved technology and automation are expected to increase the
productive efficiency of workers and reduce the proportion of
industrial jobs to total jobs available in the future. The non-
manufacturing segments of the economy will experience an increase
in employment and will provide in 1990 63.8% of the total county
employment, an increase of 4.6% over 1960. By 1990, 30,470 new
job opportunities will be available 'in the county. This represents
an increase of 62.0% in total APEX County employment over the 1965
level of 55,800.

EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY TABLE

Percent of
Total (1990)Employment Type

Percent of
Total (1965)

Percent of
Total (1975)

Agricultural 3.9 2.4 1.4
Manufacturing 36.9 36.0 34.8
Services 14.1 15.0 15.0
Government 23.6 23.5 24.4
Retail 13.4 14.1 13.9
Other 8.1 9.0 10.5

Total (Percent) 100.0 100.0 100.0
Total (Job. Numbers) 55,800 67,400 86,270
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The median family income of the APEX County residents according
to the 1960 census, was $6,177 per year. Trends indicate that
higher disposable incomes will be available for each family in
the future. Increased future incomes will tend to change con-
sumer buying habits. Fami.jr expenditures for such basics as
food, clothing, and beverages are likely to decrease proportion-
ately, while the amount of income devoted to medical care, travel,
recreation, housing, transportation and education will probably
increase.

The median county income, by family, is expec
$7,047 in 1965 to $15,000 by the year 1990, a
constant dollars. This represents an increa
twenty-five year period.

to rise from
asured in 1959

of 119% over this

*IL11021acollat1pLTIj2giareference to housing, employment
and family income:

-As the press of certain growth creates the demand for shelter,
there is neither an adequate balance of housing types, a variety
of densities, nor an integration of the housing supply for all
economic levels.

-Within the county, at both the urban and non-urban levels, there
is the occurrence of blight, obsolescence and deterioration of
structures which creates undesirable health, safety and general
welfare conditions.

-There is little or no coordination between the industrial, com-
mercial and other job creative development, and the placement of
prime residential zoning. Access to recreational facilities is
equally handicapped for residents of certain areas.

-The changes in income patterns, age distribution, housing type
preference have not really been considered in the future planned
for APEX County.

-The location of residential areas'presently does little to ease
the burden on the roadways created by the heavy and unorganized
commuter patterns; work-travel trips made by county residents
represent 16.6% of all the average weekday vehicular trips in
_APEX County. A majority of these trips are made <Luring peak
traffic periods when congestion is greatest. In 1960 there were
59,331 workers living in the region outside Central City, but
working in and around APEX County. Of these workers that lived
outside Central City proper, 43% or 25,795 pergons commuted into
the city for,work purposes. By 1965, the numbers in this cate-
gory had increased to -represent 53%, or 31,862 workers. At the
same time, in the neighboring counties, the percentages of people
living and working in the same county decreased from 54% to 43%
in BPEX County, and from 59% to 42% in CPEX County.
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As employment facilities grow and new ones are added, employ-
ment in the smaller centers of the region is expectedlto in-

, crease. Even though employment growth in the smaller (Centers
of the area is anticipated, the central community will continue
to be the largest center of employment. This will hold true as
reduced travel times between the regional centers will stimulate
residential growth in these communities.

Means of getting to work:

Auto passenger 19.1%
Bus 1.0%
Other 06.5%`

Auto Driver 79.4%

(Source - 1965 Home Survey)

5. EDUCATION

The demands of new and different technology will require higher
levels of formal education; the average number of school years
completed will continue to increase and college enrollment rates
will increase sharply during the late 1960's and early 1970's,
as the "war babies" reach college age. An expected increase in
the number of young children will require expanded primary edu-
cational facilities. The new skills needed for a "space age"
will demand additional adult vocational skills and training.
In the late or middle 1970's trends indicate a reorientation
of the type and style of the education sought, away from the
purely academic as the market for such skills is saturated,-and
towards increasing emphasis on the vocational and job oriented
training subjects.

Number of School Years Covleted:

1940 10.4
1960 124
1975 13.0
1990 14.0

*Issuesarmsfacinedcatiotinin:

-In the face of ever-increasing technology and in an era of spe--
cialization, it becomes increasingly important that all levels
of education be provided within the physical and economic reach
of all the citizens of APEX County.

-School service areas are not established to afford equal oppor-
tunity for similar education -to all residents.



-There is not adequate awareness of the need and responsibility
to finance special technological schools to keep in step with
the changes in all fields of endeavor, or to meet the upcoming

needs in manpower for the county.

-A growing need for a Junior College,to provide the services-
mentioned above.

6. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

The quality of the environment in APEX County should be one of
the highest considerations in a master plan. The pollution of

our-environment has gone on unchecked since the formation of
this"community, and it still is continuing as our growth in-

creases further. The quality of our air and water need an im-
mediate improvement on a scale which will bring APEX County a
healthy environment in five years. If we wait any longer there

may be no way to improve our air and water beyond unacceptable
levels.

*Issues and problesm facing environmental quality panning:

-The question of how much growth the county can tolerate without
going over the county's carrying capacity of people and pollu-
tion must be confronted and answered. It is proposed that
growth (people, industry, etc.) not go beyond 4Z per year;

-Industries in A?FX County must come into acceptable air and
water quality standards within four years;

-New industriel-; co-ing to kPEX Count,: are neces:,ary for improve-

ment of the tax base and for new jobs, but they must be of a

non-polluting type;

-Environment Impact Reports must be filed for all new substantial
projects (public and private) and then approved by the responsi-

ble local agency.

-A pattern of controlled growth, pollution clean up and environ-
mental quality maintenance should be implemented immediately.

C. PLAN FOR APEX COUNTY

As changes occur in the giving of county characteristics, the pressures
and needs for rational planning of a comprehensive nature, that will take

into account and distribute the every-day scarcer natural resources and op-

timize the human benefits, becomes even more critical. This plan is an at-

tempt to do just that; begin to exc.rt a concerted effort towards coordina-

ting the multidimensional aspects of county and - regional level planning.



1. PLAN PURPOSES

-To help guide the changes occurring throughout the region
-To make change truly progress
-To prepare the total county for dealing with the existing and
future problems of a rapidly growing region

-To help solve the crucial problems created by population growth

2. GOALS FOR APEX COUNTY

-A broad range of employment opportunities

-Efficient and economical use of land
-Renewal of obsolete areas
-Orderly growth and development

-Preservation of open space and expansion of recreational oppor-
tunities

- Efficient transportation of people and goods

3. PLANNING POLICIES

-Economy and efficiency in providing adequate, healthful and con-
venient community services

-Encouragement of aesthetic and social amenities
-Transportation facilities with provision for adequate access to
all points of the county

-Provisions for future parks and open space in keeping with popu-
lation and age group changes, leisure time availability, mobility
characteristics

-Natural resources be utilized for their highest and best use
-Sewage systems of the region be integrated with .0. k;omprehensive

water management program to insure a high standard of performance
and maintenance of health standard:

-Availability of a wide range of housing types within sound neigh-
borhood developments

-Consideration of long range political and economic ramifications
of regional growth and change

4. THE PLAN

a. Open Space and Parks:

The primary parks and recreational system will follow the
course of the river through APEX County. The scope of this
parks system should be a nari7pw band through the AA's 5, 8
and 10, with larger full size "parks in AA's 27, 14, and 11.

b. Transportation:

1. Long range planning required fOr the conflict free con-
struction of the St. Joseph's COnnector (East-West).

rzo
_1/4 tic)
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This should be done in conjunction with the housing
development in AA's 13 (South} and 23(North/East).

2. Increase governmental involvement in mass transit,
particularly at present, the elaboration of bus line
.coverage to Suburb and AA's 13, 23, 24,-2i, and 27.

3. Eventual blocking off of access to central 4 to 8
block areas in AA's 8, 4, 6, and 7 to form pedestrian
only malls, with all service facilities such as park-
ing, mass transit access from all points in the county,
etc.

The creation of another international airport within
the next five years. This should then be linked with
an expansion of convention and toUrist attracting fa-
cilities. A tentative location would be South-Eastern
AA 29 or South-Western-AA 14. Easy access to both the

central commercial area and future recreational zoning
around Lake AA 14 makes this area ideally suited to
such development.

5. Arterial connectors between existing interstate freeways
and the South of AA 27, the center of AA 22 and the

\
,.
North-West of AA23; these should be designed with car-

.

rving capacities at the "heavy-truck" level, to handle
fifture industrial development.

c. Housing:

1. The blight gradually threatening city center should,
receive concerted study at a regional level. Future
residential growth should be channeled towards AA's
13 (South), 23 (North), 24 (All) and in the northern

4 section of the county, AA's 28 (South-East), and 25
(All). On the long range of two decades, moves to
refurbish the rapidly deteriorating core of the city
should include:

2. The creation of a "Housina, Authority" to handle the
socio- economic implications of displacement and relo-

cation.

3. Future industrial growth to occur in "park" form,
coordinated with rail right of ways, the highway'
construction that would encourage the location of
new medium to heavy industry in AA's 22 (Center),
23 (North -West) and 27 (South). Infra-structure
needs for water, power, sewers, etc., should be ini-
tiated immediately through appropriate projects.

154
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4. A belt of R-1, R-2' and R-3 housing should be encouraged
at the boundary of AA's 413 and 23 in view of handling
increment to the county population as well as displace-
ment. From the core area, density should be stringently
held down and the planting of rapid-gropwth trees encour-
aged in these areas.

5. As existing facilities are vacated or condemned in the
core ghetto, new construction should be limited to M-1
and density criteria stringently !Enforced. Ftrther
study is required to establish the above mentioned
"Density Criterion." These should be a high priority
item on future planning needs.

d. Education:

1. The shift in atterns of educational needs demands a

ra
realignment o resources. Future planning for educa-
tion should em asize:

-Decreased spending in university level, academically
oriented facilities, and creation of a decentralized
network of smaller sized junior college level insti-
tutions

-Course work should be shifted towards vocational and
skills oriented training.

2. Long range studies should be made to:

t3

-Match expected job required skills to expected job
Market

-Coordinate to this end the relationships between
existing industry-commerce, and the existing educa-
tional system. Such coordination shWd have the
following objectives in mind.

a. Match training to needs at market level. Broaden
the support base of the educational system among
the industrial - commercial sector in the form of
"on-the-job training," educator drawn fro= non-
academic ranks of experienced, industrial person-
nel, etc.

b. A feedbacksystemto continually update curricu-
lum needs to match changing market requirements.

. Working hand in hand, the motto of such an effort could
be "A.job for every graduate of the APEX County Educa-
tional System."

Aa

1.35
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A

D. IMPLEMENTATION - "A PLAN FOR AND IN ACTION"

The impact of regional planning entails the cross-jurisdictional appli-
cation of its sanctions. In order to aid and abet such implementation, we
of the Regional Planning Commission encourage the rapid development of a
"Council of Governments" to mediate between political jurisdictions. A
full survey should be made of all options fore the future funding of these
proposed developments, including the soliciting of increased private sector
participation such as "Project Cost Sharing" by Industry and Developers.
Infra-structure costs, (road ways, *sewers, etc.) should be equally borne by
all affected parties.

Initiated By:

IV.

EXOFIRM. PREFERRED LOCATION

Cycle #

ihis\is to certify that all conditions indicated in the METRO-APEX

NeWs have been satisfied and Exofirm Number is to be located

in Analysis Area . When applicable, the DEVELOPER has invested

in this Exofirm and the POLITICIANS have spent $ f on

Project Numbers

sary rezoning ( ) ( ).

Yes No

and/or have approved the neces-

Politicians' Signatures
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V. METRO-APEX QUESTIONNAIRE

University of Southern California, School of Public Administration
COMEX Research Project, Los Angeles, dalifornia 90007

PLAYER PROFILE

1. Name (optional)

2. What role did you play?

3. Have you played METRO-APEX before? Yes No

4. Age
J

5. Educational Background:

Major Academic Subject Institution Degree Earned Date

Title Years in
Position

Name of Organization

7. Current involvement/responsibilities in environmental activities or
pollution control.
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The following questionnaire is divided into three parts. Please answer

questions in Parts One and Two by circling the appropriate rating to in-

dicate your agreement with the question. Extra sheets are provided at the

end if you have additional comments.

The following code is applicable for Part I.

(1) Agree Strongly
(2) Agree Somewhat
(3) No Opinion

1 (4) Disagree Somewhat
(5) Disagree Strongly

Part I

1. The interactions among roles is an effective representation
of real world interactions.

2. Playing METRO-APEX shOuld facilitate communication among
individuals with divergent b kgrounds.

3. Most of the important strategies necessary to effectively

play my role were available to me within the constraints
of the game.

4. METRO-APEX seems to be a came that is only beneficial to

individuals involved in air pollution control.

5. Playing METRO-APEX should increase most people's compre-
hension of the interrelationships among various segments

of a "real life" community.

6. The types of decisions required within the game had no

relationship to the type of decisions individuals in

similar roles in the "real world" would make.

7. My strategies and decisions became more sophisticated

as the game progressed.

3. METRO-APEX is an effective teaching tool at the under-

graduate level.

9. METRO-APEX is an effective tool at the professional

graduate level.

10. (Interactions with other players affected many of my

decisions.

(Circle One)

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 9 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2' 3 4 5

1 2' 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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Part II

Row much do you think the following supportive information contributed to
your comprehension arA playing of METRO-APEX?

The following is applicable to Part ITt

(1) Extremely Helpful
(2) Of Some Help
(3) No Opinion
(4) Of Little Help

. (5) Useless

A. Advisor Introduction (individual roles) (Circle One)

1. Clarity 1 2 3 4 5

2. Content 1 2 3 4 5.

3. Knowledge of role 1 2 3 4, 5

4. Advisor assistance during play 1 2 3 4 5

5. Availability 1 2 3 4 :5

6. Enthusiasm 1 2 3 4 5

B. Written Materials

7. Role Manuals 1 2 3 4 5

8. Computer Output 1 2 .3 4 5

9. Worksheets 1 2 '3 4 5

10. Maps 1 2 3 4

11. Newspaper 1 2 3 4 5

C. Television

12. News 1 2 3 4 5

13. Editorials 1 2 3 4 5

14. Specials by gamed players 1 2- 3 4 5

D. Film (Used on the 1st day introduction)

15. Content (as overview) 1 2 3 4 5

16. Quality 1 2 3 4

I
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Part III

1. How successful do you feel you were in accomplishing your objectives
and why?

2. If you had a chance to replay the last 2 cycles, what would you do
differently?

3. Please give us your opinions of the STEP Exercises.

4. What additional STEPs would you recommend?
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5. Did you feel that the strategies in the game were applicable to your
real life role?

6. What other environmental issues or problems do you believe should be
introduced into the game?

7. Did the game change any of your conceptual beliefs about Environmental
Management?

3. Did you learn any new or innovative environmental management strategies
within the gaMe?
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9. Would help from more university instructors or specialized experts
be beneficial to the learning process within the game?

10. Where do you think a gaming simulation like METRO-APEX (perhaps with
some role changes) would be applicable and valuable in your area of

. real life?

11. What improvements or changes would you make in the game?

12. Other comments pertaining to the game.

I
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VI. METRO-APEX PROBLEMS

DATE: 360

TEAM #

TEAM IDENTIFICATION:

Cycle 0 Other

(Please Specify)

PROBLL1: Error Manual To be Further
Bugs Changes Tried Research

ROLE: EQA Dev.# Newspaper

APCO Central City Pol. Trans.

WQM County Pol. Mapping

SWM City Planner File #

Ind.# County Planner Other

Page Number

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM

RECOMMENDATION

PRIORITY

STAFF ASSIGNMENT NAME
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VII.

Strategies of Power, Persuasion, and &e-education

In order to achieve the goals you have set for your role, three funda-
mentally different influence strategies might be considered. These strate-
gies are the use of (a) power, (b) pe'rsuasion, or (c) re-education, or some
time-phased combination of all three. The following outline may assist you
in applying these strategies:

The strategy of POWER refers to efforts to induce a desired behavior
through the use of external rewards and pbnishments for the change target
(i.e., those not necessarily derived from the new behavior itself). The
three kinds of power* and their illustrated_use are:

apes of "Power" Efforts Examples

. Use of authority Threaten or actaally engage in
court action or other legal
pressure.

Exchange of valued objects

Use of physical force

Bargain or make trades or "deals"
or use "programmed" publicity;
offer monetary or "political sup-
port," bribes, etc.

Threateh or actually injure valued
person or property

B. The strategy of PERSUASION refers to efforts to induce a desired be-

t

havior by identifying the new behavior with the target's existin' beliefs
and values. The three kinds of persaa:-;!on and their illustrated use are:

des of "Persuasion' Efforts

Appeals to logic (logos)

Appeals to values (ethos)

Appeals to emotions (pathos)

Examples

"Action now will be i your long-
r n interest."
O

"It is immoral and irresponsib e

to continue your current activi y "

Dramatically demonstrate harm of
unwanted activity, introd ce
a dying lung cancer patient or a
gasping emphysema patient to in-
fluence air pollution regulations.
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C. The strategy of RE-EDUCATION refers to effort, tolinduce a desired
behavior through the change target's internalizatioA of new beliefs and
values. The two kinds of re-education and their illustrated use are:

Types of "Re-education" Efforts Examples

Belief-modification Provide data regarding severity
of a current problem.

Value-modification

I-

Increase perceived significance
of the value of the health and
welfare of APEX County residents
relative to the value of person?
wealth derived from profits.

*Adapted from materials developed by the New England Consortium for METRO-
APEX role descriptions which, in turn, credits tt-e source:
Robert Chin and Kenneth Banne, "General Strategies for Effecting Changes
in Human Systems," The Planning_of Change, second edition, edited by
Bannia, Banne and Chin. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969,
pp. 32-69.
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IX.

Cycle # Initiated by: Role

Name

APEX County Impact Statement*

(Estimated Environmental, Economic, Socio/political effects of proposed
project)

_Name of Plan or Project:

Objective of Plan/Project:

Effect of plan not being initiated:

No. households project type:

1.

2.

No. people displaced:

Relocation costs

No. businesses displaced

Relocation costs

3.

4.
5.

Parks, histor:cal and/or unique physical features destroyed or degraded:

Aesthetic impact:

Recreational impairment and/or enhancement:

Industrial impact:

Employment impact:



Health & safety impact:

8-28

Effects on flora & Fauna:

Solid waste generation/disposed impact:

A
44/

Air quality impact:

Water quality impact:

Noise impact:

Changes in traffic:

Expected pressure group support/opposition:

Civil rights:

Good Government League:

Chamber of Commerce:

Unions:

Ultra-Conservatives:

Cultural pattern/neighborhood impact:

Economic growth stimulus/depressant:



T.

Community economic benefits/losses:

4
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Tax base effects:

,Municipal services load changes (type &

Elete Srpport:

IND.

EQA

CO. PLAN.

C. l!OL.

DEV.

CO. POL.

C. PLAN.

STATE FED.

TY

I

C

* Required for all projects which may have a substantial "certain or
potential" environmental impact and for which federal funds (NEPA,
P.L. 91-190; 102) and/or state funds (1970 NEPA Act) are requested.
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1

X. RULES OF APEX COUNTY

Rule 1. Title

These rules shall be known as the rules of the Air Pollution Con-
trol District.

Rule 2. Nuisance

A p Yson shall not discharge from any source whatsoever such quanti-
ties of a r contaminants or other material which cause.injury, detriment,
nuisance or annoyance to any considerable number of persons or to the pub-
lic ortwhich endanger the comfort, repose, health or safety of any such
persons or the public or which cause or have a natural tendency to cause
injury or damage to business or property.

Rule 3. Ringelmann Number

A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from any single
source of emission whatsoever any %air contaminant or a period of five
consecutive minutes in any one hour which is:

a. As dark or darker as that designated as No. 2 on the Ringelmann
Chart, as published by the United States Bureau of Mines, or

b. Of such opacity as to obscure an observer's view to a degree
equal to or greater than does smoke described in subsection (a)
of this rule.

Rule 4. Particu3ate Matter

A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from any source par-
ticulate .atter in excess of 40 pounds per hour.

Rule 5. Sulfur Dioxide

A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from any source sul-
fur dioxide in excess of 200 pounds per hour.

Rule 6. Carbon Monoxide

A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from any source
carbon monoxide in excess of 10 pounds per hour.

en
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Rule 7. Oxides of Nitrogen

A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from any source
oxides of nitrogen in excess of 140 pounds per hou.r.

Rule 8. Hydrocarbons

A person shall not discharge into the atmosphere from any source
hydrocarbons in excess of 16 pounds per hour.

Rule 9. Inspections

Any air pollution control inspector has the authority to enter a
plant for purposes of- of any equipment which he feels is in

.?violation of this county's rules.

Tr
,

.),,

Rule 10. Fines

Any person who violates, disobeys, omits, neglects or refuses to com-
ply with, or who resists thesenforcem9nt bf any provisions of these rules
shall be punished by a fine not,exceeding five hundred 05001. dollars for
each offense. Each day that a violation exists or is.permitted to exist
shall constitute a separate offense.
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XI. PERMIT APPLICATION

Application to operate or construct is hereby made by the undersigned
incompliance with APEX County laws.

Firm Name:

AA Location: Type of Industry:

I.

New application Cycle Initials

1st re-application Cycle Initials

2nd re-application Cycle Initials

II. APCO action:

New application Approve Deny Initials

1st re-application Approve Deny Initials

2nd re-application Approve ___. _ Deny Initials

III. Appeal action (judge-air pollution hearing officer):

New application Approve

1st re-application Approve

2nd re-application Approve

Deny

Deny

Deny

Initials

Initials

Initials

APPROVAL UNDER II OR III ABOVE, CONSTITUTES PERMIT ISSUANCE.
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Clu?ter 3

REGIONAL/TRANSPORTATION,

Planners Role Description

4

A Regirinal Planhing Department has been formed by agreement of the
County Board of Supervisors and the City Council. The Regional Planning
Department was created to facilitate.the guidance and coordination of
growth within the entire region of the County and City of APEX. In ad-
dition to its normal yearly operations, the Department is mandated to de-
velop a Long-Range Comprehensive Master Plan. (This Master Plan will be
presented to the County Board in a STEP Exercise.)

The Planning Department is headed by a director appointed by the
County Board and serving at their discretion. Under the director is a
Long-Range Planning Branch consisting of a Land Use Planning Office and
a Transportation Planning Office. The-Long=Range Planning Branch is oc-
cupied with advanced planning and the development of the Master Plan.
The director has directed that the Long-Range planners be consulted by
the Operations Branch to ensure that yearly project recommendations ro
the Board, rezoning request approval and exofirm locations are compati-
ble with the long-range policy and Master Plan of the department.

The Operations Branch is responsible for preparing yearly Capi.al
Improvement Project and Special Program Recommendations, recommending
approval or disapproval of zoning change requests,'providing liaison
and services to the Politicians and other roles and conducting public
rel.ttions activities to educate the public on the intents and desirea-
bil_ty of the Planners' recommendations.

The Planning Department has the power to recommend, suggest, and
convince; but all actual decisions on polidy, rezoning, Grant Requests,
budgets and project and program implementation is the responsibility of the
County Board of Supervisors. The Planners may consult with departments of
the State Government and the Federal Government, but all formal requests
for financial aid to these agencies must be approved and signed by the
County Board,, /A formal presentation must be made to the County Board in
open hearing each cycle for consideration of the Planners' project and
program recommendations to fund any consultant studieS desired by tne
Planners and to pay for any desired TV or newspaper public education pro-
grams. TV time normally costs $1,000 per minute and newspaper coverage
is $100 per line, but cost and coverage are at the discretion of the News
Staff.
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REGIONAL PLANNING DEPARTMENT

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

DIRECTOR

(Policy & Administration)

\I

OPERATIONS LONG -RANGE PLANNING

1

Capital Zoning Informa-i Land Use
Projects,
Special

and
Commu-

clan and
Data

Programs
and

Budget

nity
Rela-
tions

Analysis'

Transportation



Cbunty-wide Capital Improvement Project and Special Program recom-
mend tious must be presented to the County Board of Supervisors in open
hearing each cycle for line item approval or rejection. The County
Board of Supervisors and the Regional Planning Department (and/or the
St e and Federal Government in some cases) have responsibility for all

nty wide facilities, such as the airport, hospitals and major trans-
portation routes.

The Central City Planners have the responsibility for Project and
Program, rezoning, etc., recommendations to the City Politicians who have
jurisdiction Only within the city limits. Coordination and cooperation
between the Regional Planning Department, City Planners, County Board of
Supervisors and City.Council will be at the discretion of the individual
players. They also have the responsibility for all projects, programs
and rezoning which are outside the Central City.

Summary of Transportation in APEX County

e interstate highway freeway system in APEX County is shown on
the ,,a0 in Section 9. The freeways enter APEX County in Analysis Areas
28, 4 and 22, The west -east freeway segment enters Analysis Area 28
from the west, swings south around the s6uthern boundary of Central
City AA's 12 and 13) :and exits ,from Analysis Area 22. North- south,
freew segments enter APEX County in Analysis Areas 24 and 22 and end in
Central City Analysis Areas 3 and 19 respectively. The state highway de-
partment been planning for several years 'to expand the freeway system
in APEX County. Current plans call for initiating work on the St; Joseph's
Connector which will exit east-west throQgh the Central City (AA's 19, 7,
8, 4, 3) and into Township 1 (AA's 25 and 26).

A local APEX County bus line serves the Central City with some ser-
.vice extended into the suburb and nearby areas of the County.

Most travel in APEX County is currently by private automobile.
There are approximately 2,1 people per registered automobile in APEX
County. This amounts to approximately one billion automobile miles
per year. The automobile is the cause of substantial congestion, proper-
ty damage, death and air .pollution in APEX County. Further information
about the contribution of the automobile to pollution can be obtained
from the APCO.

The automobile represents an immense financial burden to owners, po-
litical jurisdictions, employers and commercial establishments. Taxes to
expand and maintain the road network are constantly expanding. Vast areas
of land are required for parking. At the same time, bus ridership is de-
creasing. It is readily apparent that no one mode of transportation is
adequate or economic and other modes must be considered.
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Transportation Route Studies

Transportation route studies can be ordered by the Planners or other
appropriate roles. These studies will help the Planners in determining
the cost of a proposed freeway or other transportation system. Route
studies are implemented by:

1. Drawing the desired route on a route study map;
2. Coding the coordinates from the map onto the worksheet;
3. Obtaining politician approval and funding for the study.

The computer will then ,perforce thq route study calculations and provide the
Planners with the data shown on the annotated printout.

#

An APEX County Base Map with an X - Y grid of 4500 units by 4500
units can be used for drawing desired transportation routes.

Route studies are made available from an independent consultant at
the st of $5,000 per Analysis Area covered by the route. Amaximum of
two roe studies (or 9 AA) can be requested by the Regional Planning
Department in any one cycle. Payment for the route study must be made
by the Politicians through a cash transfer.to the consultant (role advisor).

To requisition a route study, the Planner merely draws the proposed
route clearly on the map and then transfers the route coordinates to the
Route Stu y Worksheet: The route in each analysis area is put in on a sep-
arate litfe on the worksheet. It is vital that coordinates for the points
at which a route crosses analysis area boundaries be entered on the sheet
as the last entry of one row and the first entry of the next row in the
next analysis area.

The Planner will receive printout ssfoi each analysis area similar to
the attached sheet titled Highway AlignMent Analysis Data. The printout
sheet shows the right-of-way cost for the transportation route and the
construction costs of the freeway segment. The total cost of the freeway
segment in that analysis area and the total freeway route cost for all
analysis areas traversed are also given.

If the transportation mode c'2 interest is not freeway but one of the
other transportation projects on the project sheet (personal people mover,
elevated subway 'tonorail, busway, etc.), only the right-of-way costs from
the route study used to calculate route cost. The remainder of the
transportation cost is taken from the project list costs.

EXAMPLE:

Route Segment "A"
From Highway Alignment Analysis Data: //

AA 26
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)ength of l::4,b,sed Highway id this AA - 1.31 mile.

Total Right-of-Way Acquisition Cost in this AA - $146,326

From Project List:

Roadway construction costs in this AA - $1,312,208

Cost of street crossings in this AA - 131,220

Total'nonstrurtion costs - 1,443,429

Total Cost for this AA Segment- $1,539,755

This is repeated for each AA traversed by the route and total route cost
is .the sum of costs of all AAs traversed.

If the proposed route is accepted and funded by the County Board
of Supervisors, the required informationmust be entered_on Ihe,Regional

"Planning Department Worksheet "Recomendations for Transportation Capital
Project" and be signed as accepted by the County Board. The Politicians
must then enter the proper Capital Project Number (in.this case 21),
Location and Cost on the Politicians worksheet (page 5-8, item 8). The
project must be" entered separately for each analysis area traversed by
the transportation route. Th. Politicians Capital Budget will automatically
be charged for the right-of-way acquisition costs for the route.

A
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dote A

HIGHWAY ALIGNMENT ANALYSIS DATA
ANALYSIS AREA 26

TOTAL MARKET LAND IN ANALYSTS AREA-- 15197.48 ACRES
LENGTH OF PROPOSED HIGHWAY IN THIS ANALYSIS AREA-- 1.31 MILES f---- Note B
THE RIGHT-OF-WAY FOR THIS SEGMENT WOULD TAKE 47.71 ACRES ( .

WHICH IS 0.3 0/0 OF THE MARKET LAND IN THE A.A. Note C

LAND USE

DEVELOPED
/ ACRES- UNITS $/UNIT /

VACANT

ACRES $/ACRE

RI / 1.38 1.21 38500. / 2.35 12000.

R2 / 0.81 1.41 21900. /
R3 / 0.50 1.40 17500. /
MI / 0.30 1.53 24500. / 0.11 12000.

M2 / 0.21 1.77 14700. /
CL / 0.00 0.00 136000. / 0.00 35000.

CF / 0.00 0.00 192914.
IE / 0.02 0.02 109179. 0.00 10000.

IX / 0.00 0.00 155400. /

OD / 0.00 0.00 8t000. 0.47 35000.

AD / 4: 52 41 52 600. / 0.00 480.

THE AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE IN THE ANALYSIS AREA IS
TOTAL RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION COST IN THIS AA
ROADWAY CONSTRUCTION COST IN THIS AA
COST OF STREET CROSSINGS IN THIS AA
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST IS
TOTAL COST OF HIGHWAY SEGMENT IN THIS AA IS

Note D

A

$ 3066.
SJ46326.f--NoteE
$1312208:-, Note F
$ 131220.

$1443429X"-Note G
$1589755. WHICH IS

$1211511.
PER MILE
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Note A Planners' Printout from Route Study Request

Note B : Calculated from coordinate input

Note C 300 ft. wide by 1.31 miles long

Note D Summary of developed cud vacant market land which
would be used for right-of-way

:cote Total cost of right- of -way

Note F highway construction costs

aot C Sun' of high,,-ay Infoction costs



A Suggested List of Transportation Capital Improvement Projects

All of the following projects would appear under the budget category
STREETS, could be located in any analysis area, and would not be funded
by revenue bonds. If a minus one is entered in the acres field then this
will require the number of acres to be entered on the F-2 field of the CP
card. If GOD wanted to affect the access coefficients, then he would
have to replace the current project 21 found on the projSet list with one
of the following:

(a) Construct 1 mile Personal People Mover - Jurisdiction-wide
impact - Enter a -1 in the acres field - 2 cycles to run with
a minimum cost of $2,000,000 ana a maximum cost of $4,000,000.

(h) Construct 1 mile Elevated Subway Mass Transit - County-wide
impact - Enter a -1 in the acres field - 5 cycles to run with
a minimum cost of $5,000,000 and a maximu% cost of $10,000,000.

(c) Construct 1 mile Monorail Mass Transtt - County-wide impact -
Enter a -1 in the acres field= 3 cycles.to run with a minimum

$6,000,000 and a maximum cost of $12,000,000.

(d) Construct 1 mile 2 Lane Busway County -wide impact - Enter
a -1 in the acres field - 2 cycles to run with a minimum cost
of $1,500,000 and a maximum cost of $3,000,000.

(e) Freeway-Com_er Survf:Illance Traffic Control - County-wide
impact - zero ac-as require; - 8 cycles to run with a minimum
cost of ;i500,00G and e ma'ciLfl cost of ;;1,000,000.

A Suggested List ut ecial Uealin& with Trsnsportaticn

(a) Dial a Bus Service - available for the county - 3 cycles
to run - $50,000 cost per year and requires capital project
114,

(b) Mass Traraiit Subsidy - available for the county - 2 cycles to
run - $95,000 cost per year.

(c) Auto Emission inspection Program - available for the county -
3 cycles to run - $300,000 cost per. year.

(d) '20 passenger minibus (10 buses) - available for any Jurisdiction -
5 cycles to run' - $90,000 cost per year and requires capital pro-
ject 20.



(a) Con:,,,Itarit/Transporcation Route Study - available,for the
coun.r - 1 cycle to run - S15,000cosr per year
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XIII.

GRANT APPLICATION FORM
(General)

A. STATE FEDERAL Funds requested (circle one)

1. 2.

Cycle No.

Name of Applicant Authorized Signature t

3. 4. $

Date, Cycle, Time of Request Total Amount Requested

5. New Applicant 6. Length of Funding Yrs/mo.

7. Continued Funding

Title of previous grant Amount

B. 1. Grant or Project Title

2. Justification of the Proposal:

3. How will the funds be used: (be Specific)
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4. Funds Distribution:

5. Other Funds to be used in carrying out this Proposal:

Source Amount

C. 1. Impact of the Proposal: (Positive)

2. What could reasonably be expected to happen, if anything, should
this proposal be rejected:
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Action:

Reviewed

Comments:

Request Clarification of Item

Matching Funds:

Ratio Amount $

Funding:

Approved Amount $

Not Approved Reason

Submitted to Ap?ropriations Committee with Comments:

Signatures: (Titles) Dates:

>. T."1
_r )


